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Abstract
Game researchers and designers both know that a key element of making a game enjoyable is for
the player to identify with the game’s protagonist. A large majority of research focuses on studying
how the physical appearance of the protagonist influences player identification. We propose that
elements of the character’s personality are equally, if not more, important when creating bonds
between player and protagonist.
When approaching protagonist design, there is a trade-off between character depth and iden-
tification. In order to have more engaging and deep protagonists, certain subsets of players will
not identify with the protagonist due to conflicting beliefs and values. On the other hand, game
designers can make characters shallow and generic to avoid isolating players, but this leads to a
less interesting narrative experience.
One solution to this problem is to tailor the beliefs and values exhibited by the protagonist to
align with those of each individual player. In order to achieve this, however, the game needs to have
a way of knowing the real-world beliefs of the player. This can be accomplished through validated
questionnaires, but this is not ideal for players who are playing a game for enjoyment.
In this work we address the problem that we don’t have validated methods of measuring real-
world beliefs of the player through game mechanics and make the following main contributions:
1. Understand how a congruence (and incongruence) of beliefs between the player and protago-
nist relates to identification and enjoyment
2. Create and test the effectiveness of using text-based narrative prototypes to evaluate narrative
elements of games
3. Develop and evaluate a method of using a player’s in-game dialogue choices to construct a
behaviour model of the player
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem and Motivation
In media, identification between the audience and the protagonist is a fundamental factor in pro-
ducing an engaging experience that transports the audience into the world in which the narrative
is taking place. In interactive media, in which the audience member is actively participating in the
experience, this concept of identification with the protagonist is especially important because the
player is directly involved in the narrative, as opposed to passively experience a written work or a
film.
According to literature, there are three main ways in which an audience member can identify
with the protagonist in media [64]: embodied presence (experience the media through the protag-
onist’s eyes), wishful identification (seeing the protagonist as an idealistic version of themselves),
and similarity identification (seeing similarities between themselves and the protagonist).
While much of the literature surrounding the concept of identification relates to static media
(i.e., text and film) there has been a recent interest in the concept relating to interactive media
among games researchers [32,61,163,258].
The majority of this work among games researchers focuses on the physical similarities between
player and protagonist [13, 76, 121, 173, 256] (e.g., the character looks like the player, therefore the
player experiences higher similarity identification), rather than deeper psychological similarities
such as personality. As a result of this, previous work has shown that allowing players to cus-
tomize their character’s appearance and personality positively contributes to identification with
the character, and through that increased identification and increased enjoyment of the game [255].
This method of avatar customization is now commonly used in a wide variety of games; the
mechanic is most commonly found in role playing games (RPGs) such as the Mass Effect series1,
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim2, and Pokémon: Sword/Shield3, but avatar customization is also found
in other genres of games such as The Sims 44. In these types of games, the protagonist is often
a blank slate both visually and in terms of personality, allowing the player to project their own
feelings and experiences onto the protagonist to maximize identification.
1Mass Effect, Electronic Arts, 2007-2017
2Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, Bethesda Softworks, 2011
3Pokemon: Sword / Pokemon: Shield, Nintendo, 2019
4The Sims 4, Electronic Arts, 2014
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Even among games in which the player cannot traditionally customize the protagonist’s appear-
ance, such as the Super Mario game series5 and The Legend of Zelda series6, the protagonist is
narratively boring in terms of their personality and motivations, and their appearances are cartoony
and generic, allowing the possibility for a wide variety of players to project themselves onto the
character. While the popularity of these games show that this is an effective way to make players
connect with their protagonists, having flat characters limits the narrative potential of a story, and
the importance of character depth and richness has been previously argued [8].
Some games on the other hand, have protagonists with a much more defined personality. Pro-
tagonists in games like Gears of War7, Halo8, and God of War9 have well-defined protagonists
expressing hypermasculine traits, both physically and psychologically. Conversely, games such as
Tomb Raider10 and Bayonetta11 contain hyperfeminine protagonists. Other games have protago-
nists that lie more in the middle of the gender spectrum but are still strongly fleshed out characters
in terms of their personality, motivations, and experiences, such as Gordon Freeman from the Half-
Life series12, Joel and Ellie from The Last of Us13, and Cal Kestis from Star Wars Jedi: Fallen
Order14. The thing all of these characters have in common is the fact that they are not a blank
slate upon which the player can project their own beliefs and experiences. These characters are
all, for the most part, physically and psychologically designed by the developers, giving players
very few options to customize the protagonists. Despite this lack of freedom, these games are all
critically acclaimed (Half Life received a review score of 9.5/10 [3], The Last of Us received a score
of 10/10 [4], and Jedi: Fallen Order received a score of 9/10 [5]), and many have spawned several
sequel titles following the protagonists on further adventures.
These two methods of designing protagonists leads to a tradeoff between allowing players to
project themselves onto the protagonist (designing characters as a blank slate) and having a more
fleshed out character providing a more complex and interesting narrative. The problem with the
latter option goes back to identification: if the character’s appearance and personality are set
in stone by the developers, while this may provide a more complex and interesting story, many
players will not identify with the protagonist, which may limit elements of player experience such
as enjoyment.
Allowing players to customize aspects of the protagonist’s appearance allows them to more
strongly identify with the character, but that pushes the game back along the spectrum towards
5Super Mario, Nintendo, 1985-2015
6The Legend of Zelda, Nintendo, 1986-2021
7Gears of War, Xbox Game Studios, 2006
8Halo: Combat Evolved, Xbox Game Studios, 2001
9God of War, Sony Computer Entertainment, 2005
10Tomb Raider, Square Enix, 1996
11Bayonetta, Sega, 2009
12Half-Life, Valve Corporation, 1998
13The Last of Us, Sony Interactive Entertainment, 2013
14Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order, Electronic Arts, 2019
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the blank slate. One solution would be to find a middle ground between the two extremes: allow the
player to customize some parts of their character to increase their identification with the protagonist
while allowing the parts relevant to the game narrative to remain fixed. Another solution is for the
game to know something about the player in advance and tailor the protagonist in such a way that
the player will more strongly identify with them, without needing to explicitly specify how they
want the character to look and behave.
Video games do not currently provide players with both a psychologically complex protagonist
(i.e., well-defined beliefs and values) while simultaneously providing appeal to a wide range of play-
ers through identification. One solution is that game designers could measure player’s real-world
beliefs and tailor the protagonist’s design to better align with this model. However, measuring
player beliefs, personality or values is challenging inside of a video game because the current best
practices of modelling these types of individual measures are limited to gathering data through
lab-based questionnaires. These questionnaires, while effective, are not suited to be integrated into
an entertainment product such as a video game since they are boring and repetitive to complete.
As such, the specific problem we address in this dissertation is how game designers can effectively
measure players’ real-world beliefs inside of a game setting, and how tailoring characters to player’s
beliefs affects game experience. There are many ways in which beliefs and values influence char-
acter identification, but in video games there is a prevalent and historical divide on how gendered
characters are designed and perceived. As such, we use sex and gender as the domain in which we
explore tailoring.
1.2 Solution
In order to effectively measure player’s real-world beliefs inside a game setting, there are several
sub-problems that must be investigated:
1. Understand identification in pre-authored protagonists as driven by congruence
of individual beliefs and demographics
As discussed in the previous section, most of the research into player identification focuses
primarily on physical appearances: if the protagonist looks similar to the player, or expresses
an idealized version of the player’s appearance, they will strongly identify with that character
[13,76,256]. While this is true, this approach only captures part of how a player can identify
with the protagonist. As described in the previous section, a character’s beliefs, values, and
backstory can greatly contribute to the way in which a player identifies with the character
(e.g., if the protagonist holds similar beliefs as to those held by the player, the player should
identify strongly with that protagonist).
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In order to create characters that the player strongly identifies with, we must better un-
derstand how players identify with pre-authored characters (i.e., characters with a fixed ap-
pearance and pre-determined beliefs and values). What role do demographic factors, such as
gender, play in identification? How does the congruence or incongruence of beliefs between
the player and the protagonist affect identification?
In particular, this will focus on beliefs relating to gender, such as benevolent sexism [106] and
male role attitudes [62].
2. Investigate the importance of graphic fidelity in game narratives
A problem tangentially connected to the overall problem of how to create complex characters
that a wide range of players can identify with is to understand the role graphic fidelity plays
in the identification process. We know that giving players the freedom to customize their
own avatar can increase identification [32, 255] but there is no research, to the best of our
knowledge, examining narrative experience isolated from graphic fidelity. As an example, in
order to study identification through character personality and beliefs, current methodologies
would require researchers to construct a graphically complex game with a custom dialogue
system along with engaging mechanics. While researchers could use this to compare different
dialogue techniques by keeping everything else in the game fixed, the problem is that this ap-
proach requires a large investment in terms of development time, prohibiting most researchers
from making progress.
I propose and test a better methodology for evaluating narrative-specific aspects of games by
using text-prototypes to measure player experience without the need for graphically complex
games.
3. Understand identification when players are allowed to customize the protagonist’s
personality through in-game choices
As discussed previously, a large amount of the research into player identification focuses on
allowing players to physically customize their characters. Other types of customization are
commonly found in games, most often found in role playing games. These customization
mechanics often involve either allocating skill points after acquiring a required amount of
experience points or making narrative decisions on behalf of the protagonist. While allocating
skill points could play a factor in how the player identifies with the protagonist (e.g., allocating
points to the strength skill because the player sees themselves as strong) these stats almost
always play a strong role in the actual game mechanics (e.g., the strength skill often determines
how powerful the protagonist’s attack is) and therefore splits the player’s motivations between
making the character more like them and effectively playing the game.
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Dialogue choices, on the other hand, are the primary way that role playing games allow
players to exert their influence over the game world, and through this agency, the player is
able to shape their character’s personality. Unlike allocating skill points, which are usually
tightly coupled to the game mechanics, these types of dialogue choices drive the direction of
the narrative but do not usually affect the actual gameplay.
In this step I use the text-prototypes proposed in Step 2 to provide players with the opportu-
nity to customize the protagonist’s morality through dialogue choices, similar to how games
allow players to customize their character’s appearance through an avatar creation menu.
The main goal of this step is to better understand the mechanisms of how dialogue choices
affect overall player experience. In particular, I construct a system that uses the player’s
dialogue choices to model their in-game behaviour and uses this model to feed back into the
game and dynamically change the morality of the provided dialogue options. I construct
models to show the relationships between the choices themselves (i.e., how varied the possible
options are, the amount of effort players perceive putting into making the decision) and
narrative experience (i.e., identification with the protagonist, transportation into the narrative
world).
4. Design and test alternative approaches for measuring player’s real-world beliefs
In Step 1 I examine how the design of the protagonist’s personality affects individual players’
identification, through whether or not the player’s beliefs are congruent with those displayed
by the protagonist. In it, I use external questionnaires to measure the player’s real-world
beliefs. In an actual game scenario, however, players would not be willing to fill out pages
of questionnaires prior to playing a game. Thus, I address the problem of how to accurately
measure individual players’ real-world beliefs through observed behaviour within the game
itself.
Specifically, I design an alternative way of measuring the player’s real-world beliefs using dia-
logue choices embedded in the game, as opposed to using external questionnaires. I show that
the dialogue choices, which will be derived from the validated questionnaires, can effectively
measure the player’s real-world beliefs to a similar degree of accuracy as the validated ques-
tionnaires. Additionally, I demonstrate that the majority of players made choices consistent
with their own personal beliefs and values, as opposed to role playing as an external character.
1.3 Methodological Approach
This section will describe the general methodological approaches used throughout this dissertation.
In particular, I will include descriptions of commonly used statistical tests, experimental structures
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and methods, and clarify technical terms used.
1.3.1 Experimental Design
The research presented in this dissertation primarily uses online studies and follows a between-
subjects experimental design. In these experiments participants are assigned to one of several
experimental conditions which in turn corresponds to a particular version of the primary stimulus
(in most cases, a specific version of a game or interactive system). In these experiments, participants
fill out basic demographic questionnaires prior to playing through the game or interactive system.
After engaging with the system, participants fill out subjective, validated questionnaires to capture
their perceived experience on various aspects of play experience such as enjoyment, identification
with the protagonist, or transportation into a narrative world, to name a few.
1.3.2 Validated Questionnaires
Validated questionnaires are usually created to ask the same thing multiple different ways (e.g.,
asking the player if they felt competent while player the game, and later asking them if they felt
capable and effective while playing). This approach provides researchers with a confidence that the
data gathered is accurate, since participants whose responses for a particular measured construct
are deemed internally inconsistent may be removed from further data analysis. A single variable
is computed for each construct by calculating the mean average of the participant’s responses for
the appropriate questions. Sometimes, validated questionnaires include an item that is opposite
of the sentiment behind the construct being measured (e.g., asking the player if they didn’t feel
competent while playing the game). This practice is called reverse coding, and the player’s response
is reversed prior to calculating the variable.
1.3.3 State and Trait Variables
Variables measured through validated questionnaires, as described in the previous section, can be
categorized as one of two types: state or trait variables. A state variable represents a construct that
describes a snapshot of experience in response to an internal or external stimulus. Conversely, a trait
represents a construct that remains relatively stable in a participant in the long term, regardless of
stimuli. In the research presented in this dissertation, both state and trait variables are used. State
variables are generally used to compare experiential measures between multiple conditions (e.g.,
compare enjoyment between condition A and condition B) to determine the effects the experimental
conditions had on the variable in question. In experimental terminology, these outcome variables are
referred to as dependent variables, since the values they hold may be dependent on the experimental
condition.
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Trait variables, on the other hand, are used in several ways. These variables are sometimes used
as a way of subdividing the data set into multiple groups (e.g., compare between individuals who
are highly susceptible to narrative immersion and those who are not). These variables can also be
used as covariates in statistical tests to account for possible variations in these measures between
conditions. The practice of using covariates in this way can often improve the accuracy and reduce
error in the final statistical model [1]. In experimental terminology, these variables are referred to
as independent variables, since their value is not expected to vary between experimental conditions.
1.3.4 Statistical Tests
Here I briefly summarize the statistical tests that were used in the research presented in this
dissertation.
Two statistical tests used commonly in this dissertation are the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). An ANOVA is a statistical test that compares
the means of a single dependent variable from two or more groups to determine whether there is
a statistically significant difference between any two groups in the statistical model [86]. Similarly,
a MANOVA tests the same thing but considers multiple dependent variables in a single test [86].
As mentioned in the previous section, covariates may be added to these models to improve their
accuracy and reduce the chance of errors.
Another commonly used statistical test in this dissertation is linear regression. Linear regression
is a method for determining if one variable (X) predicts another variable (Y) [86]. For example,
this test can be used to determine whether one experience variable, such as avatar identification,
predicts another experience variable, such as enjoyment. Another way of describing this is through
correlation: when players experience higher avatar identification they also experience higher enjoy-
ment.
Related to linear regression, moderated mediation analyses were also conducted. This type
of analysis investigates whether a latent mediating variable (M) explains the variance predicted
between a predictor (X) and a dependent measure (Y) [118]. In other words, if linear regressions
indicate that both M and X predict Y, and X predicts M, mediation analysis provides a way of
representing these relationships in a single model and better understand the causation between
them. A significant mediation in this case would indicate that even though X predicts Y, the
reason for this relationship is due to X predicting M, which in turn predicts Y. In this scenario, the
model would be described as M mediating the relationship between X and Y.
1.3.5 Technical Terms
There are several technical terms used commonly throughout this dissertation, and some of these
terms are used in different ways depending on the context. For these reasons, these terms are
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described here to clarify their use throughout the dissertation.
The term model is used in several different ways throughout this dissertation. In the context
of statistical tests, this term is used to describe the relationship between variables as a result of a
statistical test. For example, a significant relationship as a result of a linear regression, as described
in the previous section, would be described as a model, in which one variable is shown to predict
another.
Alternatively, the term model is sometimes used in a computational sense, as a description of a
data structure used in a piece of software or interactive system. This use of the term is primarily
used in Manuscript C and D, when describing the data structure that is created dynamically in
response to a player’s dialogue choices.
A pair of terms used commonly throughout this dissertation are belief and value. These two
terms are generally used together, and describe something that an individual holds to be true,
sometimes through a lack of evidence and sometimes in opposition to evidence. These beliefs may
be privately held (i.e., the individual holds them to be true but they do not physically act on them)
or they may be openly held (i.e., the individual considers them when taking actions). The main
beliefs and values used in this dissertation are sexist beliefs, primarily benevolent sexism [105] and
male role attitudes [206], which represents beliefs relating to traditional gender roles for women
and men, respectively.
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2 MANUSCRIPT A: DON’T TALK DIRTY TO
ME: HOW SEXIST BELIEFS AFFECT
EXPERIENCE IN SEXIST GAMES
2.1 Introduction to Manuscript A
As described in the Introduction, games often contain characters that are almost entirely designed
by the developers, with very little customization options provided to the players engaging with the
game. While this has the potential to create more complex and interesting narratives, the fact that
these characters’ appearances and personalities are static creates the possibility that players very
different from the presented protagonist may not identify as strongly with the playable character,
and through this experience reduced enjoyment.
Understanding the mechanisms relating to this, namely whether an incongruence between the
player’s appearance and beliefs with those exhibited by the protagonist results in reduced enjoy-
ment of the game, is important for game designers to understand when creating protagonists. For
example, many games create hyper-masculine or hyper-feminine protagonists whose appearances
reflect very few members of their target audience. Alternatively, a game whose protagonist holds
and exhibits sexist beliefs throughout the game could potentially isolate a large demographic of the
game’s potential audience that do not agree with the protagonist’s beliefs. In both of these cases,
it is important to understand how this congruence, or lack thereof, between player and protagonist
affects identification with the protagonist, and through this identification, how enjoyment of the
game is affected.
In this chapter we show that player identification predicts overall enjoyment. We also show
that gender congruence between the player and the playable character does not significantly affect
identification or enjoyment. Conversely, we show that belief congruence between the player and
playable character significantly influences both player identification and enjoyment, and that player
identification significantly mediates the relationship between belief (sexism) and enjoyment. Finally,
our results suggest that narrative elements are more salient for studying player identification than
graphic fidelity.
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2.1.1 Publication and Individual Contribution
This work was published as the following: [40]. Although a multi-authored contribution, I was re-
sponsible for leading the research. My roles included: designing the experiments and constructing
the interactive systems used in the experiments (i.e., building the game, modelling the character’s
clothing for the different gendered conditions, and the character rating system used in the prestudy
to determine the perceived genders of characters). Additionally, I was involved in the data analysis
and contributed to the literature review and writing of the publication. I also presented the pub-
lication at the conference at which it was published. I contributed approximately 65% of the total
work for this project and publication.
2.2 Abstract
Research on sexism in digital games has suggested that women self-select out of playing sexist
games; however, assuming a homogeneous gender-based response does not account for the diversity
of identities within a gender group. Gender-incongruent responses to recent events like #gamergate
implies that the gender of the participants is not paramount to experience, but that their beliefs
about gender roles are. To explore the role of sexist beliefs on experience in sexist games, we
created three versions of a game that were identical except for the presence of sexist imagery
and/or dialogue. We show that enjoyment of sexist games is not predicted by player gender, but
by the player’s pre-existing beliefs about gender. Furthermore, avatar identification is the pathway
through which enjoyment is facilitated. Finally, sexist dialogue does not improve the play experience
for anyone - rather it harms experience for players of all genders who do not hold sexist beliefs.
2.3 Introduction
Sex sells. In the context of digital games – which is a $100 billion industry worldwide [79, 265] –
this translates into many popular games that portray female characters as hypersexual (e.g., Red
Dead Redemption [74]) or portray male characters as hypermasculine (e.g., Gears of War [98]).
Female characters are often treated as rewards to be obtained (e.g., The Witcher [210]), as damsels
in distress who need to be rescued (e.g., The Legend of Zelda [192]), as a prop in service of the male
protagonist’s characters development - often referred to as “woman in the refrigerator” (e.g., God
of War [239], [240]), or simply as background decoration (e.g., Hitman:Absolution [124]) [223,224].
And even when the main character is a strong female with a developed personality and attributes,
her body and clothing (or lack thereof) is often hypersexual (e.g., Lara Croft [72], Bayonetta [99]).
Previous literature has argued that sexist characters roles can be attractive and useful in fostering
avatar identification [119, 130]; however, other literature suggests that female players are offended
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by highly sexualized female characters and high levels of violence [116, 275], may be irritated by
sexist design choices intended to target male gamers [61], and in many cases may make an active
choice to not play games with sexist content [88,193].
Feminist game critics have long criticized the game industry for catering to the presumed straight
male player [56,133,223,224]. The vitriolic response from a group of mostly male gamers escalated
into threats of rape, violence, and even death against women who spoke out against sexism in
games and the game industry [19, 182, 273]. The debate around sexism in the games industry got
massive public exposure through the recent #gamergate and #notyourshield controversies [241],
which helped to shed light on many aspects of sexism within games and the game industry, including
how players – particularly women – experience sexist game content [59]. Discussions around sexist
game content sometimes suggest an ‘us vs them’ dynamic between male and female gamers [55];
however, the issue is not as simple as one of pitting men against women. For example, many men
oppose the sexist rhetoric of #gamergate supporters [241] – an open letter in support of diversity
in the game community was started by a male feminist and was quickly signed by 2500 people in
response to #gamergate [277]. Conversely, there are women who challenge the idea of women being
offended by sexist games and support #gamergate as a fight for masculinity and for male spaces
in games [36, 234, 235]. That men and women do not react to rhetoric around sexism in games as
two distinctly homogenous groups is not surprising, as feminist scholars have long suggested that
it is a mistake to divide men and women into two dichotomous groups and assume corresponding
attitudes, rather than allowing them to choose and perform their own individual identity and beliefs
that might include a dualistic balance of the masculine and feminine [50,71,193,236].
As applied to an understanding of play experience, this all suggests that it may not be as
simple as suggesting that women self-select out of playing games with sexist content, imagery, or
themes [90, 193]. We propose in this paper that the gender of the participant is not paramount
to game experience, but that their beliefs about gender roles and sexism are. To explore the
relationships between gender, sexist beliefs, and sexism in games, we conducted an experiment
to determine how people who hold a range of sexist beliefs respond to games that contain sexist
content.
We created a short role-playing game based on a prologue, 3 playable levels with a single common
mechanic in each (i.e., fighting, infinite runner, shooting), and an epilogue. We created a game
(rather than adapting an off-the-shelf game) so that we could completely control and isolate the
source of the sexist content in the game. To create sexist game versions, we added sexist imagery
– i.e., characters that visually reinforced sexist stereotypes (helpless damsel, sexualized harlot,
hyper-masculine barbarian, manly hero) – in one version and both sexist imagery and dialogue –
i.e., through using gendered pronouns, sexual innuendo, diminutive nicknames, and objectification
– in another.
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Participants played one game version and answered several questionnaires about their beliefs
around gender roles, sexist beliefs, and play experience. As it has been suggested that sexist
characters can aid in avatar identification [119,130], and that avatar identification facilitates game
enjoyment [119], we measured avatar identification and resulting game enjoyment. We have four
main findings.
• The gender of the player does not predict avatar identification; however, their beliefs about
gender roles and benevolent sexism do predict avatar identification.
• Lower avatar identification translates into less game enjoyment.
• Sexist dialogue harms play experience: adding sexist dialogue harms experience for people
who do not hold sexist beliefs, and also does not improve experience for those who do.
• Including visually sexist character stereotypes does not harm identification and enjoyment;
however, sexist character stereotypes reinforced through both imagery and dialogue harms
both identification and enjoyment.
Our work explored player response to sexist characters and behaviour in a role-playing game.
We refute the notion that men and women form distinct groups that respond in a predictable
manner to sexist content in games. Player response is determined not by their gender, but by the
beliefs about gender that they hold.
2.4 Related Work
We use sex to refer to the biological sex of a character or player, and gender to refer to their
identification as male, female, or non-binary [203]. Because we asked participants their gender,
rather than their sex, we refer to the players as having genders. Gender roles describe beliefs about
appropriate behaviour based on gender [105, 206] and sexist beliefs refers to beliefs that are based
on sex and/or gender.
Sexist content in games can be derived from multiple sources, including from graphics, in-
teractions, narratives, or themes. The presence of sexual content does not by definition make a
game sexist; we use sexism to refer to content (sexual or otherwise) that promotes gender inequal-
ity [129,212] between male and female characters or players. Gender inequality is generally derived
from sex-based differences in power (i.e., the ability to influence the behaviour or another person),
violence (i.e., behaviour intended to harm another person who tries to avoid being harmed), or
objectification, which either emphasized someone’s instrumentality (i.e., treating someone as a tool
for achieving one’s own goals) or dehumanizes (i.e., denying that people have thoughts and feel-
ings) them [145]. As such, we use sexism similarly to [90] to refer to attitudes and actions that are
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based on gender and/or sex and promote inequality between men and women. Although sexism is
often of a hostile nature (e.g., violence toward women), sexism is also often of a benevolent nature;
for example, the view that women are more helpful, empathetic, or intimacy-seeking than men or
that women require paternal protection [105]. Although framed in subjectively positive traits, this
benevolent form of sexism is an attitude of inequality based on gender or sex [105] and is sexist as
it places women on a pedestal while simultaneously reinforcing their subordination [244].
2.4.1 Gender Roles and Sexism in Games
Male characters are represented in games much more often than female [78,127,271]. When female
characters are portrayed in video games, they are often depicted in sexualized ways such as par-
tially nude, with an unrealistic body image, or wearing sexually revealing clothing or inappropriate
attire [48,75,127]. This tendency towards sexualizing women in video games has repeatedly led to
criticism of the game industry for only catering towards presumed straight male players [88,109,224].
Research on the consequences of sexualized imagery indicates that men show a greater likelihood to
harass women after play [75,274]. The harassment towards female users are usually sexist remarks
ranging from traditional sexism (e.g., “get back in the kitchen”) to sexual harassment (e.g., “show
me your tits”) [88]. Fox and Tang [90] conclude that sexualized imagery therefore might promote
the growing problem of harassment of women in games. In addition to this, research suggests
that female users experience diminished self-efficacy [22] and increased self-objectification [88, 89]
after play. The effect that sexualized imagery of women has on both men and women has led to
the conclusion that, when exposed to these portrayals, women may self-select out of such envi-
ronments [88], which in turn reinforces the idea of games being a “man’s world” dominated by
masculine disclosure [220].
Issues of masculinity in games and the games industry have been explored by feminist scholars
for several decades [132]. A common perspective focuses on how to make games more gender-
inclusive to be attractive to girls as a leisure activity [56, 132]. Based on the notion that games
provide early exposure and comfort with digital technologies, the arguments often centre around
how the male-centric games industry disadvantages girls from gaining that early exposure to STEM
topics [55,65] and from the stealth-learning that digital games provide [133]. Books, such as Graner
Ray’s Gender Inclusive Game Design: Expanding the Market (2003) [209] present arguments on
how to design games that appeal to the playstyle and preferences of female players. Cassell and
Jenkins’ From Barbie to Mortal Kombat (1998) [56] similarly focused on the emergence of the ‘girls
game’ movement, albeit with a more inclusive perspective of gender preferences.
Beyond this foundational work on female gamers, literature on sexism in games can be distilled
into three main trends. First, the majority of the research focuses on how women experience sexism
in games differently than men. The distinguishing variable that influences the effect of sexist content
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in games is almost always gender conceptualized as the binary “men vs. women” [78,88,271]. This
dichotomous approach asserts that ‘women’ are a group with a set of similar characteristics and
beliefs that is fundamentally different from the group ‘men’. Contemporary theories about gender
might argue that this dichotomous distinction is reinforcing a deterministic view of gender relations
in which people are divided into clear-cut groups (i.e., women and men [50], rather than a dualistic
distinction in which people embody varying amounts of the masculine and feminine, regardless of
their biological sex [193]. Furthermore, it may be more relevant to distinguish players who adhere to
the concepts of gender that sexist games elicit (e.g., strong, dominant men and sexualized, helpless
women) from those who don’t. Adherence to these more traditional concepts of gender might be a
better predictor for who is bothered by sexist game content and who is not.
Second, most studies investigated sexualized imagery [78]. While the visual depiction of female
characters is certainly a powerful example of how games depict genders differently, there are other
aspects of games that are, while being more subtle, just as sexist. Though imagery is an important
part of games, it should not be the only factor considered when examining sexist content. In
particular, the structure of a game’s narrative, or the story trope, is crucial because of its power
to objectify male and female characters [153]. In addition to the structure of tropes, language
itself can have a powerful effect on sexism. Swim et al. [244] considered the role of sexist language
and how it relates to subtle sexism. McConnel et al. [175] showed that adding male suffixes to
occupation titles led perceivers to interpret a social target’s personality as more masculine. Finally,
language is a dominant means by which stereotypes are defined, communicated, and assessed [165],
so language and dialogue in media should not be overlooked when it comes to sexist content and
the effects it can have.
Third, to our knowledge, all studies investigating the effect of sexist content in games considered
consequences in areas like tolerance for sexual harassment [75], beliefs about benevolent sexism [274],
and agreement with gender attitudes and stereotypes [22], rather than directly examining the effects
of sexism on game experience. In our work, we propose to examine the role of sexist game content
on player experience, as it is the driving factor behind game enjoyment and greatly influences
purchasing decisions.
2.4.2 Player Experience
Research in understanding the experience of players draws from traditions in psychology, games
user research, and human-computer interaction. The more prevalent model that explains player
experience is the satisfaction of needs during play [219], which is part of the broader context of self-
determination theory [217]. Self-determination theory suggests that we are intrinsically motivated
to engage in an activity because of our pure desire to do it, outside of the context of any external
rewards [216] and has been shown to describe the experience of people playing games [219].
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Intrinsic motivation is comprised of our interest-enjoyment in an activity, the effort-importance
we invest on the activity, our perceived competence with the activity, and how much tension-
pressure we feel during the activity [174]. Measurement of motivation is accomplished using the
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [174]. The satisfaction of our need for competence, autonomy,
and relatedness (i.e., mastering challenges under our own volition, while feeling connected to others)
work together to foster intrinsic motivation [216]. This relationship has been shown in a range of
domains, including video game play [246]. As such, these constructs are often used in evaluating
game experience, including the experience of different types of people during game play [34,136,207],
of different game mechanics [101], or of different game input devices [31, 232, 266]. Measurement
of need satisfaction is often accomplished using the Player Experience of Need Satisfaction Scale
(PENS) [219].
In translating research on need satisfaction to the play context, Ryan et al., [219] added two
additional constructs of particular relevance to game play. Intuitive controls describe control of the
game that feels natural, whereas immersion/presence describes the experience of being transported
into the digital environment [131]. Other researchers have described immersion as being comprised
of three components [26]: transportation [110] (i.e., narrative engagement, loss of awareness, and
flow); identification [64] (i.e., identifying with a character’s virtual personality and representation);
and telepresence [164] (i.e., feeling present inside of a virtual world). Because the immersive aspects
of transportation and identification are particularly relevant to the experience of sexism in games
[119,130], we describe them in more detail.
2.4.3 Transportation and Identification
Transportation is often described using a traveler metaphor, in which an audience member becomes
absorbed and lost in the world created by a piece of media [102]. The audience member loses their
sense of self as mental systems become focused on the narrative, excluding attention to the outside
world. Similar to transportation, transportability is a personality trait defined as an individual’s
susceptibility to be transported into a narrative [70]. Previous work has confirmed that transporta-
bility predicts transportation [70], as well as enjoyment [27]. In addition, transportation has been
shown to be a causal factor in increased identification with story characters [70]. Identification is a
cognitive process through which audience members experiencing a piece of media adopt the point
of view of a particular character. The process of identification has been described as a process in
which the audience member loses awareness of self to be temporarily replaced with emotional and
cognitive connections to a particular character [64].
The process begins with the audience member either: adopting a character’s perspective, feeling
fondness towards a character, or realizing some similarity between themselves and the character.
As the narrative progresses, the audience member adopts the goals of the identified character and
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empathizes with the events of the narrative. Previous work has shown that higher identification
with a character in a game leads to higher levels of enjoyment [119]. Also, greater time spent
engaging with a story has been shown to result in stronger identification [259].
It has been previously hypothesized that narratives could be used in persuasion [26] and identi-
fication has been proposed as an important candidate to be effective at creating persuasive narra-
tives [144]. In particular, identification could be used in persuasion by manipulating the source of
a message, rather than the message itself, to make the message more attractive and palatable [64].
In addition, it has been shown that higher identification leads to increased activation of trait char-
acteristics and increases the chance of mimicking behavioural tendencies displayed by the identified
character, suggesting that experiencing strong identification for long periods of time could have
lasting effects on an individual’s beliefs and values. As such, it is plausible that identifying with a
character who displays sexist behaviour could affect the experience and beliefs of players of sexist
games.
2.5 Experiment Design
We conducted an online study in which we presented three different versions of a simple role-
playing game (RPG) that varied in their degree of sexism. We measured individual traits and
player experience using several validated scales.
2.5.1 Game
We designed a 10-minute 2.5D game that was comprised of a prologue, three levels, and an epilogue.
The prologue was a simple cut-scene to set up the narrative’s conflict, the levels were each designed
around a single straightforward game mechanic, and the epilogue was an interactive conversation
between the player and one of the characters in the game (see figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Screenshots from the three main levels in Fantasy Adventure: Hack n’ Slash
(left), Infinite Runner (middle), and Shooting Gallery (right).
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Game Narrative and Mechanics
The main conflict in the game’s narrative was based around the ‘damsel-in-distress’ trope. Players
were informed that the Kingdom’s Royal Heir has been captured by an evil wizard and must be
rescued. Along the way, the player would encounter obstacles, opponents, and dilemmas in order
to reach their goal [97].
The prologue was a short cut-scene showing the Royal Heir running in a field with a looming
dragon shadow overhead.
In the first level, we employed a side-scrolling fighting mechanic. The player had to progress
through a forest - using the ‘A’ and ‘D’ keys to move left and right respectively - fighting barbarians
they encountered, using the left mouse button to attack. Eventually, the player reached a clearing
where a barbarian was watching over a cage with with a prisoner. The player is told the prisoner
is to be sold to slavers, and challenges the barbarian to a fight. After defeating the barbarian, the
prisoner promises to help the player rescue the Royal Heir once all of the barbarians have been
defeated. Several more barbarians attack and the player must defeat them all. Having defeated all
of the barbarians, the player finds a key to the cage and releases the prisoner. The prisoner tries
to go back on their promise to help the player and runs off, forcing the player to follow.
In the second level, we employed an infinite runner mechanic. The player chases the prisoner
down a forest path, avoiding obstacles by jumping or swerving left or right by pressing ‘W’, ‘A’,
and ‘D’ respectively, trying to reach the prisoner and get the promised information regarding the
Royal Heir. The player slowly catches up to the prisoner, until the prisoner finally admits defeat
and leads the player to their village.
In the third level, we used the shooting mechanic. The player and the prisoner arrived at the
village, but was under attack by barbarians. The player found a crossbow and had to shoot twenty
barbarians, while avoiding shooting the villagers, to scare the invaders away and earn the promised
information. Pressing the left mouse button would slow down time so the player could be more
accurate with their shot, and releasing the mouse button fired the crossbow.
Finally, in the epilogue, the prisoner led the player to the Evil Wizard’s castle, only to discover
that ’The Princess had been taken to another castle’. The player then had to choose what to do
with the prisoner to end the game.
Game Versions
Depending on their assigned condition, participants played one of three versions of the game:
Gender Neutral, Sexist Imagery, and Sexist Imagery plus Dialogue. Although the game mechanics
did not vary across versions, we manipulated the graphics of the characters (see Figure 2.2) and
the sexism present in the dialogue.
Gender Neutral. All four characters were androgynous in appearance, each identical in body
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Figure 2.2: Neutral (left) and gendered (right) characters. From left to right: Harlot,
Knight, Barbarian, Princess.
type, face, and hair, varying the hair colour, skin colour, and shirt colour to differentiate them.
All dialogue in the game was generic and non-gendered, following the ’damsel-in-distress’ narrative
trope as loosely as possible while maintaining the overall story structure. All gendered pronouns
were removed and characters were referred to generically by their titles (Royal Heir, Prisoner,
Bandit, Player).
Sexist Imagery. All four characters were highly gendered in their appearance to conform
to the Damsel-in-Distress Trope. The Player looked like a knight (masculine), the Bandit looked
like a barbarian (masculine), the Heir looked like a princess (feminine) and the Prisoner looked
like a harlot (feminine). Character models were custom designed to reinforce sexist stereotypes
(helpless damsel, sexualized harlot, hyper-masculine barbarian, and manly hero). The gender-
neutral dialogue was also used in this version. To confirm that our characters were perceived
by participants in the intended way, we conducted two prestudies (see next section). Our male
characters were perceived as highly masculine, our female characters as highly feminine, and our
neutral characters as neutral (see Figure 2.2 for final character designs).
Sexist Imagery plus Dialogue. We used the sexist imagery, but also reinforced gender roles
through the use of sexist dialogue. First, the dialogue used gendered pronouns (he, she). Second,
the dialogue was systematically edited in four ways to reinforce sexist stereotypes, inspired by
the tropes and dialogue typically used in modern games and by theories of objectification and
instrumentality [195]. We reinforced the idea that women are weak and men are strong (e.g., “That
is a frightening weapon!” vs. “One of them dropped a crossbow, use that.”). We included sexual
innuendo in reference to the Harlot (e.g., “Wow! You really know how to handle a sword.” vs.
“Amazing, your skill with a blade is impressive.”). We added diminuitive nicknames in reference to
the Harlot (e.g., “Darling, Sweetie”). We also reinforced the idea that women are interchangeable
[195] (e.g., “She is ours. Go get your own.” vs. “This is our prisoner.”). We did not change the
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plot or add new narrative concepts in any way; the variations were intended to reinforce sexism
in the game through dialogue. We did not do additional studies to confirm that the dialogue was
perceived as sexist; however, we have some confidence that it had the intended effect based on
the “bug report” responses of participants who played this version (participants were under the
pretense that they were playtesting a game under development), (e.g., “Make it not a chauvinistic
sexist game”, “Remove misogyny”, “I would change the rampant sexism of the game”, and “I feel
like I need a shower”).
2.5.2 Prestudy
We conducted two pre-studies to determine that our character designs indeed matched the gender
tropes we were trying to match. In the first study (N=80), we tested the gendered characters
and several neutral designs, asking participants to rate the character on a continuous sliding scale
from masculine (-1.0) to feminine (1.0). One-sample t-tests (comparing to neutral) showed that
the knight (M = −.82, SD = .4, t78 = −18.0, p < .001) and barbarian (M = −.89, SD = .3, t78 =
−27.1, p < .001) were perceived as significantly masculine; the harlot (M = .89, SD = .3, t78 =
23.5, p < .001) and princess (M = .89, SD = .3, t78 = 25.4, p < .001) were perceived as significantly
feminine. The initial neutral characters were perceived as more masculine, thus we iterated on the
model and hairstyles, conducting a follow-up study (N=40). We selected our neutral characters
based on the two designs that were perceived as most neutral (M = −.11, SD = .6, t39 = −1.1, p =
.260;M = −.14, SD = .6, t39 = −1.4, p = .169); see Figure 2.2.
2.5.3 Cover Story
Participants were told they would be playing a short game and evaluating it for enjoyment. After
completion of the experiment, participants were informed of the true purpose of the study and
presented with the manipulation check that confirmed they read and understood the debriefing.
2.5.4 Measures
We collected both subjective and behavioural measures.
Individual Traits
Transportability. We assessed transportability, which is a personality trait that determines an
individual’s susceptibility to being transported or immersed into a narrative, using the Transporta-
bility Scale of 20 items [70] (Cronbach’s alpha = .91).
Male Role Attitudes. We assessed pre-existing sexist beliefs by gathering the Male Role
Attitudes Scale (MRAS), which measures masculine ideology through 8 items, such as “It bothers
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me when a guy acts like a girl” and “A young man should be physically tough, even if he’s not
big” [206] (Cronbach’s alpha = .79).
Benevolent Sexism. We also assessed pre-existing sexist beliefs by gathering the benevolent
sexism subscales of the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI), which measures protective paternalism
(e.g., “Women should be cherished and protected by men”), complementary gender differentiation
(e.g., “Women have a superior moral sensibility”), heterosexual intimacy (e.g., “Despite accomplish-
ment, men are incomplete without women”), and a combined level of general benevolent sexism
through 11 items [105] (Cronbach’s alpha = .91).
Player Experience
Enjoyment was measured using the interest-enjoyment subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation In-
ventory (IMI) [174], which measures how much the player enjoyed the game through five items
(Cronbach’s alpha = .94). We chose to use IMI instead of PENS [217] to measure Player Expe-
rience because we were more interested in exploring enjoyment, rather than focus on the building
blocks that lead to enjoyment, which is what PENS measures.
Identification
Identification was measured using the Player Identification Scale (PIS) [258]: similarity identi-
fication, embodied identification, and wishful identification combine to give a general measure of
avatar identification through 17 items (Cronbach’s alpha = .97).
2.5.5 Participants and Deployment Platform
We recruited 439 particpants to particpate in the study through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk),
which has been shown to be a reliable research tool [169] in the context of games research [32,39].
To exclude participants who did not take care in answering the survey questions, we identified
noncompliance by response time, response patterns and consistency metrics, as suggested by Mead
and Craig [178]. We removed participants who spent less than 1.5 seconds/question on 2 or more
questionnaires (N=50). We also detected the variance of responses for each individual subscale
and excluded participants with more than 3 standard deviations above the mean on more than 3
subscales (N=36) - this process excluded participants who consistently did not pay attention to
reverse-coded items.
This left 353 participants (161 self-identified as female) in our analyses. Ethical approval was
obtained from the behavioural research ethics board of our university, and particpants provided
informed consent. To comply with ethical guidelines, the experiment was only available to workers
in the USA who were older than 18. Participants were compensated with $3 USD; the entire task
took approximately 20 minutes.
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2.5.6 Procedure
At the beginning of the experiment, participants were assigned to one of three conditions which
determined which version of the game they would play: gender-neutral dialogue and visuals (neu-
tral)(N=122, 52 female), gender-neutral dialogue with gendered graphics (sexist imagery)(N=122,
66 female), and gendered dialogue with gendered graphics (sexist imagery plus dialogue)(N=109,
43 female). Other than the different versions of the game, participants all experienced the same
experimental protocol.
First, participants were presented with the cover story and asked to provide informed consent to
their participation in the study. Next, they provided basic demographic information and completed
the Transportability scale.
Participants then played their assigned version of the game in a between-subjects design. Im-
mediately after playing the game, participants were asked to fill out the player experience question-
naires (Identification and Enjoyment) and a questionnaire about sexist beliefs (ASI). Participants
were provided with several open-answer questions asking for comments about the game and gen-
eral feedback. Finally, participants were debriefed on the purpose of the study and were asked to
confirm which version of the game they experienced.
2.5.7 Follow-Up Study
Approximately one week after their particpation in the study, participants were sent an email
inviting them to participate in a follow-up study. Participants were given five days to respond and
were compensated $1 USD for their participation. In total we received follow-up data from 362
participants (82%) response rate).
The purpose of the follow-up study was to measure participant’s pre-existing sexist beliefs
without the potential influence or priming caused by the game. The follow-up study included only
two questionnaires: the ASI and the MRAS as measures of sexist beliefs. The individual traits were
gathered after the main experiment to not prime participants as to the nature of the manipulations
prior to play; we waited several days before the follow-up study to ensure that the experimental
conditions no longer affected participant’s baseline answers.
2.5.8 Data Analyses
Collected data was analyzed using SPSS 24, with the Process macro for SPSS [117]. We had
353 participants in our full sample, and we had pre-existing sexist belief data for 287 of these
particpants from our follow-up study. We first checked for group differences in the individual
traits to ensure that random assignment generated groups that did not differ on our traits of
interest. One-way ANOVAs revealed that the groups were comparable in terms of transportability
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(a) Benevolent Sexism (b) Male Role Attitudes
Figure 2.3: Distribution of sexist beliefs by player gender.
(F2,352 = .95, p = .388, and pre-existing benevolent sexism (F2,286 = 2.16, p = .118).
2.6 Results
Our research questions centre around the relative roles of gender and sexist beliefs in the play
experience of games that contain sexist imagery and dialogue. We first present results regarding
the translation of identification into enjoyment, followed by the relative contributions of gender and
sexist beliefs to play experience, and the role of sexist imagery or dialogue in experience.
2.6.1 Gender and Sexist Beliefs
Before presenting the effects of sexist content, we first show the relationship between gender and
sexist beliefs. We used a linear regression to determine whether gender predicted sexist beliefs;
however gender does not significantly predict benevolent sexism (β = .182, p = .238) or MRAS
(β = .002, p = .988). Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of benevolent sexism and MRAS by gender.
2.6.2 The Role of Identification in Predicting Enjoyment
We first investigate effects of identification on enjoyment because literature suggests that identifi-
cation with characters in narratives and games leads to enjoyment [119].
Identification predicts enjoyment
Linear regressions revealed that avatar identification predicts enjoyment in all three versions of the
game (Neutral: β = .568, p < .001; Imagery: β = .667, p < .001; Dialogue: β = .672, p < .001). So
regardless of whether the game contained sexist imagery or dialogue, identifying with the characters
significantly increases game enjoyment.
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2.6.3 The Role of Gender and Sexist Beliefs on Identification
Previous literature on sexist games has suggested that women self-select out of playing games with
sexist imagery or themes because they don’t find it enjoyable to play them [61]; however, previous
work has argued against the effectiveness of looking for differences between men and women [84] ,
which suggests that it may not be as simple as assuming that men enjoy sexist themes while women
do not. Perhaps men who don’t identify with the sexist themes also self-select out of playing while
women who do identify with these themes enjoy the games. To determine the relative roles of
gender and sexist beliefs on play experience of sexist games, we computed several models.
Predicting identification from gender
We first tested whether a player’s gender predicted how much they identified with the protagonist
in the different versions. Linear regressions revealed that gender did not significantly predict avatar
identification in either the neutral (β = −.254, p = .279), sexist imagery (β = −.244, p = .330), or
sexist dialogue (β = .079, p = .792) conditions.
Sexist beliefs predict identification
We next tested whether a player’s index of benevolent sexism or affiliation with male role mod-
els (MRAS) predicted how much they identified with the game’s protagonist. Linear regressions
revealed that neither benevolent sexism nor MRAS predicted avatar identification in the neutral
condition (benevolent sexism: β = .109, p = .252; MRAS: β = .158, p = .208). However, both
constructs predicted identification in the sexist imagery (benevolent sexism: β = .293, p = .009;
MRAS: β = .296, p = .044) and sexist dialogue (benevolent sexism: β = .542, p < .001; MRAS:
β = .536, p < .001) conditions.
The beta values presented above suggest that sexist beliefs is a more salient predictor of iden-
tification in games with sexist dialogue and imagery than with sexist imagery alone. In the game
with sexist imagery, a one-point increase on the benevolent sexism scale translates into an increase
in identification of one-third of a point. However, in the game with sexist imagery and dialogue,
an increase of one point in benevolent sexism translates into an increase of over half a point in
identification (see figure 2.4).
Sexist imagery is helpful, but sexist dialogue and imagery together is harmful
Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between sexist beliefs and identification in the different conditions.
Identification with the character is similarly high in both sexist games and for those with a high level
of benevolent sexism; however, the imagery plus dialogue condition translated into less identification
for those low in benevolent sexism. As such, overall, adding sexist dialogue to sexist imagery can
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Figure 2.4: Linear regression lines showing showing the prediction of sexist beliefs on avatar
identification for the three game versions.
be considered to be harmful for identification.
On the other hand, when we consider the effect of adding sexist imagery alone, we see a different
pattern emerge. Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between sexist beliefs and identification for the
neutral condition. For those low in benevolent sexism, there is no difference in identification between
the neutral or sexist imagery versions of the game; however, identification increases with increased
benevolent sexism in the sexist imagery game. Interestingly, sexist graphics alone actually aid with
identification for people who hold sexist beliefs over a neutral version of the game.
The pattern that sexist imagery aids identification, but sexist imagery and dialogue harm iden-
tification is also demonstrated by looking at the overall levels of identification in the different
games. A one-way ANOVA shows a significant effect of game version on avatar identification
(F2,350 = 4.88, p < .008). Post-hoc comparisons (Tukey’s HSD) show that players in the sexist
imagery condition identify more than players in the neutral condition (p = .045) and that players
in the sexist imagery plus dialogue condition identify less than those who played with sexist imagery
alone (p = .010).
2.6.4 The Role of Sexist Beliefs in Predicting Enjoyment
Our results show that identification predicts enjoyment in each game, but that people who do not
hold sexist beliefs identify less in the sexist versions of the game. So, do the sexist beliefs of players
that affect identification in sexist games translate into enjoyment of those games?
The prediction of identification by sexist beliefs in the sexist game translate into
enjoyment
We conducted a moderated mediation [117] for the two sexist versions of the game only. The full
model is significant (R = .638, p < .0001). The prediction of benevolent sexism on enjoyment is
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fully mediated by identification (p < .001), and the mediation is significant for both the game
with sexist imagery and the game with sexist imagery and dialogue (the bootstrapped confidence
intervals do not contain zero in either case [117]: imagery: .016 − .372; dialogue: .213 − .541).
As such, our results suggest that sexist beliefs affect the enjoyment of sexist games because of the
resulting identification with the character.
Women enjoy the games more, regardless of game version
Finally, we conducted a 2 (gender) by 3 (game version) ANOVA on game enjoyment, and found
a significant effect of gender (F2,347 = 31.5, p < .0001), in which women rated their enjoyment
as higher than men. However, there was no significant interaction of gender with game version
(F2,347 = 1.54, p = .798) showing that this result did not vary with the presence of sexist imagery
or dialogue.
2.7 Discussion
We summarize our findings, situate results in the context of underlying theory, and address limita-
tions and future work.
2.7.1 Summary of Findings
We show results of the relative roles of gender and beliefs about gender on player experience of
sexist games.
First, the gender of the player does not predict avatar identification; however, their beliefs
about gender roles and sexism do. Second, the differences in avatar identification as a result
of the sexist content translated into game enjoyment. Third, the sexist imagery and dialogue
harmed avatar identification (and resulting enjoyment) for those players who do not hold sexist
beliefs; it did not aid avatar identification over sexist imagery alone for those who do. And fourth,
sexist character stereotypes reinforced through graphic representations increased identification and
enjoyment; however, sexist character stereotypes reinforced through both graphics and dialogue
harms identification and enjoyment.
2.7.2 Explanation of Findings
In this section we will explain our findings and contextualize them in terms of the underlying theory.
Why Identification?
Avatar identification is a key component of becoming immersed in a narrative for various types of
media [183]. The importance of identification likely is explained by the act of playing a game. In
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text-based media, such as a novel, identification is created through the point of view of a narrating
character. The reader finds a connection with the character to facilitate this identification [64] but
it heavily depends on the quality and delivery of the work itself. Similarly, in film, identification is
primarily created by leveraging the perspective through which the viewer experiences the media,
namely the camera. This has been theorized to be a weaker and more difficult connection to forge
for cinema-style viewing [64] and extremely difficult for a viewing experience situated in front of
a television [64]. In games, however, the player has control over many aspects of the character -
from controlling the character, moving and controlling the camera perspective, and in many cases,
customizing the character’s visual appearance. For these reasons, it would be fair to argue that
avatar identification would indeed play a large and important role in the way players experience
games. Furthermore, while games likely facilitate stronger identification than other forms of media,
it would also make sense for identification to be greatly reduced if there is a divergence between the
player’s beliefs and the beliefs and actions displayed by the character when outside of the player’s
control.
Why do sexist visuals help identification?
There are several possibilities why the sexist visuals increased avatar identification. One possibility
is that the Knight character’s appearance was more attractive and interesting than the androgynous
character, which may have led to players liking the Knight more, leading in turn to stronger
identification [64]. Second, most players are used to playing as a male knight character, regardless
of their own gender, because most games have male protagonists [78]. Positive previous experience
with a character can lead to an increased fondness for that particular character, which enables easier
identification in similar situations in the future [64], so many players would more easily identify with
a character if they have fond memories of other games where they played as a similar character.
Third, knight characters are traditionally seen as noble or chivalrous [6]: they are an ideal to strive
for. As such, players who strive to be a better person may identify with the Knight character in a
wishful way, forging a connection with him that they wish they could be. Previous literature has
suggested that tropes can facilitate immersion and enjoyment through familiarity [26], so it is not
surprising that adding gender-stereotypical visuals aid identification and enjoyment.
Why is sexist dialogue harmful to identification?
Language is an important factor in perpetuating sexism [165,175], which means players can easily
interpret sexist ideas when they are conveyed through language. Also, for those who do not hold
sexist beliefs, a sexist character would be less likable, which is detrimental to the process of identi-
fication [64]. Similarly, a sexist knight may be seen as less noble, which may reduce the previously
mentioned desire players may have to be similar to him.
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Why is identification harmed for those who do not hold sexist beliefs?
We likely did not observe greater identification when sexist dialogue was added because of the
asymmetry between creating identification and breaking it. The act of breaking identification can
occur easily, from external stimuli such as the phone ringing, to stimuli brought by the story such as
changing narrative perspective [64]. Conversely, forming identification is more involved and must be
maintained for the audience member to feel identified. This asymmetry would explain why people
who do not hold sexist beliefs were more easily turned off by the sexism, and why the opposite does
not seem to be true for people who hold sexist beliefs. The sexist dialogue is just one more factor
on top of several others that would forge identification for people with sexist beliefs (e.g., agency
through controlling the character, relating to the knight visually).
Which beliefs matter for identification and enjoyment?
We measured two constructs to gather information on the participants’ preexisting beliefs about
gender: benevolent sexism and male role acceptance. For both constructs, we assumed they might
differentiate between players whose experience was harmed by sexist content and players who
didn’t mind the sexist content. While male role acceptance showed similar trends to benevolent
sexism, our empirical results are stronger for benevolent sexism. We believe this trend is due to the
relationship between the occurring themes in the game and the nature of the preexisting beliefs that
were examined. The male role acceptance scale measures beliefs about masculinity and does not
include gender excitations for women. Benevolent sexism includes some ideas about masculinity
(e.g., “Despite accomplishment, men are incomplete without women”) however, focuses mostly on
beliefs about women (e.g., “Women should be cherished and protected by men”). Our game, while
also prompting traditional concepts of masculinity (i.e., the strong, dominant and aggressive hero),
mostly caters to sexist ideas about women (i.e., the scantily-dressed seductive, yet helpless harlot,
the pure and innocent princess in distress). Benevolent sexism was likely the stronger predictor in
our data because it more accurately speaks to the kind of sexism that is portrayed in our game.
This opens up the interesting follow-up questions: Would we find the same results with a
different game as an example? We interpreted our results as exemplary to how preexisting beliefs
influence the experience of a game. Benevolent sexism is most likely not always the distinguishing
trait to determine who is affected by sexist content and who is not. Sexist content can take on
many forms, from overtly misogynistic violence towards women (e.g., Grand Theft Auto [194])
to subversively embedded ideas of traditional gender roles (e.g., Princess Peach in Super Mario
Bros. [191], God of War [239]). It is reasonable to assume that there is a set of different constructs
that can become relevant depending on the “brand” of sexism portrayed in the game.
Shooting games, for example, often provide a militarized narrative structure that emphasizes
hypermasculine traits such as dominance, violence, and lack of emotional expression (e.g., Gears of
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War [98]). These types of games are likely more affected by preexisting ideas of masculinity, than
benevolent sexism. Similarly, games that portray highly sexualized and objectified female avatars
are likely highly affected by a preexisting propensity to sexualize and objectify women (e.g., Duke
Nukem [233], Dead or Alive Xtreme Beach Volleyball [190]) and may be more affected by existing
ideas about women as sexual objects. Finally, games that contain high levels of aggression toward
women are probably affected by a tendency to normalize and justify harassment and physical
violence towards women (e.g., Grand Theft Auto [194], God of War [239]), as is measured through
scales of hostile sexism [105].
How do our results fit with existing literature?
As presented in the related literature section, there is a significant body of work on gender and
games that makes research contributions using a range of methodological approaches - in particular,
through qualitative contributions (e.g., [71, 132, 133] or through quasi-experimental approaches
(e.g., [90,193]). We approached the issue of sexism in games from an empirical perspective, looking
at the effects of a particular experimental manipulation on player experience. There are many
potential problems that arise from playing sexist games (e.g., hostility towards women [75, 88],
long-term effects in society [88, 90], and issues of gender equality and representation [78, 127, 271])
that our results do not address; however, our work is in line with the body of work on gender in
games that suggests that sexism in games is harmful to play experience for a large proportion of
gamers. Our work takes the literature a step further by identifying that the harm of sexist games
is not specific to female players, but that sexism in games negatively affects the enjoyment of both
female and male players.
2.7.3 Limitations and Future Work
Although we carefully controlled our design and analyses, there are limitations that can be addressed
in future work.
First, our game was relatively short (10 minutes) compared to the way that games - especially
role-playing games - are normally played. These short play times likely help to explain our small
effect sizes. If players spent longer interacting through and with the characters, we would likely
observe greater identification through increased interaction [259]. We would like to explore the role
of sexist beliefs on identification in games with longer play times and depth.
Second, we introduced sexist dialogue almost immediately. Identification is a cognitive process
in which players are less likely to question their own beliefs by being immersed in the story [64];
however, in our game, the players were immediately faced with sexist dialogue, giving no chance
to first identify with the knight. Our results may have been different if the sexism was added
after the player had already undergone the process of identification. For example, a game in which
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a player builds a strong connection and empathy with a character early on may be less likely
to alienate players if the character suddenly began displaying behaviours that went against the
player’s own personal beliefs because the process of identification was already underway. In this
way, game designers could leverage identification in a persuasive manner to force a player to see
something from a different perspective, with their defensive shields down and more willing to listen
to points of view contrary to their own. We would like to explore the persuasive aspects of character
identification.
Third, we focused on the effects of sexist games on player experience and avatar identification.
We would like to extend the empirical control we used to the exploration of how sexist elements
in games normalize sexist thoughts and behaviours [22,274] by unpacking how sexist content from
different sources (i.e., graphics, dialogue) influence participants’ sexist beliefs in the short term.
Fourth, we focused on a particular type of sexism - the objectification of female characters
alongside their helplessness and interchangeability. We would like to further explore the role of
hypermasculine characters on game experience for players who hold different beliefs.
Fifth, the characters in the sexist imagery condition had light skin; two of the characters in
the neutral version had blue skin. We did not examine how sexist depictions interact with race of
the character or player and would be interested in exploring the interaction of sexist imagery with
unfavorable depictions of other marginalized groups.
Finally, the characters in our game were assigned, rather than created by the players. Increasing
player agency in the game may allow the players to construct the character’s persona more similarly
to their own, which is likely to increase identification. We would like to explore how increasing
player agency affects experience.
2.8 Conclusion
Research on sexism in digital games has suggested that women self-select out of playing sexist
games; however, we suggest based on literature that the gender of the participant is not paramount
to experience, but that their beliefs about gender roles are. To explore the role of sexist beliefs of
experience in sexist games, we created three versions of a game that were identical except for the
presence of sexist imagery or sexist imagery and dialogue. We conducted an experiment with 353
players and showed that enjoyment of sexist games is not predicted by the gender of the player,
but by pre-existing beliefs about gender that the player holds. In addition, we demonstrate that
avatar identification is the pathway through which enjoyment is facilitated for players who hold
different sexist beliefs. Furthermore, we show that adding sexist dialogue to sexist games harms
experience for people who do not hold sexist beliefs, but does not improve experience for those who
do. Finally, we show that including visually sexist character stereotypes can aid in identification
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and enjoyment; however, sexist character stereotypes that are reinforced through both imagery and
dialogue harms identification and enjoyment.
Our work explores player response to sexist characters and behaviour in a role-playing game.
We refute the notion that men and women form distinct groups that respond in a predictable
manner to sexist content. Player response is not about gender, but is determined by the beliefs
about gender roles that players hold.
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3 MANUSCRIPT B: THOSE ARE NOT THE
STORIES YOU ARE LOOKING FOR: USING
TEXT PROTOTYPES TO EVALUATE GAME
NARRATIVES EARLY
3.1 Introduction to Manuscript B
In the previous chapter, I used a custom-built game to study the relationship between the player’s
real-world physical attributes (i.e., self-identified gender) and beliefs (i.e., benevolent sexism, male
role attitudes) and those exhibited by the game’s protagonist.
In that study, the largest bottleneck in completing the research was the development time
required to custom build the game. While many free and reasonably priced assets were available to
speed up the development, the game still took approximately eight months of part-time development
to complete. While this was partly due of a lack of game development experience at the time, the
game required the characters’ physical appearances to reflect the sexist tropes of each character,
multiple versions of the game dialogue, as well as systems to present different versions of the
characters and dialogue based on experimental condition, in addition to game mechanics that were
engaging enough to maintain participants’ interest long enough to gather the data.
Because of the nature of the study (i.e., online deployment, dynamic character models and
dialogue depending on condition) using an off-the-shelf game was not an option. As such, the de-
velopment time was necessary, but limited the amount of research that can be conducted by a single
researcher in this area. This is a problem for many researchers conducting similar research: either
one or two researchers with a wide range of skills in graphic design, 3D modelling, programming,
and game design spends months creating the game, or a large team of designers and developers
need to be hired to create the experimental stimuli in a reasonable amount of time.
While some studies require a game that is at this level of graphic fidelity, a key take-away from
our results indicated that the most salient element of our experiment was the sexist dialogue, and
not the gendered character designs. As such, this chapter deviates away from the main goal of
understanding the relationships between players and player characters to instead investigate this
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phenomena, for future use in addressing our main problem in this thesis.
The goal of this chapter is to propose and evaluate a new method of prototyping narrative
games using text interfaces. In this chapter I show that game developers can use text prototypes to
adequately measure the general experience a player would feel in a graphically fleshed-out version
of the game, using the same narrative. This tool should help solve the problem described above
by allowing game researchers to reduce total development time by reducing the graphic fidelity of
a game and still be able to accurately research narrative-related research questions. This tool will
be used in subsequent chapters to allow quicker development and evaluation of game narratives.
3.1.1 Publication and Individual Contribution
This work was published as the following: [43]. Although a multi-authored contribution, I was
responsible for leading the research. My roles included: designing the experiments and constructing
the interactive systems used in the experiments (i.e., the high-fidelity versions of the two games
used in the studies, the text-based prototypes), data analysis, literature review, and writing the
majority of the publication. I also presented the publication at the conference at which it was
published. I contributed approximately 80% of the total work for this project and publication.
3.2 Abstract
In game design, evaluation is important to do early and often; however, evaluating game narratives
early in development is an open problem. We don’t know how the evaluation of a game narrative
will be affected when it is experienced outside of the context of the game’s mechanics and graphics.
In this paper, we test the plausibility of using a text-based narrative prototype, by evaluating player
experience and narrative experience in two studies using different game genres. In both studies, we
compare the narrative evaluation of low- and high-fidelity graphics, but in study 1 (N=78), we kept
interaction and mechanics intact, and in study 2 (N=124), we removed game interaction in the text
prototype. We observed no significant differences in player experience or narrative engagement in
either study, indicating that text-based narrative prototypes could be an effective playtesting tool
for game studios to integrate into their development cycle early.
3.3 Introduction
Game evaluation is an important component for a game’s eventual critical and commercial success,
and as such, should be done early in the development lifecycle and often throughout [162]. Some
aspects of games are evaluated easily early in development (e.g., basic mechanics and procedures);
however, other aspects are more difficult to evaluate outside of the context of a complete prototype
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(e.g., accessibility, balance) [97]. Because of the benefits of early evaluation, methods have been
proposed for play-testing prototypes of games under development, such as physical prototypes [97]
or low-fidelity digital prototypes [97]. Furthermore, researchers have been exploring how the fidelity
of the prototype affects the player’s experience of the game mechanics and have shown that the
evaluation of core mechanics in low-fidelity prototypes of casual games is reliable [100]. Although
games user research (GUR) tends to focus on methods that evaluate a game’s mechanics and
dynamics [123, 125], there are other factors that contribute to play experience - such as narrative
experience - that are less well understood or represented in GUR.
The evaluation of game narratives is an important aspect of playtesting because incoherent,
inconsistent, or boring stories can result in poor critical and commercial reception of a game.
In a series of blog posts, interviews, and talks [2, 177, 237], Bioware, a game studio praised for
their successful merging of game and narrative, discuss how they employ narrative prototypes to
evaluate the story early in a development process in which the writing team is well integrated
with the development team. Bioware partially attribute their critical and commercial success
of narrative-based games to this early evaluation and the integration of the different teams. In a
counter-example, a blog post-mortem of the game Destiny [47], developed by Bungie [226], revealed
that the game narrative was rebooted just months before the original release date, leading to
delays, and a story that was criticized by reviewers for its vague plot, thin characters, and opaque
dialogue. These examples lend support to the idea that narratives should be evaluated early in the
development lifecycle of a game.
Questions around the process of early evaluation of game narratives are being asked by games
user researchers in both academia and industry. At the 2016 GamesUR Summit [113], there was
a panel on the evaluation of narratives that questioned whether or not they could be evaluated
early and what effects there might be from evaluating narratives in isolation from the completed
game. However, there is little guidance for game designers on the effects of evaluating narratives
on prototypes; games user researchers do not currently understand the effects of evaluating an
interactive narrative early in the design process - that is, outside of the context of a completed
game. For example, will a game narrative be experienced differently if it is disconnected from the
immersive and transportative aspects of completed games, such as the high-fidelity graphics? Will
a game narrative be experienced differently if disconnected from the control scheme used to interact
with the game’s mechanics?
In this paper, we ask how game narrative evaluation is affected when embedded in early game
prototypes. Specifically, we systematically investigate how the game narrative evaluation is affected
if it is disconnected from the high-fidelity graphics of a completed game (Study 1) and the mechanics
used to control interaction (Study 2).
In a first study, we investigated the player experience differences in a narrative-based game with
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low-fidelity and high-fidelity graphics. All other aspects of the games (i.e., interaction and game
control) were kept consistent between the two versions to avoid confounding factors that might
cause differences in experience. The game used was similar to an interactive narrative (e.g., The
Stanley Parable [52]). We found no statistically significant differences on any experiential measures
and no interactions between a median split of how transportable a player tends to be and fidelity
on any experiential measure.
In a second study, we used an adventure game that included more non-narrative interaction
(i.e., fighting, running, and shooting). Furthermore, we did not mirror all of the controls and inter-
actions as we did in study 1, but rather prototyped only a very minimal amount of game interaction
to replicate a situation closer to what would be seen in industry when games are under develop-
ment. We also added measures of narrative engagement and transportation. Again, we found no
statistically significant differences on experiential measures or narrative engagement. There were
also no significant interactions between player transportability and fidelity on any measure. We
did, however, see a minor difference in the transportation of players, which showed that players
were slightly more transported when playing the low-fidelity version rather than the high fidelity
version, consistent with ideas suggested in the literature for other types of narrative immersion,
such as avatar identification [64].
Our results showed that there were no significant differences in player experience or narrative
engagement as a result of playing a narrative prototype as opposed to the full game. These results
hold regardless of whether or not the game interaction itself was prototyped and in two different
game genres. There was a small positive effect on experienced transportation in the narrative
prototype of study 2. Our results suggest that text prototypes of game narratives can be used early
in the development of a game, increasing the likelihood of integrating narrative development with
system development, and maximizing a game narrative’s chance for a successful reception.
3.4 Related Work
We first present player and narrative experience, then discuss iterative development and prototyping
in games.
3.4.1 Player Experience
Research in studying how players experience games is primarily rooted in psychology. In particular,
a common model used as a basis for explaining player experience is needs satisfaction, which is
part of the larger theory called Self Determination Theory (SDT) [217]. SDT explains intrinsic
motivation, i.e., doing something for the pure desire to do it, as opposed to being driven by the
promise or threat of external rewards [217]. When engaging in an activity, such as a game, an
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individual’s intrinsic motivation to engage in the activity can be broken down into four dimensions:
interest-enjoyment, effort-importance, perceived competence, and the amount of tension-pressure
felt during the activity [174]. The building blocks that lead to the experience of intrinsic motivation
are based on our basic psychological needs: competence, autonomy, and relatedness. In using needs
satisfaction in the specific context of play, Ryan et al. added two additional constructs: intuitive
controls and immersion-presence [217].
3.4.2 Narrative Experience
Researchers have recently begun extending constructs and ideas from media psychology into the
realm of digital games [64, 110]. For the purposes of this paper, we will distinguish between nar-
rative engagement, experiences which pertain primarily to the game’s narrative [49] and narrative
immersion, which depend more strongly on non-narrative game elements to create an immersive
experience.
Narrative Immersion
Two types of narrative immersion have been used in the context of games: identification [119] and
transportation [61]. Both types of immersion involve a similar cognitive process in players: a deep
immersion into the narrative aspects of the game in which the player loses awareness of the outside
world.
A state of immersion through identification involves the creation of a connection between the
player and a character in the game so that the player loses awareness of their outside self, experi-
encing the game from a different point of view [64]. There are three main ways a player can identify
with a character [258]: similarity identification — identifying through perceived physical similar-
ities with a character; embodied presence — seeing the narrative world through the perspective
of a character; and wishful identification — when a player sees a character as a desirable version
of themselves. Previous work has shown that aspects of player experience (e.g., enjoyment) are
predicted by the amount of identification [32,40] experienced.
Transportation is often described using a traveller metaphor, in which the player is so im-
mersed in the narrative world of a game that they lose sense of their physical surroundings [110].
Transportation is facilitated through the interaction and presentation of the game (i.e., the depth,
complexity, and attractiveness of the narrative world) but also through the personality trait trans-
portability, which has been shown to reliably predict transportation [70].
Narrative Engagement
The Narrative Engagement Scale was created by drawing items from a wide selection of narrative
measures to create four new subscales measuring narrative-specific experiences: narrative under-
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standing, attentional focus, narrative presence, and emotional engagement [49].
3.4.3 Iterative Development in Interfaces and Games
We describe the iterative cycle (design, development, and evaluation) of interactive systems and
games.
Prototyping
In interactive systems and interface design, it is common practice to start with low-fidelity proto-
types and iteratively work up to high-fidelity versions [11, 107]. This process allows designers to
quickly explore a wide array of different design directions and possibilities, throwing out those ideas
that didn’t work without losing a significant amount of time and effort. Various types of proto-
typing methods have been used, each with differing levels of fidelity: paper prototypes [77], digital
mockups and wireframes [257], and interactive prototypes [82]. There is also research that directly
compare prototypes of varying fidelity that have found no difference in the number of usability
problems between prototyping fidelity [57, 262, 270], and that users tended to prefer working with
a computer prototype compared to a paper prototype [229].
Game designers have used similar approaches to prototype their ideas because games can be
seen as a specific type of interactive system. However, previous work has argued that there is
more to test in a game than usability, such as playability, which requires game designers to use
slightly different prototyping methods [222]. Fullerton describes two levels of fidelity in prototyping:
physical paper prototypes and digital prototypes, as well as various tools to create them [97]. Game
designers often prototype by starting with simple low-fidelity assets, such as capsules for characters
and boxes for objects in the environment. Previous work has shown that playtesters find the same
amount of usability issues in low-fidelity and high-fidelity graphic levels [149].
Evaluation
As mentioned, both interface and game designers follow an iterative design strategy. Part of this
iterative process is the notion that the product starts at a low-fidelity stage and increases in fidelity
through iteration, but the other essential part of this iterative cycle is the evaluation component
that feeds into the next iteration of design.
For interfaces, evaluation may include formal usability inspections [140], heuristic evaluations
[140], and cognitive walkthroughs [140] to name a few examples. for games, a different type of user
testing can be required because of the increased interaction, which can lead to different kinds of bugs
and design problems, often unforeseen by developers. Evaluation strategies have been created for
games that have adapted strategies used in interface design — for example heuristic evaluation [204]
and usability testing [125], whereas others are more unique to games, such as analytics [80] and
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playtesting [97]. More advanced playtesting approaches have used modelling techniques to evaluate
experience using physiological data [167, 168], biometric storyboards [181], and analysis of facial
expressions [247]. Additionally, specific tools have been created or adapted from other areas to
empirically measure various aspects of players and player experience in games [70,110,174,219,258].
The main idea behind iterative evaluation is for designers to test their current prototype with
users to make sure they like it and are able to use it in the intended way. These goals differ for
games and interfaces, but the common thread is that users test the prototype and designers use the
feedback to make it better. This process is repeated throughout the entire design and development
process with quick bursts of development and testing and updating the design to make the product
better and easier to use [156].
3.5 Industry Approaches to Game Narratives
Because industry practices are rarely published in academic venues, and development processes
can be a closely guarded secret for game studios, there is not a large amount of publicly-available
information regarding the actual processes that studios use to prototype, test, and integrate narra-
tive structures into their games. To gain knowledge on how some prominent companies do this, we
searched for blog posts written by developers and game designers, post-mortem analyses of games,
and conference talks (e.g., Game Developer’s Conference — GDC) to try to piece together the kinds
of processes and systems that are used to evaluate narratives.
Bioware, a studio well-known for their use of narrative structures in their games, seems to be the
most forthcoming about their narrative design process, thought there are only a few public resources
that give an indication of what they do. Combing through the statements and interviews indicate
three important development practices that demonstrate their commitment to producing excellent
game narratives: 1) the close integration of their quality assurance (QA) team with the development
team, 2) their use of narrative prototyping to iteratively test and develop game narrative, and 3)
the merging of story design and system design.
Across several blog posts, team leads at Bioware have discussed several important QA practices
that the studio has embraced over the years to improve their final products, in both narrative
and design. In one such post [177], a QA lead talked about how the QA department plays an
increasingly important role in the development cycle, moving away from reactionary to proactive
involvement in the development process from the beginning. QA leads began attending designer
and programmer meetings to be more informed about the game, and the QA team was eventually
split into two separate disciplines — Tech, which supported the programmers, and Design, which
supported designers and writers. In another post [2], the lead describes the role QA has at Bioware
compared to other large studios and reiterates the integration of QA with development.
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In 2007 at The Australian Game Developers Conference, a lead writer for Bioware, Mike Laidlaw,
gave a presentation describing the early part of the production process for a Bioware game [148].
Laidlaw noted that the writers are part of the design process from day one, as a part of the design
team. He also describes three phases of development the team undergoes: prototyping — exploring
ideas, setting, and story work; pre-production — systems, pipelines, and story arcs are defined;
and production — “a flood of content”.
Laidlaw further describes the writing process for their game Mass Effect [28] from early-stage
prototyping to late-stage integration. In the early-stage prototyping, the writing team designed
the dialogue system and tested how players would interact with it, the tone and shape of the game
was formed, and the ESRB rating was decided so the writers knew what type of content to create.
In the next phase, the game story was written by the writing team. The written content was then
iteratively tested using a low-fidelity narrative prototype, to test for technical issues with the story
content. The end result of the narrative prototyping stage was a playable level with full dialogue
in text format. This allowed for major rewrites, because the content was text, which was cheap to
rewrite as needed. After this initial prototyping phase, the text was passed to QA, who looked for
plot holes, bugs, and inconsistencies. From there, the text moved to voiceovers, cinematics, and
integration into the game.
3.5.1 Integrated Development of Story and System
A talk at GDC 2015 [237] discussed Bioware’s process of melding story with game systems in the
production of Dragon Age: Inquisition [30]. The design team split in half to explore different design
techniques. The first team created narrative content and the second team designed standalone
systems. What they found was that the narrative team’s content scaled poorly, and the system
team’s content had a disconnected impact. The main conclusion was that story and technical
systems developed separately cause problems and dissonances in the final product. The solution
was to develop story and systems together, in tandem.
Bungie’s Destiny [47] is an example of a game that was received poorly by players due to the
separation of narrative and system teams. The details of what led to the game’s lukewarm reception
after the large pre-release hype are fuzzy, but the general idea is documented in a post-mortem of
the game [226]. After three years of development, and only months before the game was initially
supposed to be released, the lead writer put together the ‘supercut’ for the game — a video that
included the game’s cinematics and major story points, and showed it to the studio’s leadership.
The senior staff at Bungie were not satisfied with the story and scrapped it, deciding to start
from scratch. The result was a hacked together story, criticized by reviewers for its vague plot,
thin characters, and opaque dialogue. Furthermore, there were system elements that could not be
scrapped as too much development had gone into them and it was too close to release, so they did
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not hang together well with the final version and seemed to be disconnected.
Fans blame Destiny’s [47] poor reception on its lackluster story, which can likely be attributed
to the separation of the development of story and game systems, the same problem Bioware found
with Dragon Age: Inquisition [30]. That the leadership had not seen the story and cinematics prior
to their completion, combined with a mindset that they could develop and implement a full story
within the restrictions of existing game systems as a final touch, rather than a fundamental part of
the game, resulted in a poorly constructed and inconsistent narrative experience.
The important part of this is that game studios with successful narrative games, such as Bioware,
are successful because of how the story is integrated into their process. They develop the story
early on, in parallel with the other game systems. The story and game need to fit well together
without creating inconsistencies between them and in order to achieve that, iterative testing of these
two systems together early and throughout development is important. Many studios, like Bungie,
developed these two branches separately, which led to miscommunication between departments and
an inconsistent, dissonant narrative experience, even though the game mechanics were innovative
and well designed.
3.6 Constructing a Narrative Prototype
In this paper, we conducted two studies in which we created a low-fidelity narrative prototype
based off of a finished high-fidelity game. In this section we will document the process we used to
construct our narrative prototypes.
The first step was to write the overall story, conveying through text the information that would
normally be understood from the visuals. The goal was to try to get the same information across
as would be in the final game.
The second step was to simulate player actions and game mechanics using a simple text interface.
Player actions refer to simple things like “Walk over to the computer”. Game mechanics refer to
interactions such as combat, in which the player has a wider range of options and the interaction
is more complex. For these types of game mechanics, we presented options to the player, but in a
very simplified version, (e.g., “Attack”).
The final step is to implement the narrative. We used a simple tool [205] that we customized to
convert a game script (scene descriptions and character dialogue) into an interactive system. Our
tool allowed us to display the text in a game-like environment — we displayed the character portraits
alongside their dialogue in study 2, but not in study 1 — and use mouse and keyboard controls
to move through the prototype. However, a different medium-fidelity tool (e.g., PowerPoint) could
just as easily have been used to achieve the same functionality.
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3.7 Study 1
Using Bioware’s narrative prototypes as inspiration, we wanted to systematically measure how
effective such a technique is for narrative games, and the feasibility of using it as an iterative
development tool. That is, we wanted to determine how the player experience of the narrative
could be evaluated early in the development lifecycle. In particular, we wanted to know whether
a text-based version of a game would result in reduced player experience, when compared to the
same game with high-fidelity graphics.
To investigate this, we used the above-mentioned process to create a text-based version of an
existing research game and compared the low-fidelity text version with the high-fidelity graphical
version. We performed a between-subjects experiment and collected measures of experience, in-
game behavioural motivation, and demographic surveys to assess player traits.
3.7.1 Game Design
We created Space Adventure, a narrative game involving an accident on a space ship; participants
play the game from the perspective of the ship’s Captain and explore different rooms through a
surveillance system to discover the events that occurred on board. The game was implemented in
C# using the Unity Game Engine.
Space Adventure is played in a full 3D game environment similar to immersive narrative-based
commercial games (Figure 3.1). Players started by designing their customized avatar: they were
given the choice to select sex, hairstyle, hair colour, shirt, shirt colour, pants, and pants colour. The
player moved around the inside of a spaceship, experiencing the game’s narrative and optionally
discovering the backstory that led to the events in the game.
Narrative/Procedure
In the game, the player awakens after the ship’s engines had crashed. One of the ship’s soldiers
instructs the player about the controls for moving around the environment, before guiding the
player to investigate the cause of the failure. First, players are introduced to the Surveillance Room
where they can access various cameras around the ship to view footage from different rooms of
the ship, shown to the player through a text-based description. They then teleport to the Hacking
Room, which is necessary in the game to unlock the cameras one at a time for viewing in the
Surveillance Room. The game primarily consists of players teleporting back and forth between the
Hacking Room and the Surveillance Room throughout the narrative, unlocking a camera in the
Hacking Room, then viewing a piece of the story by looking through the camera in the Surveillance
Room, then teleporting back to hack the next camera. This is done eight times throughout the
narrative, each time revealing a different piece of the story. In addition, while in the Hacking Room,
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the player can unlock more of the game’s backstory by optionally hacking a console each time they
return to the room. Pressing the right arrow key reveals more information about the backstory
one word at a time, which is revealed while the player-character is waiting to gain access to the
next camera in the surveillance room. Once a console is hacked, the player teleports back to the
Surveillance Room and the cycle continues.
Using cameras as a narrative technique allowed us to guide participants through a narrative
from a local point of action, reducing the need for navigation through the virtual world. After
hacking the last console, participants could either escape the ship right away by pressing a button,
or alternately run down the hallway to escape the ship.
Controls, Interface, and Versions
Participants controlled the avatar using ‘W’ to move forward, ‘A’ to rotate the avatar to the left,
and ‘D’ to rotate the avatar to the right. A 3rd-person camera was positioned in a fixed location
directly behind the avatar.
We included a heads-up-display (HUD) on which players could hack and teleport by clicking on
the hacking and teleport buttons, using the left mouse button when the options were available (see
Figure 3.1). A mini-map was provided in the bottom right corner with highlighting of the current
room so the player could see where the fictional camera was looking (see Figure 3.1).
We used two versions of the game: the high-fidelity version as described, and a text-based
low-fidelity version (see Figure3.1).
Figure 3.1: Screenshots for low-fidelity (left) and high-fidelity (right) versions of Space
Adventure
Participants and Deployment Platform
We recruited participants by telling them that they would be evaluating a game under development.
We had 81 participants (48% female) with an average age of 22 (SD = 15.9) participate in our study
through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTURK), a platform that acts as a broker between parties
offering a range of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and paid workers. Participants received
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$6 USD as compensation and the study took on average 40 minutes (15 minutes of gameplay).
Although it has been shown that MTurk is a reliable research tool [169], we measured the time
spent per questionnaire to evaluate task performance and ensured that particpants were attentive
despite the online setting. As a compliance check, we removed particpants who spent less than 1.5
seconds per item on two or more questionnaires, as these participants likely did not carefully read
and consider the questions. Three participants were detected and removed using this filter, leaving
a total of 78 participants to be used in the final analysis (Nlow−fidelity = 40, Nhigh−fidelity = 38).
Ethical Compliance
Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Saskatchewan behavioural ethics board; par-
ticipants were asked to give informed consent at the beginning and debriefed on the experiment
at the end. To comply with ethical guidelines, the HIT was only made available to workers in the
USA who were older than 18. Also, only workers with an approval rate about 90% were offered
the HIT as a means of quality control. After the experiment, we asked participants to respond to
simple questions about the story to ensure that the experiment was understood.
3.7.2 Measures
In this section we present the measures used for study 1. Unless otherwise specified, all items were
presented to participants using a 7-point Likert scale.
Needs Satisfaction (i.e., competence, autonomy, relatedness, presence, intuitive controls) was
measured using the Player Experience of Needs Satisfaction Scale (PENS, [219]). Particpants
rated their agreement to a series of statement, e.g., “I feel competent at the game”. (Cronbach’s
α = .75, .85, .65, .94, .712).
Enjoyment, Effort, and Tension were measured using the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI,
[174]), e.g., “I enjoyed the game very much”. (Cronbach’s α = .94, .85, .85).
Identification was measured using the Player Identification Scale (PIS, [258]). Particpants re-
flected on their experience and answered several questions on how they identified with the character
they played. The PIS consists of three subscales: similarity identification, embodied presence, and
wishful identification. (Cronbach’s α = .95, .96, .91).
Transportability is a personality trait that describes an individual’s susceptibility to become
transported into a narrative world. The transportability scale [70] was presented prior to playing
the game to measure this trait. Participants rated their tendency to become transported on a series
of items, (e.g., “I have vivid images of the events in the story”) (Cronbach’s α = .93). High- and
low-transportability were calculated using a median split.
Motivation was measured using the in-game behavioural measurements from the hacking ter-
minals. At each terminal, the player could reveal the backstory, but could leave the task at any
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time with no negative consequences to the game. We calculated the motivation score by combining
the number of words revealed in each terminal and normalizing the score to an overall average
percentage. The purpose of this measure was to get an idea of how much effort particpants put
into the task, since as crowd workers they could primarily be motivated by the money rather than
the task.
3.7.3 Results
The purpose of this study was to investigate differences in player experience of narrative-based
games with high or low graphic fidelity. Based on previous research [100] that investigated the
experiential effects of high-fidelity and low-fidelity casual games, we expected there to be no main
effects by condition on any measure. Also, because the game was primarily an interactive narrative,
we expected there to be significant differences on all dependent measures between participants who
rated high and low in transportability. Based on this, we came up with the following hypotheses:
H1: There will be no differences in any game experience measures due to graphical fidelity.
H2: There will be significant differences in experiential measures between high and low trans-
portable participants.
We conducted an a priori power analysis using g*Power [83] to ensure that we recruited enough
participants to find medium to large effect sizes, if they existed. We performed the test expecting
an effect size of 0.33, a significance level of 0.05, a β of 0.8, and two different groups in our between-
subjects experiment design. We decided that medium-large effect sizes were sufficient, because we
only need to show that any differences between dependent measures are quite small, rather than
statistically identical. The power analysis suggested a sample size of 37 participants per group,
which we rounded up to 40. For all of our analyses, we use p < .05 as a threshold for accepting
statistical differences, and β > .80 as a threshold for accepting statistical similarities.
Differences in Experiential Measures
We conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) in SPSS 24 using all of the dependent
measures and using both condition and a median split of transportability as between-subject factors.
We used the application g*Power [83] to calculate the post-hoc power for each of the analyses
performed and derived the β values. We present the means and standard deviations for both
factors, as well as the F, p, and β values for both factors and the interactions in Table 3.1.
Effects of Fidelity. There were no significant differences between conditions for any expe-
riential measure, and the β values were sufficiently high enough to determine that there were no
differences between competence, intuitive controls, relatedness, effort, tension, wishful identifica-
tion, and behavioural motivation. Autonomy, presence, enjoyment, similarity identification, and
embodied presence did not have a high enough post-hoc statistical power to say there was no dif-
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ference, but their non-significant differences were still very small (about 0.5 points on a seven-point
Likert scale). These results support H1, with the exception of the measures that didn’t have enough
statistical power to determine that there was no difference.
Effects of Transportability. There were significant differences between players with high
and low transportability for all dependent measures, except for relatedness (p=.09) and motivation
(p=.12). With the exception of these two non-significant differences, our results support H2.
Additionally, there were no significant interactions between fidelity condition and transporta-
bility, showing that the lack of differences between low-fidelity and high-fidelity versions did not
depend on the transportability of the players.
3.7.4 Study 1 Discussion
Our results suggest that for a short narrative game, player experience does not change very much
between a low-fidelity prototype and a high-fidelity version with the same story and interactions.
The narrative immersion measures of identification were also not statistically different.
Because the goals of this study were to compare play experience between different levels of
graphic fidelity, our measurements were primarily focused on measures of play experience, such as
need satisfaction and game enjoyment. We decided to include avatar identification as a measure of
narrative immersion, but we did not specifically evaluate the players’ experience of the narrative
itself.
We also decided in this study to keep the controls consistent between the two versions — the
game interaction was made as similar as possible by minimizing the necessary navigation and
exploration in the high-fidelity condition and making the interaction in the hacking mini-game
identical between conditions. As a result, the high-fidelity game was essentially an interactive
narrative rather than a complete polished game. While this means the results are not generalizable
to games in general, the game we created was fairly representative of a particular genre of narrative-
based games, which are often focused on following a story and being present in a 3D world (e.g.,
walking simulators, such the The Stanley Parable [52]). Furthermore, we know that the lack of
game interaction or control did not confound our results.
While the results from study 1 indicate that graphic fidelity may not be as important to certain
kinds of games, the short play time is not enough to make a general claim. What we can say,
however, is that in a short amount of time playing this type of game, graphic fidelity had very
little to do with the overall play experience and narrative immersion. This indicates that this type
of low-fidelity text interface could be useful for game developers when designing and testing game
narratives early in development, before graphics and mechanics are fully implemented.




In study 1 we showed that measures of experience remain similar when comparing low-fidelity
and high-fidelity graphics. We made several changes in study 2. First, we included measures of
narrative engagement and removed PENS [219] to reduce the study complexity and shift the focus
to narrative experience. We kept the IMI [174] as a means of replicating the results from study 1
and understanding effects on experience. Second, we added simple, controlled game mechanics to
generalize our results beyond an interactive narrative. Third, we made the low-fidelity version with
simplified game controls to test if the fidelity of game interaction affects experience.
3.8.1 Game Design
We created a simple, 2.5D fantasy game with 5 main levels: a prologue, three levels, each with a
single unique game mechanic, and an epilogue. The prologue showed a Princess running through
a forest, chased by the shadow of a dragon, accompanied by text setting up the story. The first
level used sword-based combat, the second level was an infinite runner, and level 3 used a shooting
mechanic. The epilogue was a conversation to complete the narrative arc. The game was built
initially to study sexism in games [40] however, a neutral version was used in the present study.
Narrative/Procedure
The underlying narrative of the game followed a damsel-in-distress trope. The player took on
the role of a knight character on a quest to rescue a Princess captured by an evil wizard. In the
prologue, the Princess’s kidnapping is shown, and the premise of the story is described to the player
through text scrolling across the screen. In level 1, the Knight is investigating the forest where the
Princess was last seen when he runs into a woman trapped in a cage in the middle of a bandit camp.
The knight fights off the bandits and rescues the prisoner from her prison. The woman, named
Victoria, thanks him, but runs off into the forest, prompting the knight to follow her and learn
what happened to the Princess. In level 2, the knight runs along a forest path, trying to catch up
to Victoria for find out where the Princess was taken. Catching up to her, she promises to lead him
to the wizard’s castle if he rescues her village from a bandit raid. In level 3, the knight sits outside
the village walls with a crossbow and must shoot bandits, while avoiding the villagers, as they run
out through the main gate one at a time. Once the knight has killed enough bandits, Victoria leads
home to the wizard’s castle, as promised. In the epilogue, the knight and Victoria arrive at the
castle only to find it abandoned, with Victoria claiming that “The Princess is in another castle”,
before deciding to permanently join the knight in his quest to find the Princess.
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Figure 3.2: low-fidelity (top-left), high-fidelity Level 1 (top-right), Level 2 (bottom-left),
and Level 3 (bottom-right) Screenshots
Low-Fidelity Version
The low-fidelity version of the game follows the same story with identical dialogue as the high-
fidelity version (Figure 3.2). As placeholders for gameplay mechanics, this version used simple
text-based interactions to simulate the actions the player undertook in the high-fidelity version. for
example, the knight fighting off the bandits was replaced with player text options such as “Perform
sword slash” and the infinite runner level had options such as “Dodge to the left” or “Jump over the
fallen tree” to provide players with high-level actions to replace the actions taken in the high-fidelity
condition. Unlike in study 1, the game controls in the low-fidelity version were not intended to
be comparable to the high-fidelity version and were more representative of what might be possible
to prototype very early in the development of a game, when the details of the mechanics are still
being developed.
Participants, Deployment, and Ethics
We used identical deployment methods as with study 1, except we chose to recruit 125 participants
(46.8% female), one of which was removed using the outlier filter from study 1 (Nlow−fidelity =
65, Nhighf idelity = 59). The study took an average of 19 minutes to complete (10 minutes of
gameplay), and participants were compensated $5 USD.
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3.8.2 Measures
Player Experience was measured as in study 1 using the enjoyment, effort, tension, and perceived
competence subscales from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI, [174]). Because our goal with
this study was to further investigate narrative experience, we chose to leave out PENS [219].
Transportability and Identification were measured using the same scales as in study 1 [110,258]
(Cronbach’s α = .94, .94, .96, .91 for similarity identification, embodied presence, wishful identifica-
tion, and transportability).
In addition, we added the following measures in study 2.
Transportation was measured using the Transportation Scale [110] which measures an individ-
ual’s transportation into a narrative world during their experience with a particular narrative (e.g.,
“I wanted to learn how the narrative ended”). Transportation is indicative of the quality of a
narrative that is experienced (Cronbach’s α = .83).
Narrative Engagement was measured using the Narrative Engagement Scale (NES, [49]), which
measures four aspects of narrative engagement: narrative understanding — reverse coded items to
measure the understanding of a narrative, e.g., “I had a hard time recognizing the thread of the
story”, attentional focus — reverse coded items asking participants about how well they were able
to mentally focus on the story, e.g., “I had a hard time keeping my mind on the game”, narrative
presence — how strongly they felt present in the narrative, e.g., “At times during the game, the
story world was closer to me than the real world”, and emotional engagement — how emotionally
connected they felt to the events of the story, e.g., “The story affected me emotionally”. To maintain
consistency across the four subscales, results from narrative understanding and attentional focus are
presented reversed, so for all four a higher value refers to stronger narrative engagement (Cronbach’s
α = .79, .89, .75, .82).
In the results and discussion below, we distinguish between player experience, narrative engage-
ment, and narrative immersion as discussed in the related work section.
3.8.3 Results
We conducted an identical analysis as was done with study 1. We present the means and standard
deviations for both independent factors, as well as the F, p, and β values from the MANOVA by
condition, a median split of transportability, and the interaction between the two in Table 3.2.
Differences in Experiential Measures
Play Experience. In terms of play experience, there was enough statistical power to assert
that there were no significant differences between conditions for enjoyment, effort, tension, and
competence.
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Narrative Engagement and Immersion. There was enough statistical power to assert that
there were no significant differences between narrative understanding, attentional focus, and em-
bodied presence. Narrative presence and emotional engagement were also not statistically different
and had a relatively high power, but didn’t meet the threshold of 0.8 (β = 0.71 and β = 0.72,
respectively) to accept the null hypothesis.
There was, however, a significant difference between the low-fidelity high-fidelity versions in
terms of transportation (p = .04, η2p = .034), similarity identification (p = .05, η
2
p = .03), and
wishful identification (p = .02, η2p = .04), although the actual difference between means were small
(less than 0.5 on a seven-point Likert scale). An independent-samples t-test showed no significant
differences in the transportability between the groups (t22 = 0.18, p = .859). This shows that the
differences cannot be explained by random assignment to the game versions. The results showed
that experienced transportation was slightly higher in the low-fidelity version than the high-fidelity
version.
Effects of Transportability. Comparing high and low transportability revealed similar re-
sults as in study 1 — there were significant differences between highly-transportable and low-
transportable players for all dependent measures, with only experienced tension failing to reach
significance. Additionally, there were no significant interactions between condition and transporta-
bility, showing that the lack of differences between the LoJFi and high-fidelity versions did not
depend on the transportability of the players.
3.8.4 Study 2 Discussion
The main interpretation of results is very similar to study 1. For all of the measures of play exper-
inece there were no significant differences between conditions, indicating that low-fidelity narrative
prototypes can be used to assess the game narrative in early stage development. Furthermore, there
were no significant differences in experienced narrative engagement, showing that the quality of the
narrative could be assessed outside of the context of the full game experience (i.e., high-fidelity
graphics and game interactions).
Interestingly, the two measures of immersion, transportation and identification, were two of the
exceptions to this pattern, though the differences were very small in terms of the big picture of
overall experience. This could be an indicator that for story immersion, while the story itself is
important, there are other factors beyond the story that go into it, such as the presentation of the
narrative world and the interaction with and presentation of different characters.
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3.9 Discussion
In this section, we will discuss the implications of our results, industry use cases, and how game
studios could integrate narrative prototypes into their existing design processes. We will also discuss
the limitations of our studies and future opportunities.
3.9.1 Implication of Results
While we did see similarities between many measures of player experience and narrative immersion,
these similarities were often not significantly similar and, in some cases, were significantly different.
From a practical point of view, the most useful results from a narrative prototype is the narrative
engagement. In Study 2, we showed that level of fidelity had no effect on narrative understanding
and attentional focus, and narrative presence and emotional engagement were very similar between
the conditions. This shows that the addition of visual graphics and game mechanics had very little
effect on how well participants understood the narrative, the level of focus they placed on the story,
their presence in the narrative, and the emotional engagement they felt from the story. These four
measures suggest that early testing of a story in a text-based format would be useful for game
designers to test for these particular narrative properties early in the story’s conception, since they
appear to be fairly independent from the game mechanics and visuals.
3.9.2 Industry Use Cases
There are two different situations in which the ideas underlying our proposed narrative prototypes
could be used and applied to game studios. The most obvious, and the main motivation for this
paper, is a tool to be integrated into the iterative process that most game studios now use.
A second application for narrative prototyping is to cheaply evaluate game ideas before com-
mitting to a project. While more study is needed to be able to confidently say that our technique
would apply across games of different types and genres, our results show that, at least for a certain
type of narrative game, we can get similar levels of narrative experience from a simple, text-based
narrative compared to a complete experience. This would allow game studios to create fast and
cheap prototypes for several story-based games in a short amount of time and quickly test them
with users to get a feel for which game, or games, would be the best to invest further resources
into.
3.9.3 How to Integrate Prototypes into the Design Process
Here, we discuss how a narrative prototype could be embedded in the iterative design process of
games, based on the current use of low-fidelity prototypes, and using our understanding of industry
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practices. In our approach, we adhere to the following three guidlines for effectively making use of
a narrative prototype: close integration with the current state of the game, iterative testing and
feedback, and increasing fidelity over time.
A lesson Bioware learned from working on Dragon Age: Inquisition [30], and the lesson Bungie
learned with Destiny [47], is the need for story to be developed in tandem with the game itself. If the
narrative team doesn’t consider how players will interact with the game, and if the game designers
don’t consider the game narrative while developing their content, they may introduce dissonances
between the narrative and the game. The goal, then, is to match the narrative prototype with the
game’s current level of development. This is similar to the goal of interactive system prototypes in
which the fidelity of the sketch or prototype should match the maturity of the idea [51].
Early on in the development cycle, the narrative prototype would be similar to the text-based
prototypes used in our studies. The goal would be to test and evaluate the story, looking for
narrative dissonances, plot holes, and travel through branching and fold-back story structures. As
the story is tested and refined, the game would be developed in parallel, constructing low-fidelity
versions of the systems and interactions. As the game gets fleshed out, the narrative prototype
should slowly add in the assets and mechanics as they become available (for example, how we
added the static character image in study 2). This stage can also be used to test multiple options
with users (e.g., different avatars or character personalities). As a game level gets constructed, the
descriptions in the narrative prototype could be replaced by the actual level, placing the prototype
inside the level, with the tester now focused more on the dialogue, and ensuring the setting makes
sense with that version of the story. As mechanics get developed, e.g., a sword attack, these can
also be added to the prototype, replacing the early-stage text-based interactions. The goal with
iteratively developing the story in this way is to always be aware of how the story fits with the game
and vice versa. By always testing the latest version of the story, game developers have a better
chance of finding dissonances between the two, as with Destiny [47], as early as possible, instead
of waiting until the game is nearing completion.
3.9.4 Limitations and Future Opportunities
In this section we will discuss limitations to our study design, and future research opportunities.
Limitations
In both studies, the two conditions differed in graphical fidelity and interaction. While we tried to
minimize differences in terms of game interaction for study 1, there were still slight differences due
to the closely-coupled nature of graphics and interaction. We argue that this prioritizes external
validity, as both conditions represent a snapshot in the development timeline of a game. In study 2,
we iterated on this closely-coupled aspect, further differentiating the interaction between conditions.
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The design choice of representing the mechanics as simple text options is representative of how such
a prototype would be created early in a game’s development, with no access to graphics or systems.
A second limitation of our work is that both games we used in the studies were already developed
and the narrative prototypes were developed after the games, rather than before as would happen
in a real-world use case.
A third limitation is that our games — although enjoyed by participants according to the means
— were representative of what a small, indie studio would create as a demo and not what a triple-
A studio would generate. Because the goal is for the fidelity of the narrative prototype to match
the maturity of the game’s development, we don’t see this as a potential source of error; however,
higher-fidelity narrative prototypes may yield different play experiences than their game-based
counterparts of commercial quality.
Finally, participants were only exposed to the game for a short time (ten to fifteen minutes). Our
results show no significant differences in play experience between the low-fidelity and high-fidelity
versions, but we speculate that with a significantly longer play session, differences may emerge due
to a lack of visual stimulation in the low-fidelity versions over a long period of time. Short sessions
are ideal for playtesting, however, which fits the use case of our prototyping method.
Future Work
We would like to expand on the ideas in this paper and more deeply consider narrative prototyping.
In both of our studies, we used games we had created. While this gave us an advantage in having
control over every aspect of their design, the experiences were short and were not comparable to
commercial games in terms of content and quality. The next step would be to replicate study 2
with an off-the-shelf narrative game, such as The Stanley Parable [52]. This would increase the
generalizability of our results, showing that narrative prototypes can be effective on commercial
games with complex content and interactions, build by professional writers. Second, we would
like to document the processes we describe in the paper by iteratively developing a game using
narrative prototyping, to test the feasibility of the method in practice. Finally, the narrative
prototypes we used are focused on early-stage narrative evaluation and, to some extend, character
dialogue. We would like to expand on this idea and look at creating different types of narrative
prototypes, focusing on specific aspects of story development, such as world building, designing
character personalities, and evaluating procedurally-generated narratives.
3.10 Conclusion
Iterative development and evaluation is important for all types of interactive systems, including
interfaces and games. While iterative methods have become common practice for most game
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designers, the integration of game narratives early in development is still new and unfamiliar to
many developers. We proposed using text-based narrative prototypes as a means to iteratively test
and develop game narratives, allowing writers to work closely and in parallel with the designers of
the game systems. Through two studies, we compared high and low levels of graphic fidelity and
player interaction with game mechanics and show that all experiential measures are not affected by
playing the narrative prototype. Our findings provide evidence that narrative prototyping could
feasibly be used by game studios to quickly and cheaply evaluate game ideas before committing
development resources to them and to more closely integrate their narrative design into existing
iterative development processes.
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Table 3.1: Study 1 results - Means and SD for Low-Fidelity and High-Fidelity conditions,
as well as F, p, and β values from a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) for
Condition, Transportation, and the interaction.
Low-Fidelity High-Fidelity Low-Trans High-Trans CONDITION TRANS COND * TRANS
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F P β F p β F p β
Enjoyment 4.88 1.35 4.30 1.73 4.00 1.65 5.28 1.08 2.82 0.10 0.60 19.26 0.00 0.01 1.59 0.21 0.75
Effort 5.44 1.27 5.53 1.27 4.99 1.33 5.97 0.93 0.23 0.64 0.92 13.36 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.84 0 .94
Tension 3.14 1.52 2.81 1.21 2.79 1.33 3.29 1.42 0.95 0.33 0.83 3.97 0.05 0.47 0.95 0.33 0.83
Competence 5.09 1.19 4.90 1.41 4.67 1.18 5.37 1.29 0.33 0.57 0.91 6.72 0.01 0.25 0.50 0.48 0.89
Autonomy 3.93 1.44 3.40 1.46 3.28 1.47 4.20 1.33 2.55 0.12 0.63 11.87 0.00 0.06 2.01 0.16 0.69
Relatedness 4.07 1.40 3.93 1.34 3.79 1.28 4.27 1.40 0.14 0.71 0.93 3.04 0.09 0.57 0.51 0.48 0.89
Presence 4.48 1.39 3.99 1.66 3.50 1.36 5.05 1.23 2.08 0.15 0.68 28.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.96 0.95
Intuitive Controls 5.74 1.09 5.61 0.94 5.32 1.03 6.00 0.88 0.22 0.64 0.92 8.33 0.01 0.16 0.10 0.75 0.94
Similarity ID 3.31 1.56 3.73 1.56 2.85 1.30 4.21 1.52 2.43 0.12 0.65 19.61 0.00 0.01 0.21 0.65 0.92
Embodied Presence 4.02 1.67 3.47 1.77 2.85 1.42 4.69 1.52 1.88 0.14 0.72 30.33 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.85 0.95
Wishful ID 3.07 1.50 3.12 1.40 2.58 1.24 3.64 1.45 0.09 0.76 0.94 12.18 0.00 0.06 0.57 0.45 0.89
Motivation 0.95 0.13 0.94 0.18 0.91 0.21 0.97 0.16 0.10 0.75 0.94 2.48 0.12 0.64 0.25 0.62 0.92
Table 3.2: Study 2 results - Means and SD for Low-Fidelity and High-Fidelity conditions,
as well as F, p, and β values from a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) for
Condition, Transportation, and the interaction.
Low-Fidelity High-Fidelity Low-Trans High-Trans CONDITION TRANS COND * TRANS
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F P β F p β F p β
Enjoyment 4.93 1.41 4.76 1.28 4.43 1.31 5.25 1.26 0.96 0.33 0.83 13.12 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.98 0.95
Effort 5.35 1.06 5.58 1.16 5.08 1.09 5.83 1.01 1.01 0.32 0.83 15.06 0.00 0.02 0.80 0.38 0.85
Tension 2.37 1.24 2.25 1.06 2.25 0.96 2.37 1.32 0.29 0.59 0.92 0.25 0.62 0.92 3.48 0.07 0.53
Competence 5.58 0.79 5.75 0.81 5.47 0.78 5.85 0.78 1.03 0.31 0.82 7.17 0.01 0.23 0.01 0.92 0.95
Similarity ID 3.48 1.42 3.06 1.37 2.84 1.24 3.71 1.44 4.00 0.05 0.48 13.92 0.00 0.04 0.33 0.57 0.91
Embodied Presence 3.83 1.60 3.64 1.65 3.02 1.35 4.43 1.56 1.12 0.29 0.82 28.42 0.00 0.00 1.21 0.27 0.80
Wishful ID 4.02 1.47 3.52 1.54 3.18 1.34 4.36 1.47 5.33 0.02 0.35 23.35 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.61 0.92
Transportation 4.59 0.88 4.37 0.89 4.05 0.84 4.91 0.72 4.28 0.04 0.46 40.47 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.96 0.95
Narrative Under-
standing
5.11 1.05 5.02 0.87 4.85 1.12 5.28 0.73 0.42 0.52 0.91 6.18 0.01 0.29 0.41 0.52 0.91
Attentional Focus 4.90 1.20 4.82 1.12 4.58 1.27 5.13 0.98 0.32 0.57 0.91 7.54 0.01 0.21 0.08 0.77 0.94
Narrative Presence 4.15 1.47 3.90 1.33 3.48 1.26 4.56 1.34 1.90 0.17 0.71 22.14 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.83 0.95
Emotional Engage-
ment
3.75 1.49 3.50 1.51 3.01 1.25 4.23 1.48 1.83 0.18 0.72 25.04 0.00 0.00 0.68 .041 0.86
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4 MANUSCRIPT C: RED OR BLUE PILL:
FOSTERING IDENTIFICATION AND
TRANSPORTATION IN RPGS
4.1 Introduction to Manuscript C
In Chapter 2, we showed that a belief alignment between the player and main playable character
increased identification and, through identification, increased overall enjoyment. In that chapter the
characters were designed a priori, and were identical for each player. Since we showed that player
identification was strongly driven by whether or not the player shared the same beliefs exhibited
by the main playable character, designing characters with strong beliefs may reduce the overall
experience for many players with opposing beliefs. One solution to this problem is for all players
to define the main playable character’s beliefs themselves by making dialogue and narrative choices
to dictate how the game progresses.
In this chapter we will test this solution in the context of two-dimensional morality in a text-
based narrative interface. In this Chapter we will address 4 main research questions:
1. Given free choice to make decisions, do players make choices in line with their personal beliefs?
2. How does forcing a player to act morally or immorally affect identification and transportation?
3. How does presenting a player with a subset of choices tailored to their play-style affect iden-
tification and transportation?
4. How is perceived effort and choice presentation driving the effects from the second and third
research questions?
4.1.1 Publication and Individual Contribution
This work was published as the following: [41]. Although a multi-authored contribution, I was re-
sponsible for leading the research. My roles included: designing the experiments and constructing
the interactive systems used in the experiments (i.e., constructing the text-based interfaces, cod-
ing the algorithms to dynamically present dialogue choices and construct player models based on
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choices). Additionally, I was involved in the data analysis and contributed to the literature review
and writing of the publication. I also presented the publication at the conference in which it was
published. I contributed approximately 75% of the total work for this project and publication.
4.2 Abstract
Through free choice, individuals can exert control over the environment and experience agency.
Research has suggested that tailoring aspects of choice to a player’s type can provide benefits;
however, commercial role-playing games (RPGs) generally provide static opposing options from a
spectrum (e.g., paragon versus renegade). To inform the design of choices in RPGs, we conducted
three studies comparing configurations of dialogue choices across the morality spectrum in an RPG
prototype. Study 1 compared two polar (opposing) choices with two moral or two immoral choices.
Study 2 contrasted polar choices with similar choices tailored to the player’s morality, modelled
from their initial 10 decisions. Study 3 compared polar choices with two tailored and one opposing
choice. Our results consistently show that including the opposing choice is important to a player’s
identification with their character, even when we can reliably predict the decision that they will
make.
4.3 Introduction
Converging evidence from different fields of science agrees that having choices is valuable. Hav-
ing the ability to choose autonomously allows for people to consciously exert control over the
environment, resulting in a satisfied need for control and a feeling of agency [96, 141, 159, 161].
Humans [44, 242, 243] and animals [58, 243] alike prefer having choice over having no choice. Hav-
ing more options available to choose from increases the probability of the preferred option being
present [161, 197, 199]; however, having too many choices can overwhelm the chooser and decrease
satisfaction with the decision [128,172,225,251].
In games, choices are often implemented as a means of increasing interactivity [66, 67, 81, 111].
Role-playing games (RPGs) in particular, such as the Dragon Age [30] and Mass Effect [28] series,
use choices as a tool to give the player control over their character and the narrative world [81]. It
has been proposed that for in-game choices to have a positive effect on player experience, they need
to give players a tangible outcome or consequence to having made the decision [126, 188]. Some
games incorporate a tangible impact by maintaining a model of the player’s previous choices to use in
tailoring future content (e.g., Mass Effect tracks ‘Paragon’ and ‘Renegade’ choices and some options
are only available with a high enough score). On the other hand, it has also been proposed that
the presentation of the choice itself is valuable, regardless of the outcome [159–161]. In addition to
the importance of choice consequences, the meaningfulness of a presented choice has been proposed
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as important to consider [126, 248, 253]. Previous approaches to create meaningful experiences in
games include: tailoring the game narrative to match a player model [253], increasing feelings of
social connections [196,215], and enforcing a commitment to meaning when making decisions [248].
Even though choices are an important tool for enhancing play experience, little is known about
the type of choices a player should be presented with, how choices are made by players, and what
the resulting effects are on experience. In terms of choice types, many games that offer players a
choice provide options that span a spectrum of experience (e.g., choosing between rude or polite
dialogue). On one hand, giving players range in available choice should be good as it enhances their
perceived freedom (i.e., objective agency) to make that choice. On the other hand, giving players a
range in options may not result in as meaningful of an experience as a more carefully constructed
subset of more similar options. Research on meaningfulness [253] suggests that tailoring choices to
align with a model of previous choices, and therefore providing players with a smaller domain of
possibilities from which to choose, can be beneficial.
This idea of providing players with more tailored choices in games is supported by player sen-
timents. In a review of Mass Effect 3 [28], the game is criticized for moving toward more polarized
choices, as opposed to the more nuanced options in previous games [46]. Similarly, a blog post
about Dragon Age: Inquisition [30] criticizes the game’s decisions for not considering previous
choices made by the player or the character’s backstory [276].
Designers who wish to create meaningful, transportative, and enjoyable games that include
choices have little guidance on the types of in-game choices that should be presented—should
choices include range or be more similar, but tailored to a player’s intended play style?
In sum, there are two conflicting lines of reasoning. On one hand, psychological research on
choice and agency teaches us how important variety in options is and that the feeling of a choice
having a tangible impact is crucial. On the other hand, we have literature and player sentiment
supporting the importance of a choice’s meaningfulness. How do these two perspectives interact? Is
a choice as effective, or better, if we reduce the variety of options in exchange for making the choice
more meaningful? Given the negative consequences of having too many options [128,172,225,251],
it is possible that making choices more meaningful has a higher growth potential for creating more
effective decisions in games.
In a series of three studies, we evaluate how different types of choices affect player and narrative
experience in the context of a role-playing game prototype. In particular, we compare choices with
high objective agency (i.e., moral and immoral choices) with a more meaningful choice option that
has less objective agency (i.e., similar morality, Study 1; and tailored to the player model, Studies
2 and 3). Our results suggest that giving the player a wider range of possibilities (i.e., including
both moral and immoral choices compared to choices of similar moral valence) is important in
fostering player identification and transportation into the narrative—even when the similar options
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are tailored to the player’s intentions. Further, we show that providing meaningful choices with
less objective agency (i.e., similar choices) does not harm transportation and identification when
the opposing option is also included.
The contribution of our work is twofold: firstly, this paper can help designing decision options in
games that positively contribute to player experience. Secondly, the results significantly contribute
to the understanding of the underlying processes in a player’s experience of choice in games.
4.4 Related Work
4.4.1 Perceived Agency and Control
Converging evidence suggests that choice is inherently desirable, even when choice is not linked to
the outcome [44, 159, 242, 243]. This is exemplified by the illusion of control, in which merely the
possibility to choose results in a higher perception of control over the world [154,155]. According to
a recent review [161], there are three main benefits of choice and subsequently a positive perception
of one’s control. Firstly, the expected value of having multiple choices is higher compared to
having fewer choices, because the likelihood of being presented with a higher-value option increases
with the number of available options [12, 263, 269]. Secondly, similar to the learned helplessness
paradigm [9, 166], not being able to choose—and therefore not being in control—increases stress
[63,69,104,268]. Thirdly, choices tell us something about ourselves. According to the self-perception
theory [24] and the dissonance-theory [85], individuals use their choices to infer their own attitude
towards something or someone.
Sense of agency is linked to perceived control over one’s actions and their consequences in the
world. Being an agent can also mean to be able to make a choice. If a positive sense of agency
has been established, the outcomes of one’s actions are perceived as more positive compared to
equal outcomes without the individual’s involvement. This phenomenon has been described in the
framework of a self-serving bias [45, 112], and has also been reflected in findings showing reduced
pain sensation after self-administration of pain or after predictable pain-related cues [20, 54, 68].
Furthermore, it has been suggested that humans select actions based not only on their outcome,
but also on their control value (i.e., actions that result in higher control and therefore a higher
sense of agency) [141,221]. This suggests that choices indicating increased control are perceived as
inherently rewarding [21,23,159]. Additionally, increased control has been associated with increased
persistence after failures [10, 25, 87, 158], which is in line with research on the buffering effect of
choice on negative emotion and losses [160,161,218].
In the context of games this means that aiming to elevate the sense of agency in players might not
only enhance their enjoyment of the game, but is likely to increase their playtime and perseverance
after in-game failures.
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4.4.2 (Tailoring) Meaningful Choices in Games
Games, more than any other form of media, enable the player to choose and exert control over
their experience, and although choices are a ubiquitous game dynamic, little research has been
done on the effect of specific types of choices. Most recently, Iten et al [126] set out to investigate
the effect of meaningful, moral choices on player experience, enjoyment and narrative engagement.
They reported that for choices to be perceived as meaningful, the choice had to have tangible
consequences (for similar arguments see [227,260]).
This need for players to witness the consequences of their in-game choices aligns with other
research into choices and agency in games. In particular, previous work has argued that choices in
games should be designed with a commitment to meaning in mind. [248] Specifically, when players
make a choice, they are creating a commitment on behalf of the player character. In order for this
commitment to make sense, and to make the player feel as though their choices matter, the game
system should adapt to hold the player accountable to the decisions they have made in a type of
social contract.
Previous work has also shown that player experience can be enhanced by using player choices
to build a computational model of players’ preferred playstyle and tailor the game’s narrative or
decisions based on this model. [170, 213, 253]. In this system, individual play styles were modelled
using five-dimensions: Fighter, Power Gamer, Tactician, Storyteller, and Method Actor. Player
choices were tagged with values for each of these dimensions. When a player made a choice,
their model was updated by adding the corresponding scores from the choice. Future content was
then tailored based on the player’s current model. This tailored storytelling is similar to a method
employed in serious game design in which personalized feedback and information is used to promote
behavioural change [151,152].
4.4.3 Narrative Experience
Narrative experience has many facets but for the purpose of this paper, we discuss three major
dimensions: transportation, narrative engagement and identification.
Transportation refers to the sensation of leaving your physical surroundings and being immersed
in the narrative world [110]. The personality trait of transportability—i.e., the individual propensity
to be transported—has also been shown to predict transportation [26,61].
Narrative Engagement [49] is based on four different processes: narrative understanding (i.e.,
cognitive perspective taking and making sense of the story), attentional focus (i.e., undivided
attention for the story), emotional engagement (i.e., empathy for the characters) and narrative
presence (i.e., the sensation of having entered the narrative world).
Narrative engagement can be explained in the framework of mental models, which are cognitive
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representations of aspects of the external world and influenced by an individual’s experiences [137,
138, 264]. For example, an individual might have a mental model of the earth containing shape
and size. Similarly, a mental model of a story may contain, among other things, the chronological
sequence of events and the spatial setting. Therefore, it was argued that narrative engagement is
rooted in an individual’s mental model of a certain story. [26,278].
Identification refers to the sensation that the player experiences the game from the character’s
point-of-view [64]. Identification (with the character) has three main dimensions [258]: similarity
identification (i.e., feeling to the character), embodied presence (i.e., taking the character’s perspec-
tive) and wishful identification (i.e., the character is a desired version of the player). Identification
has been shown to foster intrinsic motivation [32,33].
4.5 System Description
We present three studies in this paper. All three studies use an interactive dialogue system that
maintains a morality model of the player based on their decisions, and tailors future choices based
on this model. We briefly describe how the system and dynamic model are created and maintained.
4.5.1 Morality Model
In order to tailor the options presented to individual players, we first created a model to be able
to predict a player’s choice. Given that the players would be making dialogue choices we elected to
use a model of morality, based on Moral Foundation Theory [114] which has been previously used
in games research [126, 150]. Our model consisted of the five primary axes of Moral Foundation
Theory: care/harm, fairness, loyalty, respect, and purity. The player model consisted of a score for
each of these five axes, as well as a combined score for overall morality.
Each dialogue option a player could choose was tagged with a score for each of the five axes.
When the player made a choice, their model was updated by adding the vector from the option to
their morality model.
After a short calibration phase of making decisions (we used the initial ten decisions), the player
model at that time was saved and this was the model used by the system to tailor the decisions
presented to the player.
4.5.2 Narrative System
We constructed an interactive dialogue system that allows players to play through a text-based
adventure. The system can be configured with various rules and constraints to procedurally con-
struct and present players with a set of options by combining predefined sentence fragments. Each
fragment is tagged with the moral axes as described in the previous section. The system assigns
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the interface design of dialogue system used in Manuscript C
studies.
a morality score for each generated option, and automatically updates the player model when a
choice is made by the player.
The dialogue system leads players through an interactive narrative that follows a young roguish
mage on an adventure that centered around performing a job for her estranged mother. The story
dealt with complex relationships between the protagonist and her mother, as well as the protagonist
and an old friend named Ember with whom things had ended badly. The story focused on themes
of forgiveness, trust, and betrayal. Throughout the story there were 72 story fragments that players
clicked through. Out of the 72 fragments, 35 were decisions that the player had to make, including
both dialogue options and actions to move the story forward. See Figure 4.1 for a screenshot of the
game.
4.5.3 Dialogue Choices
Though the system supports more complicated procedural construction of options, we elected to
write the possible options by hand to limit the variance in experience between participants. For
each decision, we created two versions of a moral option, as defined by our morality model, and
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two versions of an immoral option. We ensured the two versions differed in content and the specific
moral axes they were tagged with (e.g., one moral option may involve purity and the other may
involve fairness), but the resulting options all had approximately the same morality score so the
decisions were as balanced as possible.
We used the following guidelines when tagging the dialogue options with the moral axes:
Harm/Care : Options were tagged with this axis if the choice resulted in the character attempting
to physically harm or protect another character. (e.g., throw a fireball at an enemy or stand
in front of a character to protect them from danger).
Fairness/Reciprocity :Options were tagged with this axis if the choice involved the character
acting fairly or unfairly to another character (e.g., performing a sneak attack or admitting
that you are wrong).
Ingroup/Loyalty : Options were tagged with this axis if the choice involved the character acting
loyally or disloyally towards their mother or friend, Ember (e.g., obeying her mother).
Authority/Respect : Options were tagged with this axis if the choice involved the character
treating her mother or Ember with respect or disrespect. (e.g., insulting Ember).
Purity/Sanctity : Though this axis is traditionally associated with aspects such as chastity or
hygiene, we used this axis to measure purity as was relevant to the narrative content, namely
how the character feels about evil magic, which was fundamental to the plot. (e.g., whether
or not the character uses an amulet full of dark magic or decides to destroy it.).
For the first ten story pieces, players were all presented with the same two options, in order to
calibrate the individual player model. These decisions consisted of a moral option and an immoral
option, and they evenly included a mix of all five moral axes as defined in our model.
After the calibration phase, when presenting a decision to the player, the system randomly
selected from the pool of generated options to fulfill one of several rules:
POLAR : One option had positive morality (i.e., moral choice), one had negative (i.e., immoral
choice).
MORAL : All of the options had a positive morality.
IMMORAL : All of the options had a negative morality.
TAILORED : All of the options had a morality that aligned with the calibrated morality model.
Once the options were chosen, they were presented to the player in a random order to eliminate
sequence effects.
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4.6 Recruitment, Outliers, and Bot Detection
For all studies presented in this paper, we recruited participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk,
which has been shown to be a reliable research tool [169]. Due to recent concerns of data validity
and an increase of bots on the platform [238], we employed strict filtering procedures to detect and
remove outliers, inattentive participants, and bots from our data.
We removed all participants that displayed zero variance in their answers on any of the ques-
tionnaires to detect participants who just clicked the same answer on a Likert-scale on every single
question. We also removed participants who spent more than three standard deviations longer or
shorter than the mean on more than one questionnaire to remove participants that clicked through
questionnaires too quickly and participants that were multitasking, or who left the study window
open in their browser while doing something else. Finally, we asked several broad questions re-
garding the narrative to ensure participants had read and understood the story. Participants who
didn’t answer the question we had asked (e.g., when asked about the character’s morality some
bots replied by defining morality based on a web search) were removed. We describe how many
participants were removed in each individual study description.
4.7 Study 1
RPGs generally present players with a spectrum of options (e.g., players can choose between a polite
response and a rude response). In the case of the dialogue system we created, a presentation of one
moral choice and one immoral choice reflects the way in which games currently present choices to
players.
Previous work in the context of persuasive games has argued that a game is most persuasive
when players have to invest mental effort into making a choice as opposed to picking options for
the sake of picking options [272]. Applying this in the context of moral choices, a choice that
requires more mental effort to make a selection should be more persuasive, which leads to positive
outcomes [73,201,202].
We propose that a choice with both options on the same end of the moral spectrum would require
players to exert more cognitive effort into making the choice. By making the choices similar, we
reduce any preference biases so players are forced to choose between two things they feel similarly
about.
The goal of Study 1 was to compare POLAR choices (one moral and one immoral option) with
MORAL (two moral options) and IMMORAL (two immoral options) in a between-subjects study
design with 90 participants, using the recruitment approach described in the previous section.
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4.7.1 Measures
Here we present the constructs we measured, along with the number of items and Cronbach’s alpha
for each subscale.
Trait Measures
Transportability : Transportability (21 items, α = .903), or an individual’s trait susceptibility
to be transported into a narrative world, was measured using the Transportability scale [26].
Sense of Agency (SONA, SOPA) : We measured an individual’s sense of negative agency
(SONA) (7 items, α = .925) , and sense of positive agency (SOPA) (5 items, α = .836),
using the Sense of Agency Scale [250].
Moral Foundations Questionnaire : An individual’s affiliation with the five axes of Moral
Foundation Theory [114] were measured using the short version of the Moral Foundation
Questionnaire (MFQ) [108]. (care/harm (4 items, α = .657), fairness (4 items, α = .696),
loyalty (4 items, α = .692), respect (3 items, α = .827), purity (4 items, α = .885)).
State Measures
Transportation : The amount participants were immersed in the narrative world was measured
using the ransportation scale (11 items, α = .637) [110].
Autonomy : Perceived autonomy (3 items, α = .886) was measured using the autonomy subscale
from the Player Experience of Needs Satisfaction Scale (PENS) [219].
Effort : We measured effort (4 items, α = .798) using the effort-importance subscale of the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (IMI) [174].
Enjoyment : We measured enjoyment (5 items, α = .839) using the enjoyment/interest subscale
from the IMI [174].
Identification : Player identification with the main character was measured using the Player
Identification Scale [258], which measures three constructs: similarity identification (6 items,
α = .927), embodied presence (6 items, α = .930), and wishful identification (5 items, α =
.901), and can be combined into a single measure of character identification [258].
Narrative Compliance Checks : To ensure participants read and understood the story, which
was necessary to consider their responses, we asked several open questions regarding the
narrative. Participants were asked to summarize the plot, list the name of the protagonist,




Because we have less control over behaviour on MTurk, we need to remove participants who do not
actually read the story or consider their responses (i.e., by just click through) and try to detect
bot participants [238]. To do so, we calculated the variance in responses on each page of questions,
and removed any particpant who displayed a variance of 0 (e.g., clicked the middle bubble for
each question). Additionally, we calculated the time spent on each questionnaire and removed any
participant that was greater than 3 SD above or below the mean on more than one questionnaire
(e.g., clicked through multiple questionnaires without reading or spent a large amount of time
multitasking on another browser window).
In total we removed 11 participants, leaving 79 participants remaining in the dataset for analysis
(Npolar = 26, Nmoral = 28, Nimmoral = 25).
We then conducted partial correlations of the trait variables (i.e., transportability, sense of
positive agency, sense of negative agency, moral foundations) with the state variables (i.e., trans-
portation, identification, effort, enjoyment, autonomy). Because the trait measures often correlated
with the state measures, we included them as co-variates in our analyses.
We conducted a multivariate analysis of co-variance (MANCOVA) with choice (polar, moral,
immoral) as a between-subjects factor, and transportability, sense of positive agency, and sense of
negative agency as co-variates on the dependent measures of transportation, identification (simi-
larity identification, embodied presence, wishful identification), effort, enjoyment, and autonomy.
Mediation analyses were conducted with Process 3.00 in SPSS 25.
4.7.3 Results
The MANCOVA showed significant effects of choice on similarity identification (F2,73 = 4.2, p =
.020, η2p = .11), embodied presence (F2,73 = 6.1, p = .004, η
2
p = .15), and wishful identification
(F2,73 = 6.5, p = .003, η
2
p = .16). There was also a significant effect of choice on transportation
(F2,73 = 4.1, p = .021, η
2
p = .11).
Bonferroni-Holm corrected pairwise comparisons showed that participants in the immoral con-
dition experienced less similarity identification, embodied identification, wishful identification and
transportation than participants in the polar or moral conditions (all p < .05).
In terms of experience, there were no main effects of choice on autonomy (F2,73 = .06, p = .944)
or enjoyment (F2,73 = 1.9, p = .165), but was a significant effect on effort (F2,73 = 5.2, p = .008, η
2
p =
.13). Bonferroni-Holm corrected comparisons revealed that participants felt they invested less effort
in the immoral condition than moral or polar (all p < .02).
Additionally, we calculated overall identification, as all identification measures showed the same
trends. Results were in line with the subscale results for identification. We used this measure to
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determine if invested effort mediated the effects of condition on identification (controlling for the
same co-variates as in the MANCOVA). We found that choice predicted identification (p=.003),
but that effort did not (p=.057); further, including effort in the model did not significantly reduce
the direct effect of choice on identification (p = .009).
To determine whether the variance in identification and transportation could be explained by the
differences in invested effort, we conducted mediation analyses, which investigates whether a latent
mediating variable (M) explains the variance predicted between a predictor (X) and a dependent
measure (Y) [38]. Because we must use dichotomous predictors [38] and we had three conditions,
we just considered the polar and immoral conditions. We first modeled whether the prediction
of choice-condition on identification was mediated by effort, and second whether the prediction of
choice-condition on transportation was mediated by effort. Choice predicted identification (β =
.496, p = .005) and remained a significant predictor, even when effort was included in the model
(β = .431, p = .017). Further, the confidence interval for the indirect effect included zero (LLCI=-
.226, ULCI=.012), suggesting that there was no mediation [38]. In terms of transportation, choice
predicted transportation (β = .172, p = .012) but did not remain a significant predictor when
effort was included in the model (β = .118, p = .062). Further, the confidence interval for the
indirect effect did not include zero (LLCI=-.126, ULCI=-.001), suggesting that there was a partial
mediation [38].
Finally, we were concerned that participants may have been randomly assigned to a choice
condition that did not align with their preferred morality to play. Because the first 10 decisions
were polar in each condition, we used those choices to calculate a predicted morality. In the moral
condition, 11 participants were predicted to play morally and 17 were predicted to play immorally; in
the immoral condition, 12 were predicted to play immorally, and 13 to play morally. The relatively
similar distributions suggest that it is not a mismatch between intended playstyle and assigned
condition that drives the lower transportation and identification in the immoral condition; however,
that our experiment was not designed to test this hypothesis (and group sizes were too small to
look for interaction effects) means that we can only postulate that mismatch is not responsible for
the results.
4.7.4 Study 1 Discussion
Results of study 1 revealed that participants presented with only immoral options reported sig-
nificantly lower identification on all subscales compared to the moral choice or polar conditions.
Results were robust even when combining all identification subscales into one measure. Further,
transportation—the metric that describes engagement from narratives—was also lower in the im-
moral condition. Finally, participants reported a lower subjective effort in the immoral condition.
Also, we found that effort mediated the effect of choice on transportation, but not on identification.
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Surprisingly, no differences in perceived autonomy were observed. We can explain this in that
participants always decided between two options, and that in the specific case of our experiment
design, experienced autonomy was not significantly affected by whether those choices were similar
and moral, similar and immoral, or polar in their morality.
Unsurprisingly, there were no differences in overall enjoyment. We did not expect differences,
as previous work showed that differences in identification and transportation do not translate
into differences in enjoyment within narrative prototypes [43]. Although players may differently
identify with the protagonist, and may experience greater transportation into the narrative, the
enjoyment was measured as regarded the experience overall. It is not expected that differences in
narrative transportation would result in differently-rated enjoyment of the experience in short-term
engagement with a narrative prototype.
However, there are questions raised by our results. Specifically, participants were randomly
assigned to conditions, thus the similarly-valent options (i.e., only moral or immoral options) were
not matched to the player’s moral-compass. One could argue that the decision between two equally
valenced options was not difficult because we did not control for the individual’s preferred decision-
pattern.
4.8 Study 2
In Study 1 we showed that when presented with only immoral options, participants tended to
identify less with their character and were less transported by the narrative than if given only
moral options or one of each. Because participants were randomly assigned to the polar, moral, and
immoral conditions, the presented choices may not have been meaningful if they did not align with
the character’s personality, as played by the player. Our additional analyses showed the preferred
morality as predicted by the initial 10 polar choices was not in line with the randomly-assigned
condition; that is, approximately half of the participants in the moral and immoral conditions likely
had a preferred morality that was incongruent with their assigned condition.
Our goal of Study 2 was to determine if polar or similar choices yielded a better experience,
in a situation in which the similar choices were tailored to the participants’ preferred playstyle as
predicted by their morality decisions.
4.8.1 Methods
We replicated the experimental design and analyses of Study 1, but instead of assigning participants
to the moral and immoral options, we chose the moral or immoral path based on their initial 10
choices. As such, we randomly assigned participants to either the polar (presented polar options) or
tailored (two moral options or two immoral options depending on their initial 10 choices) conditions.
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To increase statistical power, we raised the number of participants in each condition from 30 to
50, with a total of 100 participants. We collected the same measures as in Study 1 and conducted
the same data analyses. From the initial 100 participants, we removed 23 for non-compliance as
described in Study 1, leaving 39 in the polar condition and 38 in the tailored condition. The reason
there were significantly more participants removed in Study 2 compared to Study 1 was primarily
due to an increase in bots on the platform the day we ran Study 2. As described in the earlier
section, participants were asked questions relating to the content of the story, and participants that
did not demonstrate a basic understanding of the questions being asked (e.g., when asked to define
the plot of the narrative, some participants defined the terms plot or narrative) were removed. In
total, we detected 8 participants who were likely bots using this method. The only difference in
Study 2 is that we present the combined avatar identification measure for brevity, as the sub-scales
all showed the same patterns [258].
4.8.2 Results
The MANCOVA (with transportability, sense of positive agency, sense of negative agency, and
moral foundations included as co-variates) showed main effects of choice on identification (F1,71 =
5.7, p = .019, η2p = .08), transportation (F1,71 = 5.3, p = .024, η
2
p = .07), and effort (F1,71 = 4.9, p =
.030, η2p = .06). As Table 4.1 shows, polar choices yielded greater identification, transportation,
and effort than tailored ones.
There were no effects of choice on autonomy (F1,71 = .004, p = .953) or enjoyment (F1,71 =
.04, p = .839). We again conducted mediation analyses. We first modelled whether the prediction
of choice-condition on identification was mediated by effort, and second whether the prediction of
choice-condition on transportation was mediated by effort. Choice predicted identification (β =
.600, p = .019) and remained a significant predictor, even when effort was included in the model
(β = .546, p = .039). Further, the confidence interval for the indirect effect included zero (LLCI=-
.401, ULCI=.086), suggesting that there was no mediation [38]. In terms of transportation, choice
predicted transportation (β = .335, p = .024) but did not remain a significant predictor when
effort was included in the model (β = .191, p = .164). Further, the confidence interval for the
indirect effect did not include zero (LLCI=-.367, ULCI=-.014), suggesting that there was a partial
mediation [38].
Based on the negative effects of the immoral condition in Study 1, we considered that the par-
ticipants who were tailored to the immoral condition may have been driving down transportation.
In the tailored condition, there were 21 participants assigned to the immoral condition and 17
assigned to the moral condition (based on their initial 10 decisions). Looking at the mean values of
transportation though, participants experienced the greatest transportation in the polar condition
(4.88), followed by the immoral tailored (4.66), and then moral tailored (4.40) conditions, suggesting
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that it was not the immoral decisions harming experience in the tailored choice conditions.
4.8.3 Study 2 Discussion
Participants presented with polar decisions reported higher ratings of identification, transportation
and effort. There was no significant effect of choice-condition on perceived autonomy or enjoyment.
Further, mediation analysis showed that, in line with Study 1, effort mediated the influence of
choice-condition on transportation, but did not predict identification or mediate that relationship—
i.e., even when controlling for effort, the prediction of choice-condition on identification remained
significant.
Interestingly, the tailored conditions again did not affect the perceived autonomy, which could
be explained in that participants experienced the reduced effort instead of a lack of real choice. In
study 3, we explore the effect of an option providing the best of both worlds: a meaningful choice
between two options of the same morality, while also giving the option to choose the polar-opposite.
4.9 Study 3
Study 1 showed that polar and moral choices yielded higher transportation, identification, and
invested effort than immoral ones. Study 2 showed that similar, but tailored, choices yielded lower
transportation and identification than polar ones. Based on the results from the first two studies
together, we hypothesized that the reason that we saw reduced experiences with tailored choices,
and why we did not see differences in perceived autonomy, was that by tailoring choices to align
with the participants’ model, we took away the option that went against their model. As discussed
in Study 2, there are reasons to expect that not having the choice that one wants to discard can
harm experience.
To investigate whether the absence of the not-desired choice reduced identification and trans-
portation, we adapted the tailored condition to present participants with three choices: two that
aligned with their model and one that opposed. In this way, we maintain the tailored options and
provided players with a meaningful choice, while also providing them with the option to deviate
from the model, and not make the non-desired choice.
4.9.1 Methods
We replicated the experimental design and analyses of Study 2, presenting a tailored (two moral-one
immoral or two immoral options-one moral depending on their initial 10 choices) condition. We
gathered 50 participants. We collected the same measures as in Studies 1 and 2 and conducted the
same data analyses. We compare the results to the polar condition from Study 2 as participants
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were randomly recruited and Study 3 was gathered the day after Study 2. We removed 7 for
non-compliance as described in Study 1, leaving 43 in the tailored 2.0 condition.
4.9.2 Results
The MANCOVA (with transportability, sense of positive agency, sense of negative agency, and moral
foundations included as co-variates) showed no main effects of choice on identification (F1,76 =
.47, p = .494), transportation (F1,76 = .74, p = .392), effort (F1,76 < .001, p = .994), autonomy
(F1,76 = .1.7, p = .194), or enjoyment (F1,76 = .026, p = .873).
Table 4.1: Estimated Means± SE for Studies 1,2, & 3. Values of co-variates for each study
are shown in bottom right.
Study 1 Study 2 Study 3
Polar Positive Negative Polar Tailored Polar Tailored2.0
Transportation 4.89(.10) 4.87(.10) 4.58(.10) 4.88(.10) 4.54(.10) 4.80(.11) 4.67(.10)
Identification 4.68(.22) 4.73(.22) 3.69(.22) 4.45(.17) 3.85(.18) 4.34(.18) 4.18(.17)
Autonomy 5.37(.25) 5.46(.24) 5.27(.25) 5.13(.21) 5.14(.21) 5.03(.20) 5.39(.19)
Effort 5.83(.15) 5.86(.15) 5.41(.16) 5.83(.14) 5.37(.14) 5.74(.15) 5.73(.14)
Enjoyment 5.59(.20) 5.72(.19) 5.27(.20) 5.44(.17) 5.39(.17) 5.36(.20) 5.32(.19)
Similarity ID 4.68(.27) 4.56(.22) 3.62(.29) S1. Trans=5.25, SOPA=5.43, SONA=2.50, MFQ=4.07
Embodied Presence 5.17(.22) 5.31(.22) 4.26(.23) S2. Trans=5.21, SOPA=5.49, SONA=2.33, MFQ=3.82
Wishful ID 4.20(.26) 4.50(.26) 3.16(.27) S3. Trans=5.12, SOPA=5.35, SONA=2.36, MFQ=3.80
4.9.3 Study 3 Discussion
In Study 3, we adapted our tailored condition from study 2 into a new tailored 2.0 version to
provide two similar options and one opposing option, to provide players with a meaningful model
while still giving the option to customize the character’s personality. Results show that there was
no significant difference between the conditions on any measure (i.e. identification, transportation,
effort, autonomy or enjoyment). Thus, the tailored 2.0 decision condition in Study 3 significantly
improved on the tailored condition of Study 2.
One limitation of study 3 lies in the fact, that in the tailored 2.0 condition has a confound. We
cannot disentangle, in the current study design, whether the higher identification and effort were
due to an increased number of options (i.e., from two to three) or the addition of the opposing
choice. But participants again reported no difference in perceived autonomy, which might suggest
that adding a third option did not significantly change their perception of their decision. Therefore,
we propose that the difference found in Study 2 was due to the lack of alternatives and not the
addition of one more option to pick from.
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4.10 General Discussion
In the following sections, we summarize our results and discuss in detail their limitations and
implications.
4.10.1 Summary of Results
Study 1
In Study 1, we showed that participants identified with their character less when only given the
option to act immorally, compared to given only moral options or given a choice from both ends
of the spectrum. Furthermore, transportation and effort were both also lower in the immoral
condition. Invested effort mediated the effect of choice on transportation, but not on identification.
Study 2
In Study 2, we showed that even by tailoring the choices to align with the morality that participants
established with their character in the initial 10 decisions, they still experienced lower identification,
effort, and transportation than when given the options. Also, participants perceived effort mediated
the influence of choice on transportation, but effort did not significantly mediate the prediction of
identification through choice.
Study 3
In Study 3, we updated the tailored option to also include the opposing (polar choice) and saw the
effects from the first 2 studies go away, indicating that our updated tailored model was no worse
than two polar options. Also, because we found no differences in Study 3, we have some confidence
that the reason our tailored model produced lower identification in Study 2 was due to the absence
of an alternative option that participants did not wish to choose.
4.10.2 Explanation of Results
Over three studies, we consistently show that the inclusion of the opposite choice is important and
shows two robust effects. First of all, identification with the character increases. Secondly, effort
increases and effort significantly mediated the corresponding increase in transportation.
With regard to identification, the decreased identification after being presented with only im-
moral options can be explained in the context of a self-serving bias [120] and a self-enhancement
bias [228]. Both biases serve an individual for the purpose of maintaining self-esteem [35, 134].
In situations of self-threat [18]—a situation in which positive views about oneself are contradicted
or otherwise threatened—preserving one’s self-esteem is especially important [53]. Transferred to
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the context of games, participants may have rated their identification lower with a character that
could only make immoral choices, because their view of themselves is generally positive; whereas
identification was not impeded in either the polar, moral, or tailored 2.0 decision conditions, be-
cause they all provided a moral option to choose from. Following a similar line of reasoning, higher
identification ratings in the polar and tailored 2.0 condition (and lower ratings in the tailored con-
dition) could have resulted from a drop in self-efficacy [14, 17]. Self-efficacy refers to the general
personal belief in one’s abilities to exert control over the environment [142]. Generally, a positive
view of one’s self-efficacy is highly adaptive and crucial for well-being and psycho-social function-
ing [16, 218, 230]. Self-efficacy and the perception of control are linked to the perception of being
able to choose freely [15, 161], which was only the case in the polar and tailored 2.0 conditions.
When being presented with tailored options of the same morality, essentially only one choice is
displayed, and this could lead to the perception that it is not possible to make the right choice
given any situation, which in turn lowers self-efficacy.
Moreover, the significantly higher ratings of transportation in the polar and the tailored 2.0
conditions can be explained by its similarities to real-life decision making and to familiar game de-
sign. Realism has been reported as linked to increased transportation [27]. Further, transportation
has been shown to be influenced by characteristics of the narrative that enhance suspense [245]
and the perception of personal relevance [208]. Additionally, we found and replicated a significant
mediation by perceived effort of choice on transportation but not on identification. This means
that effort drives transportation but not identification. Or put differently, an increased effort leads
to higher transportation—a measure for narrative enjoyment.
4.10.3 Reliability of the Prediction Model for Tailored Choices
We see that in the POLAR conditions for Study 1 and Study 2, the model generated by the system
fairly reliably predicts the final morality model. For Study 1, the correlation between the actual and
the predicted model was r = .767, p < .01, N = 26. For study 2, it was r = .794, p < .01, N = 40.
Thus we assume that the model actually tailored the choices correctly based on the players’ decision
used for calibration.
4.10.4 Autonomy vs. Agency & Trait vs. State
Autonomy and agency are terms that are often used interchangeably, but we argue in this section
that autonomy and agency are two distinct constructs.
On one hand, autonomy as a state in games is usually measured using questions like “I experience
a lot of freedom in the story.” or “The story provides me with interesting options and choices.” [219].
On the other hand, agency as a trait can be measured by high-level questions about the participant’s
life or the story in general with questions like “I am in full control of what I do.”, “The things I do
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are subject only to my free will” and “I am responsible for what I do.” [250].
Although both questionnaires contain choices, autonomy refers more to a perception of having
options, while agency reflects the perception of having not only a choice but also that one has
control over the decision and that choice has a consequence. We argue that our manipulation did
not have an effect on autonomy because players were always free to make a choice, but their sense
of agency may have been manipulated and an appropriate measurement of their state agency could
have resulted in additional proof for our claims.
This might help explain why in our state measure of autonomy, we did not find an effect but
an appropriate state measure of agency might have been affected by the different decision options.
There are, to the best of our knowledge, currently no validated scales available that measure agency
as a state, which might have been a crucial outcome variable to explain the experience of choices
in the present study.
4.10.5 Game Design Considerations
Our results suggest that including a variety of choices (e.g., a mix of both moral and immoral)
is important to a player’s identification with their character. Additionally, we see that having a
variety of choices also led to higher transportation, but this was mediated by perceived effort. This
implies several important considerations for game designers.
First, our results suggest that when presenting options to players, giving them varied options
should lead to higher identification with the character (e.g., giving the option for bright pink hair
in an avatar creator instead of limiting the choices to shades of brown).
Second, our results suggest that a variety of choices is helpful in fostering transportation, par-
tially because they lead to a higher investment of effort in making the decision. This suggests that
while a variety of customization options are important for fostering identification, the important
design aspect for transportation is the perceived effort of the choice. This means that game design-
ers should create decisions in such a way as to force the player to expend cognitive effort, rather
than giving choices that the player will easily make without any consideration.
Finally, it is important to caution designers against giving players too many choices. As de-
scribed earlier, previous work has shown that too many choices can lead to feelings of dissatisfaction
with a choice [126,172,225,251]. Also, the addition of a third choice in Study 3 did not significantly
change any of our measures compared to the polar condition, which suggests that it may not be
the number of choices that are important, but instead the variety.
4.10.6 Limitations
There are four limitations to our study that have to be addressed. Firstly, we did not measure
agency as a state. Although surprising, to our knowledge there are no validated measures available
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to measure agency as a state, and given the background of the current literature, we opted to
measure autonomy instead. Reformulating the trait questions or a similar questionnaire (e.g., self-
care agency scale [143]) would be an option in future studies to explore effects on state agency as
a result of in-game decisions.
Secondly, perceived effort showed a significant effect in Studies 1 and 2 but the construct is
fairly non-specific and rather broad. Questions in the IMI effort subscale [216] include ones like “I
put a lot of effort into this game.” and “It was important to me to do well at this game.” If we
had measured cognitive workload using for example the NASA-TLX [115], we may have been able
to unpack more specific effects. With that being said, the self-reported effort of participants did
significantly mediate the relationship between choice condition and transportation in both Studies
1 and 2.
Thirdly, though previous work has shown that a low-fidelity narrative prototype can reasonably
predict the narrative and play experience of a high-fidelity game using the same story [43], the
prototype we used in the studies presented was only used by participants for a short amount of
time and the conditions under which they played (i.e., under a controlled study as opposed to for
enjoyment under their own volition) were different than that of a commercial game. As such, we can
be reasonably confident that our results could be extended to a higher-fidelity interactive narrative,
but the mechanisms of choices related to things besides dialogue choices (e.g., choices involving
upgrades, choosing which quest to undertake, and customizing the appearance of the main avatar)
are beyond the scope of this paper. We would expect similar results from studying other types of
choice, but further research is needed to verify this.
Lastly, it is unclear from the design of Study 3 whether the results can be attributed to the
presence of the alternative and opposing option or the fact that there was one additional option
presented (i.e., 3 instead of 2 in the control condition). We considered this issue when designing
the study; however, including 3 options in the POLAR condition would be difficult as there is
no natural valence for the 3rd option, and it would not be comparable to the previous POLAR
condition used. Given the results of the study-series together, and the non-significant difference in
state autonomy when provided with the additional (i.e., 3rd) choice, we propose that only providing
one additional option did not affect the player experience. Rather over the course of three studies,
we reliably showed that having the polar choice was the driving force behind the effect.
4.10.7 Future Research Directions
The findings in the present study open new lines of potential research. Most importantly, the present
study highlights the need for a state agency questionnaire that can be used in HCI and games
research. Such a scale could be used to provide important information about player experience and
how much players feel they are in control over their environment.
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Further, several experimental manipulations should be considered by researchers to further
explore the effects of different types of choices. One could argue that it would significantly alter
the player experience if it was transparent that their choices are being modelled and predicted
throughout the gameplay. Also moral dilemmas instead of polarized choices, could be used in order
to provide more difficult choices. But the research of moral choices is not without its difficulties
and there are several inter-individual differences that influence moral choice [60,139].
Finally, based on the present paper, three additional game design elements could be investi-
gated. Firstly, researchers could evaluate the effects of a branching dialogue system on the sense
of agency in the moment. A dialogue system like this might provide a stronger sense of agency by
having natural consequences to individual choices participants have made. Participants could even
be required to re-play the same game in order to notice the branching dialogue tree. Secondly, a
colour-feedback system could be implemented to help offload cognitive load of the player in making
decisions, similar to commercial games that employ polar choices. Previous work has shown that
altering the colour of text can significantly alter player experience [39]. It is possible that highlight-
ing moral and immoral choices could function similarly, providing players with visual feedback to
confirm and strengthen the perceived morality of a choice. Thirdly, researchers might want to look
into pacing by only giving players choices that align with their individual model, while occasionally
providing players with opposing choices to manage their narrative experience curve. This would
also require some form of repeated online measurement of the players’ experience to in order to
model their ideal moral curve for narrative experience.
4.11 Conclusion
Choice is inherently important to individuals and valued highly. Through choice, individuals can
exert control over their environment and become autonomous agents. In games, especially in RPGs,
the player is often confronted with plenty of decisions, through which they can shape their character
and experience. In a series of three studies, we tested the effect of polar choices against various
other choice-configurations (i.e., moral/ immoral in study 1, tailored in study 2 and tailored 2.0
in study 3). Our results across studies consistently showed that including the opposing choice is
important to foster a player’s identification with their character and their transportation into the
narrative. These results still hold true even when a player’s decision behaviour can be reliably
predicted.
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5 MANUSCRIPT D: PREDICTING BELIEFS
FROM NPC DIALOGUES
5.1 Introduction to Manuscript D
In Manuscript A we showed that an alignment between the player’s real-world beliefs and those
exhibited by the main playable character are beneficial for overall player experience. In practice,
the results from the study are useful because they provide evidence to motivate game designers to
tailor game content such that the main playable character’s beliefs align with those of the player
in the real world.
In the study, however, we used external questionnaires to measure the player’s real-world beliefs.
While this method was accurate and provided a useful model, the method lacks external validity,
since most players would not fill out pages of questionnaires prior to playing the game in order to
gather the data necessary to tailor the game’s content.
In the previous chapter, we proposed a method of implicitly measuring a player’s real-world
beliefs through dialogue choices. We showed that we were able to create a consistent model of the
player’s choices, which in turn predicted the moral direction they would take the main character
through the narrative. We did not, however, see a clear alignment between the player’s real-world
model of morality and that exhibited by the main player. We discussed potential reasons for
this discrepancy in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we attempt to address this limitation
by changing the underlying model from morality, which has a clear right and wrong answer, to
benevolent sexism [106] and male role attitudes [62]. As we saw in the first study, benevolent
sexism is a much more subtle construct in terms of morality. The beliefs are distributed evenly
across genders and it is a construct that is perceived as moral at the individual level regardless of
the individual alignment.
5.1.1 Publication and Individual Contribution
This work was published as the following: [42]. Although a multi-authored contribution, I was
responsible for leading the research. My roles included: designing the experiments, providing the
interactive dialogue system (reused from Manuscript C) and conducting a majority of the data
analysis. Additionally, I was involved in the literature review, the creation of the dialogue, and
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writing of the publication. I contributed approximately 70% of the total work for this project and
publication.
5.2 Abstract
Game designers and developers benefit from gathering data from players; however, interrupting
play with questionnaires can harm experience. Previous work has suggested that embedding ques-
tionnaires into games, such as through dialogue choices when interacting with non-player characters
(NPCs) can help, but there is no evidence that dialogue choices can model the real-world beliefs
of players. In this study we demonstrate two methods of successfully predicting responses to val-
idated scales of sexist beliefs from NPC dialogues that do not differ in their resulting narrative
engagement. Our findings open opportunities for better tailoring games and game experiences by
modeling players through their in-game interactions.
5.3 Introduction
Data is important for game development and research, and self-report measures like questionnaires
are essential tools for playtests, user studies, and adaptations in commercial games [91,93,179,180,
184]. Previous work has suggested that player responses in dialogues with non-player characters
(NPCs) might be used for data collection to avoid breaking the immersion or flow of players [91,93].
This approach is already being used in some commercial games, such as Until Dawn [93].
While earlier work has suggested the validity of NPC dialogues for player state measures (e.g.,
enjoyment, frustration), we do not yet know if they can be used to assess more stable constructs,
such as the players’ traits or beliefs. While there is some indication that players’ attitudes (e.g.,
towards challenge) can be measured through dialogue responses [93], there might be barriers to
measuring beliefs. Players may consider their beliefs in light of social desirability [157] and would
respond in such a way that their dialogue responses are not predictive of their actual beliefs.
Social desirability is particularly problematic when the player’s beliefs are unpopular (e.g., racist
or sexist beliefs) or are incongruent with the gaming context (e.g., pacifist beliefs when enjoying
violent games). Further, when players enter the magic circle [122], they may answer dialogues as
their character would respond, rather than as themselves. However, previous work has shown that
the alignment between an individual’s beliefs and the beliefs displayed by a game’s protagonist
is important for fostering player identification with the protagonist [40], suggesting that players
may align character responses to their own as an unconscious means of fostering identification and
enjoyment. As such, we require further research to evaluate if dialogue responses can predict the
players’ beliefs. Further, there are various ways in which such dialogues could be designed, including
the framing of the dialogue writing, which could affect the players’ behaviour or experience.
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In this paper, we propose embedding the items of validated questionnaires that measure beliefs
(usually through multiple items) into dialogue choices, and using the choices made by players to
construct models that predict their beliefs. We further demonstrate two methods for converting
validated questionnaires into interactive dialogue: Direct—prompting the player with the actual
scale item and giving them choices to agree or disagree, and Indirect—prompting the player with
a related statement and giving them a choices between the scale item or a statement opposite
the scale item. We chose to model sexist beliefs, as an example of a held belief that may be
challenging to assess within game dialogues due to social desirability and the context of gaming.
Then, we conducted a user study in which 151 participants, who had previously completed the
validated scales assessing their sexist beliefs, played through an interactive narrative using one of
the two approaches (direct or indirect). We used the players’ dialogue choices to create a model for
predicting their sexist beliefs and evaluated the narrative experience of both conditions.
Our results indicate that we could use dialogue choices to predict the players’ sexist beliefs,
suggesting that player beliefs and attitudes are reflected in their dialogue choices. Further, the
indirect and direct approaches were both useful for predicting beliefs and did not differ significantly
in terms of the resulting narrative experience. Our findings shed further light on the validity of
using in-game dialogues for assessing data about players, which has implications for data collection
in game analytics, for games user researchers, and for adapting game features that potentially
improve player experience by aligning game characters’ beliefs to the players’ beliefs.
5.4 Related Work
This research builds on earlier work on in-game assessments, dialogue choices, and gender and
sexism in games.
5.4.1 In-game Assessments: Dialogue and Choices in Games
Earlier work has suggested that assessment can be embedded in dialogues with non-player charac-
ters [91]. By presenting dialogue options that are mapped to questionnaire items, it is possible to
include assessment in an unobtrusive way [91], while problematic reducing interruptions in game-
play [94]. While studies have not consistently showed that such an approach is beneficial in terms
of player experience [93], it can be beneficial for data collection by increasing data quantity through
number of answered prompts. Previous studies mostly examined the suitability of in-game assess-
ments for measuring state variables, such as emotions [91, 94]. For example, it can be beneficial
for playtesting to measure how a player experienced a game prototype, i.e., how a game affects the
players’ states. For states, studies have shown that players’ post-game responses largely coincided
with the states that they reported in dialogue choices [91, 93]. However, previous work has not
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considered traits to a similar degree, i.e., whether in-game assessments can validly measure more
constructs that are more stable than dynamically changing states. Such traits can be important
for considering how players experience games, e.g., with the players’ challenge orientation [254] as
a trait that can help explain the players’ enjoyment of in-game successes and failures [92]. Thus, it
can be useful to measure traits through in-game assessments and there is some initial evidence from
an earlier study, in which single item trait measures showed promise for valid measurements [93].
However, it is unclear if dialogues can be used to model more complex player traits, i.e., those
that are generally assessed through multi-item scales. Further, we require further research that
investigates how to design such dialogues, including different ways of framing dialogue prompts
and choices.
5.4.2 Player Choice in Dialogues and Games
Using NPC dialogues for assessment assumes that players respond to dialogue options in a way
that mirrors their values, i.e., that they answer in a way that reflects their traits. This assumption
is in line with the Media Equation theory [211], a theory that suggests that humans interact with
virtual entities similar to how they interact with other humans [135,186].
However, choices in games are different in non-game contexts. Games enable players to make
choices and control their experience. For players, games need to have tangible consequences to
be perceived as meaningful [103, 261]. When players make a choice, they create a commitment on
behalf of the player character [249], and for this commitment to make sense and feel like it matters,
the game should hold the player accountable. Further, tailoring choices based on models of previous
choices can be beneficial for player experience [171, 214, 252]. Dialogue choices that align with a
player’s playstyle have been shown to improve experience [41]. An easy way to make the player feel
accountable is through moral choices. Choices in games are often presented as a moral conundrum
between good or evil. Often a lot of work goes into making robust full experiences for players who
choose to be good, bad, or in between. However, players do not usually make the morally bad
choices, due to the significant contrasts in the choices.
In the Mass Effect series [29], players choose between binary choices of good or bad (paragon or
renegade) each with content unique to those choices. Even with this choice system, 92% of players
chose the paragon option when presented with a choice [200]. This is often due to certain choices
being presented as the right choice both morally and within the gameplay itself, such as choosing
to convince a squad mate to drop their gun or shooting them. This also likely lined up with their
own real world beliefs [200]. Most people would not murder someone, especially if they had the
option to talk themselves and the other person out of the situation. A moral choice becomes less
of a significant choice, if it is presented with a solution that is regarded as the right choice by the
game, even if it aligns with the players’ personal beliefs. Offering a range of choices on a wide moral
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spectrum, while enhancing players perceived freedom, may come at the cost of meaningful choices.
If players already know the choices that they are going to make before a given scenario, the choice
could be seen as meaningless.
Research suggests that dialogue choices in games can affect experience. Thus, the specific
framing of dialogue options that can be used for assessment of traits might be limited due to
considerations of player choice. If there is an obviously correct answer to a dialogue prompt, players
might not respond with an answer that is reflective of their own traits. This is not an exclusive
problem of games but also similar to social desirability biases that are a methodological concerns in
studies and surveys [157]. However, problems might be exacerbated in a gaming context, in which
choices have consequences for further play. Thus, we do not yet know how different dialogue options
should be framed, e.g., in their specific wording, to allow the assessment of player traits without
compromising the importance of player choice in games. Our study addresses this by investigating
different styles of dialogue framing and their effects on response behaviour and player experience.
5.4.3 Gender and Sexism in Games
In this paper, we use sexist beliefs as a trait to assess through dialogue choice modeling. The
representation of men in video games is more prevalent than women [78, 127, 271]. When women
are portrayed in games, it is often in a sexualized way, with revealing clothing, unrealistic body
images, or partial nudity [48,78,127]. This has led to strong criticism of the video game industry for
catering to straight male players [88,109,224]. Research on sexualized imagery indicates men show
a greater likelihood to harass women after play, usually with sexist remarks [75, 274]. Research on
the female experience with sexualized imagery suggests they feel diminished self-efficacy [22] and
increased self objectification after play [88,90]. These effects have led to the conclusion that women
may self select out of these environments [88] and reinforce the idea of games being dominated by
masculine disclosure [220].
Sexism is typically conceptualized as hostility towards women, i.e. as hostile sexism [105].
However, there is also benevolent sexism, which are interrelated attitudes towards women that are
stereotypical and restricted but are subjectively positive in tone or behaviours, e.g., suggesting
to help a woman move a heavy object because she is seen as not strong enough to do it herself.
Despite being well-intentioned, such attitudes and behaviour can reinforce traditional stereotypes
and masculine dominance. Such views are thought to be reflected in a form of social ideology, in
which there are protective views toward women, a reverence for roles as mothers and wives, and
idealization as romantic love objects [105]. While these views of women are positive, they share
common assumptions with hostile sexist beliefs, that women are restricted to domestic roles and
are weaker. Hostile sexism characterizes women as unfit for certain roles while benevolent sexism
rationalizes the confining to these roles [105].
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In addition to players’ beliefs about women, players might also differ in their beliefs about male
roles. It is often assumed that attitudes of males roles are distinct from female roles, but are
associated with attitudes towards gender roles and relationships. This means that an individual
can have a progressive belief about female roles while adhering to a traditional view of male roles.
Earlier research proposed scales to assess beliefs on men adhering to culturally defined standards of
masculinity [206], suggesting that there is interest in assessing such traits. Beliefs about gender and
sexism thus are important considerations for differentiating between players and there is evidence
that those beliefs can be measured. Thus, these traits are highly relevant for study in the context of
games, and therefore lend themselves for our study because they have been shown to be important
for identification.
5.4.4 Gender and Sexism in Avatar Identification
Avatar identification facilitates games enjoyment, and it has been suggested that sexist characters
can aid in avatar identification [119, 130]. Bowey et al. [40] found that the gender of the players
does not predict avatar identification but their beliefs about gender roles and benevolent sexism do.
They also found that visually sexist character stereotypes did not harm identification. However,
sexist dialogue harmed the gameplay experience for players who did not hold sexist beliefs and
did not improve the experience for those who did. This suggests that dialogue has a large impact
on how players identify with avatars and how much they enjoy the game they are playing. Thus,
beliefs about sexism are important considerations for understanding how players experience games,
suggesting that they are ideal for this study because their assessment should not compromise moral
choices but remain valid, e.g., circumventing problems of social desirability.
5.4.5 Summary
Earlier research suggests that assessments can be embedded in games and NPC dialogues. Yet, we
require further research to evaluate if such an approach is suitable to measure player traits. We
do not yet know how to frame dialogue options in a way that traits can be measured validly while
still providing dialogue choices that are meaningful, e.g., through moral ambiguity. For this study,
we aim to assess sexist beliefs in games because of their apparent importance in games and for the
behaviour of players in interactions with avatars.
5.5 Methods: Dialogue Creation and User Study
We implemented two different approaches for dialogues that frame the dialogue somewhat dif-
ferently. Then, we conducted a user study to evaluate those approaches and our main research
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question, i.e., whether we can predict real-world sexist beliefs through player responses in dia-
logues.
5.5.1 Game/Narrative
We presented dialogue to our players using the same system used in a previous publication [41].
Though this system was constructed to tailor dialogue choices in real-time based on a dynamic
player model, we configured the system to present two opposing choices for each dialogue choice.
We also used the dynamic player model to keep track of the player’s choices and construct a final
model at the end of the game.
The story we presented to players was framed as a prologue to the story from [40]. Players took
on the role of the Knight prior to leaving on their adventure to rescue the kidnapped Princess. In
this story, the player engages in a short conversation with the King, interviewing for the job of
rescuing the Princess. The King asks the player many questions, all derived from existing validated
questionnaires (see next section). Through the dialogue, the player has the opportunity to express
their personally-held beliefs by either agreeing or disagreeing with the things the King is saying.
5.5.2 Dialogue Creation
We approached the problem of creating dialogue representative of the questionnaires from two
perspectives, which we call Direct and Indirect. In the Direct approach, we present players with a
statement similar to the actual items in the questionnaires, altered only to ground the statement
in context to fit with the overarching story (e.g., “You seem well built. A young man should be
physically tough, even if he’s not big.”). The player is presented with two possible responses: one
statement that agrees with the prompt (e.g., “That’s my belief”), and one that disagrees with it
(e.g., “You’re wrong”). See Table 5.1 for the complete direct dialogue derived from the Male Role
Attitudes Scale [206]. In the Indirect approach we present the player with a statement related to
the questionnaire item (e.g., “So many of my knights neglect their physical fitness.”). One response
is the questionnaire item itself (e.g., “A young man should be physically tough, even if he’s not
big”) and the alternative is a statement opposing the questionnaire item (e.g., “Even if a man is
big, he does not need to be tough.”). See Table 5.2 for the complete indirect dialogue derived from
the Male Role Attitudes Scale [206].
5.5.3 Prestudy
One week prior to gathering our data we posted a pre-screen study on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) to build our participant pool (N = 300). Participants filled out a basic demographics
questionnaire, the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI, [105]), and the Male Role Attitudes Scale
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(MRAS, [206]). The ASI measures an individual’s personal beliefs relating to benevolent sexism.
The scale measures three subscales: protective paternalism (PP, the idea that women should be
cherished and protected by men), complementary gender differentiation (CGD, the idea that women
have moral superiority to men), and heterosexual intimacy (HI, the idea that every man needs a
romantic relationship with a woman to be complete). In addition to these subscales, all of the items
were also combined into a single measure of benevolent sexism. MRAS measures beliefs relating
to masculine ideology and has only one scale within it. We gathered this data prior to the main
experiment to prevent possible sequence effects participants may have had if they filled out both
the questionnaires and interacted with the dialogue in the same session.
Out of the 300 participants, we removed participants based on the following criteria. First, we
removed any participant who scored greater than three standard deviations from the mean on any of
the calculated subscale constructs (i.e., male role attitudes, protective paternalism, complementary
gender differentiation, and heterosexual intimacy, N = 0). Second, for each questionnaire we
calculated the number of seconds per item (total time spent on the questionnaire divided by the
number of individual items) and removed any participant who spent less than 1.5 seconds per item
(N = 45). These criteria have been effectively used in previous studies with data from MTurk [40]
to remove participants who simply clicked through the questions without reading them. Finally, at
the time of running the main study, one participant from the pre-study was no longer a worker on
MTurk so we were unable to invite them to participant in the main study. In total, we were left
with 253 potential participants.
5.5.4 Main Study Design
Our main study followed a between-subjects experimental design. All participants played through
one of two versions of the interactive dialogue (direct or indirect, as described above), and were
assigned to their conditions at random.
Prior to playing through the game, participants completed the transportability questionnaire
[70], which measures their susceptibility to be transported into a narrative world.
After playing through the game, participants completed the homophily questionnaire [176],
which measures the perceived similarity in values to the main character, and the narrative engage-
ment questionnaire [49], which divides narrative experience into narrative understanding, atten-
tional focus, narrative presence, and emotional engagement.
Finally, participants were presented with a prompt to: “Please indicate your approach to making
decisions in the interactive narrative game by completing the following statement: I made decisions
as:”. Participants were given a slider that ranged from “myself” on the left to “an external charac-
ter” on the right. We used this measure to know which participants made decisions that reflected




One week after conducting the prestudy, we invited participants from our participant pool to
complete the main study. We left the study open for five days to give participants a chance to
complete the study. Out of the 253 participants invited, we gathered data from 157 (62% response
rate). Of participants who responded, we removed a further 6 participants who were quicker than
1.2 seconds per item on either the transportability or narrative engagement questionnaire.
The final sample consisted of 151 participants (70 women, 79 men, 1 non-binary, and 1 undis-
closed), with a mean age of 39 (SD=10.8). An overwhelming majority of players stated that they
played games either every day (69, 45.7%) or a few times per week (68, 45%).
An ANOVA on transportability by condition was not significant (F1,149 = 1.529, p = .218),
adding confidence that participants were randomly assigned to groups and a between-subjects
comparison is justified. The means and standard deviations for all measures can been seen in Table
5.3.
5.6 Results
We analyze the data to answer our main research questions.
5.6.1 Did they play as themselves or an external character?
The first question we set out to answer was whether participants were making decisions on behalf
of themselves, or playing the role of a separate protagonist. This question is important to answer
first, because if the majority of participants were not making decisions on their own behalf then
our initial premise of using in-game dialogue to predict a player’s real world beliefs would not be
viable. There is evidence in previous work that players making in-game decisions tend to make
decisions in alignment with their own personal beliefs [267], but we wanted to confirm this with
our data.
The player’s perspective was measured using a slider, as discussed in the previous section. The
slider had a total of 100 points, with 0 being all the way to the left (i.e., making decisions as
themselves) and 100 being all the way to the right (i.e., making decisions as an externally). The
mean average of this slider was 31.91, indicating that participants, on average, made decisions with
their own beliefs in mind.
Additionally, we took this number and coded each participant as either internal (i.e., the slider
was less or equal to 50) or as external (i.e, the slider was greater than 50).
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Out of the 151 participants, 41 were external (27.15%) and 110 were internal (72.85%). We see
that the overwhelming majority of participants made decisions on their own behalf as opposed to
role-playing as a different character.
5.6.2 Do the dialogue models predict players’ real-world beliefs?
Our next step was to test if the dialogue-generated models are useful for assessing the players’
beliefs and whether there is a difference in the approach (direct vs indirect). For this, we calculated
hierarchical moderated regressions predicting validated scale scores using the dialogue-generated
model scores to test for the main effect at the first level. At the second level, we added dummy-
coded condition and the interaction between condition and dialogue-model score as predictors
to determine if beliefs differed between the groups and if the quality of prediction depended on
condition. We correct for multiple tests by adjusting the significance threshold to p < .001 (divided
by the number of tests).
The results (see Table 5.4) show that the dialogue-model scores were strong and significant
predictors for the validated scale scores, which indicates that the modeling approach works for
predicting the players’ real-world beliefs.
Considering the condition and interaction, effects were not significant after familywise error
correction. The lack of significant effects for condition show that the beliefs did not differ between
the groups (direct and indirect), whereas the lack of significant differences in the interaction term
suggest that we do not have evidence that either the direct or approach is better at creating
predictive models.
5.6.3 Do participants prefer the Direct or Indirect methods for dialogue
creation?
In addition to accuracy of prediction, we also looked at which condition resulted in a stronger
narrative experience among participants. To test this, we conducted a Multivariate Analysis of
Variance (MANOVA) using condition as a fixed factor, and the experience constructs as dependent
variables, which included: narrative understanding, attentional focus, narrative presence, emotional
engagement, and homophily.
The MANOVA revealed no significant effects for any dependent variable: narrative understand-
ing (F1,149 = 1.529, p = .218), attentional focus (F1,149 = 2.183e − 5, p = .996), narrative pres-
ence (F1,149 = 0.815, p = .368), emotional engagement (F1,149 = 0.129, p = .720), and homophily
(F1,149 = 0.425, p = .516). This suggests that neither approach resulted in a better narrative
experience, and that neither group felt more similar in values to the main character.
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5.7 Discussion
We summarize results, discuss applications and ethical issues, and present limitations and future
work.
5.7.1 Summary of Results
Player Point of View
The majority of participants self-reported that they made choices in the interactive dialogue as
themselves rather than an imaginary, external protagonist. This implies that when making the
choices, they were applying their own beliefs and values, which gives confidence to our method-
ology that the models we construct based on dialogue choices will align closely with the external
questionnaires. This is consistent with earlier research confirming that players tend to have aligned
their out-of-game and in-game views, e.g., that identification with game characters represents a shift
of self-perception [146,147] and involves a loss of self-awareness and its replacement with “emotional
and cognitive connections with a character” [64]. This would suggest that players’ responses are
suitable for predicting real-world beliefs.
Relationship between dialogue and real-world beliefs
To validate our proposed methodology, we needed to show that our models created based on inter-
active dialogue choices closely matched those created through validated, external questionnaires.
To do this, we conducted hierarchical moderated regressions and showed that our models con-
structed from dialogue choices reliably predicted the models created from validated questionnaires.
This demonstrates that our approach to using dialogue choices to implicitly construct models of a
player’s real-world beliefs is valid and effective. Thus, our results confirm earlier work that dialogue
responses can be used to assess information about players [91,93] and extend previous findings into
the context of real-world sexist beliefs.
Effectiveness of dialogue creation methods
We looked at the effectiveness of our two approaches: Direct and Indirect. As the condition and
interaction effects in the regressions were not significant, we do not have evidence that either
approach resulted in a more accurate model, compared to the validated scale model. This suggests
that there are different useful approaches that can be used without compromising the validity of
data collection, which is important to inform designers who want to use such an approach but
might not know if different dialogue design could affect data quality.
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Preference of dialogue creation methods
Even though there were no substantial differences in the accuracy of either approach to creating
dialogue, we wanted to check if either approach fostered a stronger experience for the player. For all
of our dependent measures we did not find any significant main effects of condition, which means
we do not have any evidence that either approach created a more engaging or enjoyable story.
Again, this suggests that designers might use either approach, depending on their own preferences
for dialogue style, without fear of negatively affecting player experience.
5.7.2 Game Design Applications
We describe three potential use cases for this work: (1) tailoring games to better align with the
individual beliefs of players, (2) implicitly measuring players’ beliefs for use in game analytics, and
(3) providing researchers with an alternative to explicit self-report via questionnaires.
Our modeling approach could be used by game designers to dynamically tailor game content
to better align with the beliefs and preferences of individual players. For example, consider games
with well-defined protagonists, such as Joel and Ellie from The Last of Us [187] or Geralt from
The Witcher series [210]. One of the features that make these protagonists compelling is their
unique beliefs and values. While this makes the character complex and interesting, it also leads to
the character taking positions on issues that differ from those of the real-world player. While this
is not necessarily a bad thing, we know that similarity between the player and protagonist leads
to higher perceived identification with the protagonist, and through that higher overall enjoyment
of the game [40]. If game developers were able to subtly measure the player’s real-world beliefs,
the protagonist’s personality and beliefs could be nudged slightly to better align with the player’s
beliefs, leading to the player perceiving a stronger bond with the protagonist and a higher overall
enjoyment of the game.
Game designers could also use our method to gather player data for use in game analytics. In
this use case, game designers could use our approach to construct player models through dialogue
interaction. These models could then be used to better understand the demographics of their
player base and gain richer insights from game analytics. Similarly, the methods described in this
paper could be useful for game user researchers. Currently, researchers rely on questionnaires to
construct subjective models of their players; using our method, researchers could construct these
models through player interaction with the game instead. This would have two benefits. First,
participants would spend more time in the game and less time filling out questionnaires, which
has the potential to increase participant enjoyment. Second, the participant remains inside the
game world while answering questionnaires, which may result in a more accurate reflection on their
in-game experience.
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5.7.3 Using Sexism as an Alignment Measure
In this work, we used measures of benevolent sexism and male role attitudes as our primary models
for two main reasons: these measures have been used effectively for similar purposes in previous
work [40], and they are measures that people tend to interpret more subjectively than measures
such as morality, which have also been used in previous work [41].
That being said, there are issues with using measures of sexism in the way we used them in
this paper that we need to address. While our results and related literature do suggest that an
alignment with belief measures, such as benevolent sexism or male role attitudes, do increase avatar
identification and enjoyment, this isn’t the only thing designers should consider when creating game
narratives and characters.
Because of the harm of sexism, intentionally creating a game with sexist content for the purpose
of catering to an audience that identifies with those types of ideas is morally and socially question-
able. Many popular games have been criticized for explicit hyper-masculine and hyper-feminine
character designs (e.g., Gears of War [98], Tomb Raider [72]).
While our results and prior work suggest that these types of character designs may appeal
to a small demographic that identifies with these characters, there is also a large demographic
of potential players who would reject them. There is an argument to be had regarding whether
designers should specifically tailor content to pander to their audience, or if they should create
characters and ideas that challenge, and potentially influence or alter, the beliefs held by their
audience members through empathizing with the characters’ situations.
5.7.4 Ethics and Privacy
Collecting and analyzing player data is potentially problematic for the players’ privacy. There are
already issues with data privacy in tech and games [7, 37, 198]. Our approach has the potential to
be used nefariously and it is important to consider that such data collection can be dangerous in
terms of privacy [198]. This is particularly true for approaches that are unobtrusive. Thus, there
is a tradeoff. While researchers and game developers can benefit from data collection that is not
very obvious, if it does not interfere with the game experience [91,94,95,231], it can also affect the
players’ perceptions of the game negatively. For instance, earlier work showed that data shared in
NPC dialogues might be perceived as more intimate than data shared with a questionnaire [93].
Thus, such an unobtrusive approach should only be used with appropriate informed consent and
sparingly, i.e., only when data collection is beneficial for players.
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5.7.5 Limitations and Future Opportunities
In this work, we only tested our method with one type of belief, namely two measures of sexism:
benevolent sexism and male role attitudes. While we are confident that our method for converting
questionnaires into character dialogue would work for other beliefs and traits, further work should
be conducted to verify the efficacy of this approach with different types of trait measures, such as
personality types.
Also, our work only tested the dialogue in isolation, rather than in a full game setting. In the
future, we would like to continue this work by embedding questionnaires into role-playing games
and verifying our method still works when the player is immersed in a narrative world.
Finally, we would like to explore the possibility of creating player models through other types
of choices players often make in games. While dialogue is the most obvious option, it is by no
means the only one. For example, games often give players the opportunity to allocate skill points
into character attributes (e.g., strength or intelligence) or special perks or abilities (e.g., increased
critical hit damage or a fireball spell). While these types of choices are more closely tied to the
efficacy of game mechanics than dialogue (e.g., increasing strength usually directly increases the
amount of physical damage your character does), these types of choices could be presented in a
way to subtly infer information about the player and build useful models. For example, allocating
points in strength could mean the player sees themselves (or an ideal version of themselves) as
strong. Designers could use this by altering how the character looks (making the character appear
more muscular) or behaves (giving the character a rougher voice, making the character act more
aggressive).
5.8 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate two methods of successfully predicting responses to validated scales
of sexist beliefs from interactions with NPCs. Our work can be used to inform the design of methods
to assess player beliefs, values, and traits, without compromising engagement or immersion through
typical explicit approaches to self-report.
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Table 5.1: Interactive dialogue for the Direct condition, derived from the Male Role Atti-
tudes Scale.
Original Item Prompt Response 1 Response 2
It is essential for a guy to get respect
from others.
Why are you just standing there? It is respectful
to bow to your King.
I agree, it is es-
sential
I don’t think it is
essential.
A man always deserves the respect of
his wife and children.




I don’t think so.
I admire a guy who is totally sure of
himself.
I hope you have more confidence than the other
knights I have met with. I admire a guy who is
totally sure of himself.




A guy will lose respect if he talks
about his problems.
When my Queen was still alive she always wanted
to speak with me about her problems. It was mad-
dening. A guy will lose respect if he talks about
his problems.
I am on your
side.
Not in my experi-
ence.
A young man should be physically
tough, even if he’s not big.
You seem well built. A young man should be




It bothers me when a guy acts like a
girl.
Many of my younger knights are lacking manly
qualities. Some even act more like princesses.
I’m with you
on this one.
That’s not my be-
lief.
I don’t think a husband should have
to do housework.
You’ve been out in the world. I have heard from
some of my advisors that there are households in
which the husband is expected to cook and clean.
I don’t think a husband should have to do house-
work.
That is true. I strongly dis-
agree.
Men are always ready for sex. A knight like you must have ”saved” your fair
share of maidens, if you know what I mean... I
know what it’s like, men are always ready for sex.
Hear hear. I doubt that.
Table 5.2: Interactive dialogue for the Indirect condition, derived from the Male Role
Attitudes Scale.
Original Item Prompt Response 1 Response 2
It is essential for a guy to get
respect from others.
As the King, it is of the utmost
importance that I am shown re-
spect.
Well, it is essential for a guy to
get respect from others.
Guys don’t need to worry
about gaining the respect of
others.
A man always deserves the re-
spect of his wife and children.
When my Queen was still alive,
it was crucial that both she and
my daughter respected me.
A man always deserves the re-
spect of his wife and children.
Actually, the respect of family
needs to be earned.
I admire a guy who is totally
sure of himself.
I believe that confidence is one
of the most important qualities
in a man.
I admire a guy who is totally
sure of himself.
I think that a little humility
can go a long way.
A guy will lose respect if he
talks about his problems.
My Queen always wanted to
speak with me about her prob-
lems. It was maddening.
A guy will lose respect if he
talks about his problems.
There is nothing shameful
about talking through your
problems.
A young man should be phys-
ically tough, even if he’s not
big.
So many of my knights neglect
their physical fitness.
A young man should be phys-
ically tough, even if he’s not
big.
Even if a man is big, he does
not need to be tough.
It bothers me when a guy acts
like a girl.
Many of my knights are lacking
manly qualities. Some even act
more like princesses.
It bothers me when a guy acts
like a girl.
Prince or princess... it’s all the
same to me. People can just be
who they are.
I don’t think a husband should
have to do housework.
I heard from some of my advi-
sors that there are households
in which the husband is ex-
pected to cook and clean.
I don’t think a husband should
have to do housework.
I believe a husband should con-
tribute to the household.
Men are always ready for sex. A knight like you must have
”saved” your fair share of
maidens, if you know what I
mean...
Men are always ready for sex. Sometimes, men are uninter-
ested in sex.
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Table 5.3: Means and standard deviations for all measures used in the main study.
Construct Mean SD
Transportability 3.348 1.195
Male Role Attitudes 3.161 1.114
Benevolent Sexism 3.112 1.111
Protective Paternalism 3.348 1.195
Complementary Gender Differentiation 3.163 1.446
Heterosexual Intimacy 2.825 1.158
Narrative Understanding 5.024 0.816
Attentional Focus 5.159 1.722
Narrative Presence 4.898 1.566
Emotional Engagement 4.322 1.415
Homophily 4.097 1.516
Table 5.4: Regressions results with explained variance at the second level(R2), standard-
ized regression coefficients (β), and p values for regressions predicting questionnaire scores,
using dialogue-model scores (DMS ), dummy-coded condition (direct vs indirect, C ), and the
interaction (DMS*C ).
DMS C DMS*C
β p β p β p R2
Protective Paternalism .448 <.001 −.245 .081 .047 .737 .240
C. Gender Differentiation .462 <.001 −.060 .594 −.012 .914 .218
Heterosexual Intimacy .408 <.001 −.149 .127 .192 .049 .189
Benevolent Sexism .658 <.001 −.169 .036 .068 .398 .452
Male Role Attitudes .660 <.001 −.197 .035 .231 .013 .459
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6 GENERAL DISCUSSION
6.1 Summary of Results
This section will provide a brief summary of the results from each manuscript.
6.1.1 Manuscript A
In Manuscript A we compared players’ perceived experience between multiple versions of the same
game: one version with gender neutral graphics and narrative (Gender Neutral), one version with
gendered graphics and gender neutral narrative (Sexist Imagery), and one version with gendered
graphics and gendered narrative (Sexist Imagery plus Dialogue). In this experiment we made the
following findings:
• Gender and Sexist Beliefs - Looking at the relationship between gender and sexist beliefs,
we found that gender predicted neither benevolent sexism nor male role attitudes.
• Identification and Enjoyment - Conversely, we found that a player’s perceived identifica-
tion with the protagonist positively predicted enjoyment.
• Gender and Identification - Despite common wisdom among gaming communities, we
found that a player’s self-identified gender did not predict perceived identification with the
protagonist.
• Sexist Beliefs and Identification - Unlike with gender, we found that a player’s sexist
beliefs predict their identification with the protagonist.
The results from Manuscript A can be neatly summarized in Figure 6.1, which demonstrates
the relationships between individual constructs, as determined through mediation models.
6.1.2 Manuscript B
Manuscript B includes 2 studies comparing experience between low fidelity (i.e., interactive text-
based interfaces) and high fidelity (i.e., 3D graphics) games. The first study primarily compared
measures of play experience (competence, autonomy, relatedness, presence, intuitive controls, en-
joyment, effort, tension, similarity identification, embodied presence, and wishful identification).
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Figure 6.1: Mediation relationships as computed in Manuscript A. Arrows indicate a sig-
nificant mediation and dotted lines indicate an insignificant mediation.
The second study primarily compared measures of narrative experience (enjoyment, effort, tension,
competence, similarity identification, embodied presence, wishful identification, transportation into
narrative worlds, narrative understanding, attentional focus, narrative presence, emotional engage-
ment).
In the first study, we found no significant differences between conditions on any experiential
measures. Additionally, our statistical tests had enough power to assert the null hypothesis on
all measures except for autonomy, presence, enjoyment, similarity identification, and embodied
presence.
In the second study, we found significant difference between conditions on the measures of
transportation, similarity identification, and wishful identification, though these differences were
extremely small. Additionally, we had enough statistical power to assert the null hypothesis on all
other measures except for narrative presence and emotional engagement.
These two studies demonstrate that even though we were comparing games that were very
different in terms of graphic fidelity, we found very small (if any) differences between all experiential
measures.
6.1.3 Manuscript C
Manuscript C includes three studies exploring the mechanisms of how players make dialogue choices
in video games. In all three studies, players were presented with a dialogue prompt or question,
and were provided two or three possible responses. The number of responses and the content of
each response (i.e., moral or immoral) was dependent on the particular study and experimental
condition.
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In the first study, participants were assigned to one of three conditions: Polar (one moral choice
and one immoral choice), Moral (two moral choices), or Immoral (two immoral choices). In this
study, participants reported lower levels of similarity identification, embodied presence, wishful
identification, and transportation in the Immoral condition, opposed to the two other conditions.
Similarly, participant reported investing less effort in the immoral condition, when compared to the
other two conditions.
In the second study, participant were assigned to one of two conditions: Polar (one moral
choice and one immoral choice) or Tailored (two choices of similar moral valence, in alignment
with the player’s previous choices). In this study, the Polar condition yielded greater identification,
transportation, and effort than the tailored condition.
In the third study, we added a third condition to the two conditions in the second study. We
called this condition Tailored 2.0, since it took the basic stucture of the Tailored condition (i.e., two
choices of moral valence aligning with the player’s previous choices) but added a third, opposing
choice. The main motivation for this study was to better understand the results from the second
study. In that study, we found that opposing choices (Polar condition) fostered stronger identi-
fication, transportation, and effort than choices that aligned with the player’s playstyle (Tailored
condition). In this third study, we saw all of the significant effects from the second study go away,
indicating that, while it could potentially be useful to model the player’s choices, using the models
to alter which choices players were presented did not seem to be better than the current industry
standard (Polar choices).
In addition to looking at main effects, we also constructed mediation models looking at the
relationships between Choice (the condition), identification, transportation, and effort. We saw
the same relationships in all of the studies. In the first model (Figure 6.2), the type of choice
presented to player (i.e., Polar or some version of tailored/aligned choices) predicted Identification
directly. For transportation, the same relationship exists, but the relationship between choice and
transportation is mediated by effort (Figure 6.3).
These models seem to indicate that having more diverse choices (i.e., Polar choices) results in
stronger identification with the protagonist. This seems to make sense, as more diverse choices
could be seen as giving the player more freedom in constructing the personality of their character,
which could be argued is analogous to physically designing the character, which has been shown to
increase identification [255].
In a similar vein, we see a relationship between Choice and transportation. Unlike with identifi-
cation, however, this relationship is mediated by effort. This indicates that the reason Polar choices
caused stronger levels of transportation was not necessarily because of the diversity of choices, but
instead due to the diversity of choices causing participants to exert more effort, which was the
actual driving factor on transportation. Intuitively this makes sense; investing more effort (and
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Figure 6.2: Mediation relationship between Choice, Effort, and Identification as computed
in Manuscript C. Arrows indicate a significant mediation and dotted lines indicate an in-
significant mediation.
Figure 6.3: Mediation relationship between Choice, Effort, and Transportation as com-
puted in Manuscript C. Arrows indicate a significant mediation and dotted lines indicate an
insignificant mediation.
therefore more time) in making a choice makes one more invested in the outcome of the choice.
It would make sense that an increase in investment could lead to a stronger immersion (trans-
portation). Additionally, we see similar effects in other fields. Previous work has shown that when
exerting more effort when reading financial statements, participants experienced a greater effect on
judgements [189].
6.1.4 Manuscript D
In Manuscript D we conducted one user study which ties together all of the previous manuscripts. In
Manuscript C we constructed models to better understand how players make choices and the driving
factors for identification and transportation. In this study, we used the dialogue systems (based on
the text prototypes evaluated in Manuscript B) and modelling approaches from Manuscript C to
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evaluate a better research approach the main research question addressed in Manuscript A.
In Manuscript A, we looked at the relationships between a game’s protagonist and the real-
world player controlling them. In particular, we looked at the sexist beliefs being exhibited by
the protagonist and how the alignment (or opposition) with the player’s real world beliefs drove
identification and enjoyment.
In this study, we only had one validated approach for measuring the player’s sexist beliefs:
validated questionnaires, namely the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI, [105]) and Male Role
Attitudes Scale (MRAS, [206]). While these two scales are validated and shown to work for research
purposes, these scales wouldn’t work in a real game setting. If, for example, developers wanted to
better understand the beliefs and values of their players, it would not be practical to have players
fill out pages of questionnaires prior to playing the game. Players would be get bored and possibly
not answer honestly. If a developer intended to use the player’s responses to tailor game content
in some way to increase the player’s experience, inaccurate measures would not only prevent any
possible boosts to experience, but could actually create a game that is in opposition to the player’s
beliefs, negatively affecting experience.
One solution to this problem, which is addressed in Manuscript D, is to embed the questionnaires
inside of the game’s dialogue, making the questions a part of the gameplay, instead of making players
answer them in isolation.
In this study we defined two methods of converting questionnaire items into dialogue: Direct
(giving the player the prompt from the questionnaire and giving them two dialogue options, one
in agreement and one in disagreement), and Indirect (giving the player a prompt related to the
topic of the questionnaire and giving them two dialogue options, one the actual prompt from the
questionnaire and the other an opposing statement).
We tested these two methods by comparing the models created from the dialogue responses to
those created by the actual questionnaires. We first confirmed that the majority of participants
made choices from their own perspective, as opposed to from the perspective of a separate character.
Using hierarchical linear regressions, we showed that our dialogue-generated models predicted the
scores calculated by the corresponding validated questionnaire. Additionally, we found no signifi-
cant differences in experience between the two methods of dialogue creation (Direct and Indirect),
indicating that neither was preferred by players.
6.2 Contributions
This section will briefly describe the main contributions this dissertation will provide to both
industry and research methodologies. Some contributions have an effect on both, and thus will be
briefly discussed in the appropriate context in both sections.
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6.2.1 Industry Contributions
This section will summarize the main contributions of this dissertation as they relate to use by
industry game developers and designers.
The main contribution of Manuscript A is the mediation models that show significant relation-
ships between players’ beliefs, identification with the protagonist, and overall enjoyment of the
game. In particular, we showed that when a player’s personal beliefs are in opposition with those
demonstrated by the game’s protagonist, the player identifies with the protagonist less. Addition-
ally, we saw that the amount the player identified with the protagonist predicted the amount they
perceived enjoying the game (See Figure 6.1).
A secondary finding was that an individual’s demographic membership (i.e., self-identified gen-
der) did not play a significant role in identifying with the hyper-masculine protagonist, but an
alignment of beliefs did.
In isolation, this work suggests that game designers need to understand their audience beyond
easy to gather demographic data (such as gender). It isn’t enough for game designers to put their
players into simple boxes, they need to understand the beliefs and values of their audiences and be
sensitive to that when creating characters.
Manuscript B provides a brief framework for creating a text-based prototype as well as evidence
that it can be used effectively to make early design decisions without needing a fully fleshed out
game. Designers could use our methodology to test multiple competing game ideas both cheaply
and quickly, allowing senior designers to make key decisions earlier in the development process.
This work also provides a suggestion for how this methodology could be integrated into existing
workflows, to allow designers to create deeper, more well-integrated relationships between gameplay
and narrative.
Manuscript C provides several mediation models that help designers better understand how
players perceive and make narrative choices, (see Figure 6.2 and 6.3). The main takeaways from
these models are that designers should focus on providing players with diverse choices (e.g., both
moral and immoral) to increase player identification, as well as choices that require players to exert
effort in making the decision (e.g, difficult choices with no clear right answer, choices with major
consequences) to increase player transportation.
Finally, Manuscript D provides game designers with a framework for embedding validated ques-
tionnaires into interactive dialogue choices. Game designers could use our approaches to gather
data about their players for the purposes of tailoring game content and increasing the accuracy of
gameplay data by better understanding the demographics of their players.
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6.2.2 Methodological Contributions
This section will summarize the main contributions of this dissertation as they relate to providing
methodological contributions to game user researchers.
The main methodological contribution from Manuscript B was the design and application of
narrative prototypes for use in research. A major limitation we experienced in Manuscript A was
the long development time required to create a full 3D game for the purpose of testing a single set
of research questions.
This limitation could be at least partially remedied by researchers using our text-prototypes
methodology. This methodology can be used to more quickly test research questions and hypotheses.
While it is true that many elements of games require a complete game to accurately evaluate a
research question, there is a great deal of research that focuses on extremely specific game elements
(e.g., dialogue choices in games) that don’t require a fully fleshed out game to test. For these
types of research questions, a great deal of time and money is wasted on unnecessary development.
This methodology allows researchers to focus primarily on the research questions in isolation rather
than wasting time on unnecessary development. Additionally, this approach could encourage more
cross-discipline research into games, by making the field more accessible to less technical researchers.
The studies in Manuscript C provide a practical research use-case for the narrative prototypes
evaluated in Manuscript B. These studies show how researchers can study complex research ques-
tions relating to games (i.e., the mechanics of how players make dialogue choices) without needing
the complete game to gather useful data.
Manuscript D gives researchers an alternate method of gathering questionnaire data from partic-
ipants. Instead of asking participants to fill out pages of questionnaires, researchers could carefully
integrate the questions into their games through dialogue choices. This would allow participants
to be more immersed in the game when they answer the questions, and also potentially increase
participant’s overall experience throughout their study participation.
6.3 Ethics
6.3.1 Ethics of Data Collection
Collecting and analyzing player data is potentially problematic for players’ privacy. While our
suggested methods are, for the most part, benevolent in terms of application, by gathering data
as described in our methods, game companies have the responsibility to treat the gathered data
responsibly. In order for our methods to be used in commercial games, players should expect game
developers and publishers to be transparent with what data they are gathering and how it is being
used. Companies should ensure that players give informed consent prior to gathering any data from
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the methods described in this dissertation.
Furthermore, not every player will consent to their data being used in the ways described in this
dissertation. As such, it is crucial for game developers to treat our methods as a way of augmenting
experience (e.g., tailoring protagonist behaviours to better align with the player’s personally held
beliefs to increase identification) and not as a game mechanic in and of itself. By treating our
methods in this way, players can all play the game, and simply opt in or out of having their data
used in this way (e.g., through an option in the game settings, similar to how players can toggle on
and off sensitive content such as blood in some games).
6.4 Reflections on Manuscripts
The research presented in this dissertation was conducted across a span of 5 years (2016-2021). As
such, my personal views and beliefs have evolved and changed a great deal over that time, which
I believe is reflected in the evolution of the research projects presented in this dissertation. In
this section, I will go through each research project and reflect on how it aligned with my beliefs
then compared to now, as well as highlight any missed opportunities or limitations that weren’t
considered at the time of the initial publication.
6.4.1 Manuscript A
As the first project chronologically, my views on research methods and approaches have deviated
the most since the time of writing Manuscript A. Of particular consequence is the treatment of
gender as a binary variable that primarily drove the research questions, experiment design, and
data analysis.
The initial motivations behind this project was to examine the effects of sexist content on
measures of play experience (e.g., enjoyment), as well as investigating whether there were short- or
long-term effects on individually held sexist beliefs when exposed to sexist content. As a result, the
game content was designed around a gender-binary framework (i.e., characters modelled around
traditional binary gender assumptions such as muscular knights and petite, delicate princesses).
Similarly, many aspects of the study design were constructed under assumptions of gender-binary
ideas, such as the measures of sexism themselves (these measures have built-in assumptions of the
gender-binary which are immediately exclusive of players who identify as non-binary), to the way
self-identified gender was measured (i.e., choosing between ‘Male’, ‘Female’, or ‘Other’).
Beyond the study design, once I started gathering data it became clear that the more interesting
story was the relationship between self-identified gender and beliefs in sexist ideas (i.e., benevolent
sexism and male role attitudes). As discussed in the Results and Discussion sections for Manuscript
A, participants’ self-identified binary gender did not play a significant role in any of the statistical
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models. This was interpreted as an argument for researchers and game designers to move away
from sexist content, and questioned the importance of researchers utilizing gender binary as a
fundamental experimental variable.
That being said, the design of the research methods themselves can be viewed as exclusive
to individuals who identify as non-binary, despite the intention of making an argument in favour
of gender non-binary (i.e., the driving force of the data was individually-held beliefs instead of
gender-binary categorization), the study itself was based around assumptions of gender-binary, as
described above.
Given a chance to design this experiment again, given what I now know and believe, I would do
several things differently. First, the method of gathering and reporting participant gender would be
more inclusive. Instead of prompting participants with choices of {‘Male’, ‘Female’ or ‘Other’}, I
would present the following choices: {‘woman’, ‘man’, ‘non-binary’, ‘prefer not to disclose’, ‘prefer
to self-describe’ }. The former was the method used in Manuscripts A, B, and C, and the latter,
more inclusive method, was used in Manuscript D.
In addition to how gender is gathered, I would avoid approaching gender as an independent
variable in the analysis. As demonstrated in the results from Manuscript A, gender didn’t play
a significant role in the statistical models, and it is difficult to be both statistically rigorous (i.e.,
having participants evenly distributed across the factor) and be inclusive for all participants.
6.4.2 Manuscript B
The experimental design of the two studies in Manuscript B had similar limitations to Manuscript
A in terms of how participant gender was measured and reported in the paper. If I had the
opportunity to do those studies again, I would make the same changes as suggested in the previous
section.
Additionally, the design choice of colour-coding in the mini-map of the high-fidelity version
of the Space Adventure game (Figure 3.1) presents an issue for participants with colour-blindness.
This limitation was not considered at the time of creating the systems used in the study, and should
definitely be addressed if the game was to be used in future research projects. The map was used
as a way to visualize to the player where they currently were in the spaceship, highlighting which
rooms were currently inaccessible, the current goal, etc. The simplest solution would be to add
icons to the minimap to indicate these states, as opposed to relying on the colour of the rooms.
Another limitation in this Manuscript was the use of blog posts to motivate the main problem
and motivation of the research. The reason for including these blog posts was to ground the
research in industry practices. Unfortunately, it is rare for many of these practices to be published
in academic venues, since the details of these practices are often closely guarded secrets. As such,
in order to examine some of these practices it was necessary to pieces together various comments
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and statements from blog posts to get a feel for the bigger picture. While this was the best solution
I could come up with at the time, using blog posts as a reference in this way is limited because
there is no guarantee the original blog posts will still be accessible in the future.
6.4.3 Manuscript C
Clarifying the Title
There are two main issues to raise with respect to Manuscript C. The first issue is the title of the
paper. The reasoning behind this title was a reference the the film The Matrix1. In this film, the
protagonist is living in a computer simulation and is offered two pills: a red pill and a blue pill. The
blue pill would make the character go back to their life of blissful ignorance inside the simulation
and the red pill causes the character to awaken from the simulation and accept the truth of their
reality.
There are two reasons for this reference in the title of the paper. First, the studies presented in
this Manuscript deal with binary dialogue choices, and the Matrix is one of the most famous forms
of media in which a binary choice is used in such a fundamental way to the plot. The second reason
for this reference was to the way major dialogue choices are presented in the Mass Effect series2:
colour-coded as red (renegade choices) or blue (paragon choices).
References to the red pill are also used in far-right conspiracy communities [185] as a metaphor
for becoming awakened to the truth of the world by accepting the content of a particular conspiracy.
Though this metaphor was being used in these communities at the time this Manuscript was
published, I was unaware of this use until recently. Because of the use of this metaphor, it is
important to explain the reason for the title, and to clarify that the work is in no way affiliated
with, or endorsing, the conspiracies associated with the metaphor.
Limitations with Moral Foundation Theory
The dialogue choices used in the main stimuli of this study were framed around morality as measured
using the Moral Foundations Questionnaire [114]. The reason for using this particular scale was
to more seamlessly build on a related study published around the time of this research [126]. The
scale itself is problematic, particularly the Purity subscale. Many of the questions refer to outdated
ideas based on sexism, racism, and nationalism. Given the opportunity to do this research over
again, I would remove this scale entirely and consider other ways of framing and contextualizing
morality. One way would be to use dialogue and decisions from existing role playing games as the
structure for a morality model.
1The Matrix, Warner Bros. Pictures, 1999
2Mass Effect, Bioware, 2007
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Also, in the original published version of this manuscript, it is stated that due to the problematic
purity axis, the dialogue used the purity access to refer to interactions with ‘dark magic’. In this
version of the manuscript, references to ‘dark magic’ have been replaced with ‘evil magic’ to avoid
historically racist references.
6.4.4 Manuscript D
Manuscript D was written and published in parallel to the writing of this dissertation, so there are
few things to mention in terms of reflection. That being said, I will mention a few things of interest
relating to this manuscript.
The main belief models used in this research were benevolent sexism [105] and male role attitudes
[206], the same measures as in Manuscript A. As with my reflections on Manuscript A, I would like
to point out the gender-binary assumptions built into measures of sexism and the exclusion this
gives to participants who identify as non-binary. The main reason for the use of these scales was to
connect this final piece of research back to the first (Manuscript A), and one way I chose to do this
was to use the same scales to remain consistent. That being said, there are a number of other scales
that could have been used in this study to be more inclusive of the participants. A questionnaire
like transportability [61], for example, would measure a trait, similar to sexism, without some of
the issues that come with a gender-binary assumption.
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7 CONCLUSION
Researchers and game designers have long known that when players identify with protagonists
in games they enjoy the game more. Much of the research into this topic, however, focuses on
the character’s physical appearance, instead of deeper traits such as personally-held beliefs and
personality. In terms of these types of traits, each individual person possesses a unique combination
of beliefs, values, and personality elements. Based on what researchers know about character
identification, it is likely beneficial for game protagonists to reflect the player’s own traits through
elements of their in-game behaviour such as dialogue.
Given the diversity of individuals, however, designing a single protagonist that adequately re-
flects each individual player is impossible. The solution to this problem is to tailor the protagonist’s
in-game behaviour to more closely align with the beliefs and values of the player. To do this, how-
ever, game designers need to gather information about each individual player (i.e., measure their
real-world beliefs and values). The current methods for gathering this type of information is through
validated, subjective questionnaires. While this approach works in a formal research setting, mak-
ing players fill out pages of questionnaires in a commercial game would likely be poorly received by
players, even if they end up creating a better overall experience.
This dissertation addresses the problem of how game designers can effectively measure players’
real-world beliefs inside of a game setting, and how tailoring characters to player’s beliefs affects
game experience. Specifically, this work makes four main contributions:
1. Understanding that an alignment of beliefs between the player and protagonist leads to
stronger measures of Identification and Enjoyment.
2. Demonstrating the effectiveness of using low-fidelity, text-based prototypes as a proxy for
high-fidelity graphical games for the purpose of evaluating basic player experience.
3. Demonstrating a method for using a player’s in-game dialogue choices to construct a dynamic
model of the player, and through this system better understand the psychological mechanisms
of choice. Specifically, 1)that giving a player more varied choices increases their perceived
identification with the protagonist, and 2)Giving the player more varied choices increases the
amount of effort they put in to making the choice, and through that effort players are more
transported into the narrative world.
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4. Using the methods from the previous contribution, this dissertation demonstrates a method
for embedding validated questionnaires into in-game dialogue, and shows that this method
creates player models that are comparable to those created through the standard practices of
Likert questionnaires.
Together, these contributions provide several novel methodologies for use in both academia and
industry, as well as contributes a greater understanding of the psychological mechanisms of player
choice and identification between player and protagonist.
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Manuscript A Consent Form
Title: Game Evaluation
Researcher(s): Jason Bowey, Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, University
of Saskatchewan, 306-966-2327, jason.bowey@usask.ca
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research: The purpose of this project is to evaluate a
game currently in development.
Procedures:
• In this study, you will be playing through a short game. After, you will be asked to
answer a few questions about yourself and your experience playing the game.
• This study will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Funded by: The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
Potential Risks and Benefits: There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating
in this research.
Confidentiality:
• Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. The entire process and data
will be anonymized. Data will only be presented in the aggregate and any individual
user comments will be anonymized prior to presentation in academic venues.
• Only the principle researcher and her research assistants will have access to the data to
ensure that your confidentiality is protected.
• Storage of Data:
– Data (inclulding survey and interview responses, logs of computer use, and videos
of interaction) will be stored on a secure password-protected server for 7 years after
data collection.
– After 7 years, the data will be destroyed. Paper data will be shredded and digital
data will be wiped from hard disks beyond any possibility for data recovery.
Right to Withdraw:
• Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the research project for any
reason, at any time without explanation.
• Should you wish to withdraw, you may do so at any point, and we will not use your
data; we will destroy all records of your data.
• Your right to withdraw data from the study will apply until the data have been ag-
gregated (one week after study completion). After this date, it is possible that some
form of research dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to
withdraw your data.
Follow up: To obtain results from the study, please contact Jason Bowey (jason.bowey@usask.ca)
Questions or Concerns:
• Contact the researcher(s) using the information at the top.
• This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan
Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be
addressed to that committee through the Research Ethics Office ethics.office@usask.ca
(306) 966-2975. Out of town participants may call toll free (888) 966-2975.
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Manuscript B Consent Form
Title: Early Game Evaluation
Researcher(s): Jason Bowey, Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, University
of Saskatchewan, 306-966-2327, jason.bowey@usask.ca
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research: The purpose of this project is to get early
feedback and suggestions for the narrative of a game currently under development.
Procedures:
• In this study you will play an early version of a game narrative and answer some questions
about your overall experience.
• this study will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Funded by: The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
Potential Risks and Benefits: There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating
in this research.
Confidentiality:
• Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. The entire process and data
will be anonymized. Data will only be presented in the aggregate and any individual
user comments will be anonymized prior to presentation in academic venues.
• Only the principle researcher and her research assistants will have access to the data to
ensure that your confidentiality is protected.
• Storage of Data:
– Data (inclulding survey and interview responses, logs of computer use, and videos
of interaction) will be stored on a secure password-protected server for 7 years after
data collection.
– After 7 years, the data will be destroyed. Paper data will be shredded and digital
data will be wiped from hard disks beyond any possibility for data recovery.
Right to Withdraw:
• Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the research project for any
reason, at any time without explanation.
• Should you wish to withdraw, you may do so at any point, and we will not use your
data; we will destroy all records of your data.
• Your right to withdraw data from the study will apply until the data have been ag-
gregated (one week after study completion). After this date, it is possible that some
form of research dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to
withdraw your data.
Follow up: To obtain results from the study, please contact Jason Bowey (jason.bowey@usask.ca)
Questions or Concerns:
• Contact the researcher(s) using the information at the top.
• This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan
Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be
addressed to that committee through the Research Ethics Office ethics.office@usask.ca
(306) 966-2975. Out of town participants may call toll free (888) 966-2975.
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Manuscript C Consent Form
Title: Early Game Evaluation
Researcher(s): Jason Bowey, Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, University
of Saskatchewan, 306-966-2327, jason.bowey@usask.ca
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research: The purpose of this project is to get early
feedback and suggestions for the narrative of a game currently under development.
Procedures:
• In this study you will play an early version of a game narrative and answer some questions
about your overall experience.
• this study will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Funded by: The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
Potential Risks and Benefits: There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating
in this research.
Confidentiality:
• Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. The entire process and data
will be anonymized. Data will only be presented in the aggregate and any individual
user comments will be anonymized prior to presentation in academic venues.
• Only the principle researcher and her research assistants will have access to the data to
ensure that your confidentiality is protected.
• Storage of Data:
– Data (inclulding survey and interview responses, logs of computer use, and videos
of interaction) will be stored on a secure password-protected server for 7 years after
data collection.
– After 7 years, the data will be destroyed. Paper data will be shredded and digital
data will be wiped from hard disks beyond any possibility for data recovery.
Right to Withdraw:
• Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the research project for any
reason, at any time without explanation.
• Should you wish to withdraw, you may do so at any point, and we will not use your
data; we will destroy all records of your data.
• Your right to withdraw data from the study will apply until the data have been ag-
gregated (one week after study completion). After this date, it is possible that some
form of research dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to
withdraw your data.
Follow up: To obtain results from the study, please contact Jason Bowey (jason.bowey@usask.ca)
Questions or Concerns:
• Contact the researcher(s) using the information at the top.
• This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan
Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be
addressed to that committee through the Research Ethics Office ethics.office@usask.ca
(306) 966-2975. Out of town participants may call toll free (888) 966-2975.
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Appendix D
Manuscript D Consent Form
Title: Interactive Narrative
Researcher(s): Jason Bowey, Dr. Regan Mandryk, Department of Computer Science, University
of Saskatchewan, 306-966-2327, jason.bowey@usask.ca
Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research: The purpose of this study is to better under-
stand how players make decisions in interactive narratives.
Procedures:
• In this study you will play through an interactive narrative and answer questions about
your experience.
• this study will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
Funded by: The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC).
Potential Risks and Benefits: There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating
in this research.
Confidentiality:
• Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. The entire process and data
will be anonymized. Data will only be presented in the aggregate and any individual
user comments will be anonymized prior to presentation in academic venues.
• Only the principle researcher and her research assistants will have access to the data to
ensure that your confidentiality is protected.
• Storage of Data:
– Data (inclulding survey and interview responses, logs of computer use, and videos
of interaction) will be stored on a secure password-protected server for 7 years after
data collection.
– After 7 years, the data will be destroyed. Paper data will be shredded and digital
data will be wiped from hard disks beyond any possibility for data recovery.
Right to Withdraw:
• Your participation is voluntary. You may withdraw from the research project for any
reason, at any time without explanation.
• Should you wish to withdraw, you may do so at any point, and we will not use your
data; we will destroy all records of your data.
• Your right to withdraw data from the study will apply until the data have been ag-
gregated (one week after study completion). After this date, it is possible that some
form of research dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to
withdraw your data.
Follow up: To obtain results from the study, please contact Jason Bowey (jason.bowey@usask.ca)
Questions or Concerns:
• Contact the researcher(s) using the information at the top.
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• This research project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Saskatchewan
Research Ethics Board. Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be
addressed to that committee through the Research Ethics Office ethics.office@usask.ca
(306) 966-2975. Out of town participants may call toll free (888) 966-2975.
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Appendix E
Ambivalent Sexism Inventory Questionnaire Items
Protective Paternalism
A good woman should be set on a pedestal.
Women should be cherished and protected by men.
Men should sacrifice to provide for women.
In a disaster, women need not be rescued first. (-)
Complementary Gender Differentiation
Women have a superior moral sensibility.
Women have a quality of purity few men possess.
Women have a more refined sense of culture, taste.
Heterosexual Intimacy
Every man ought to have a woman he adores.
Men are complete without women. (-)
Despite accomplishment, men are incomplete without women.
People are often happy without heterosexual romance. (-)
Table E.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory. Question-
naire presented in a Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. Reverse-





This character thinks like me.
This character behaves like me.
This character has thoughts and ideas that are similar to mine.
This character is like me.
This character shares my values.
This character has a lot in common with me.
This character is similar to me.
Table F.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Homophily questionnaire. Questionnaire
presented in a Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Disagree.
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Appendix G
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory Questionnaire Items
Enjoyment
I enjoyed the game very much.
Playing the game was fun.
I would describe this game as very interesting.
While playing the game, I was thinking about how much I enjoyed it.
This game did not hold my attention. (-)
Effort
I put a lot off effort into this game.
It was important to me to do well at this game.
I tried very hard at playing the game.
I didn’t try very hard at playing the game. (-)
Tension
I felt tense while playing the game.
I felt pressured while playing the game.
I was anxious while playing the game.
I was very relaxed while playing the game. (-)
Competence
I think I am pretty good at the game.
I am satisfied with my performance at this game.
After playing the game for a while, I felt pretty competent.
I am pretty skilled at the game.
I couldn’t play this game very well. (-)
Table G.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory question-
naire. Questionnaire presented in a Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree. Reverse-coded items indicated by (-).
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Appendix H
Male Role Attitudes Questionnaire Items
Male Role Attitudes
It is essential for a guy to get respect from others.
A man always deserves the respect of his wife and children.
I admire a guy who is totally sure of himself.
A guy will lose respect if he talks about his problems.
A young man should be physically tough, even if he’s not big.
It bothers me when a guy acts like a girl.
I don’t think a husband should have to do housework.
Men are always ready for sex.
Table H.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Male Role Attitudes questionnaire.






Whether or not someone suffered emotionally.*
Whether or not someone cared for someone weak or vulnerable.*
Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.
One of the worst things a person could do is hurt a defenseless animal.
Fairness
Whether or not people were treated differently from others.*
Whether or not someone acted unfairly.*
When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be ensuring that everyone is treated fairly.
Justice is the most important requirement for a society.
Loyalty
Whether or not someone’s actions showed love for his or her country.*
Whether or not someone did something to betray his or her group.*
I am proud of my country’s history.
People should be loyal to their family members, even when they have done something wrong.
Respect
Whether or not someone showed a lack of respect for authority.*
Whether or not someone conformed to the traditions of society.*
Respect for authority is something all children need to learn.
Purity
Whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency.*
Whether or not someone did something disgusting.*
People should not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed.
I would call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural.
Table I.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Moral Foundations Questionnaire. Ques-
tionnaire items marked with * were presented in a Likert scale ranging from Not at all Rele-
vant to Extremely Relevant. Otherwise, items presented on Likert scale ranging from Strongly
Disagree to Strongly Agree.
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Appendix J
Narrative Engagement Questionnaire Items
Narrative Understanding
At points, I had a hard time making sense of what was going on in the game. (-)
My understanding of the characters is unclear. (-)
I had a hard time recognizing the thread of the story. (-)
Attentional Focus
I found my mind wandering while playing the game. (-)
While playing the game I found myself thinking about other things. (-)
I had a hard time keeping my mind on the game. (-)
Narrative Presence
During the game, my body was in the room, but my mind was inside the world created by the game.
The game created a new world, and then that world suddenly disappeared when the game ended.
At times during the program, the story was closer to me than the real world.
Emotional Engagement
The story affected me emotionally.
During the game, when a main character succeeded, I felt happy, and when they suffered in some way I felt sad.
I felt sorry for some of the characters in the game.
Table J.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Narrative Engagement questionnaire.
Questionnaire items presented on Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree. Reverse-coded items indicated by (-).
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Appendix K
Player Experience of Needs Satisfaction Ques-
tionnaire Items
Competence
I feel competent at the game.
I feel very capable and effective when playing.
My ability to play the game is well matched with the game’s challenges.
Autonomy
The game provides me with interesting options and choices.
The game lets you do interesting things.
I experienced a lot of freedom in the game.
Relatedness
I find the relationships I form in this game fulfilling.
I find the relationships I form in this game important.
I don’t feel close to other players. (-)
Presence
When playing the game, I feel transported to another time and place.
When moving through the game world I feel as if I am actually there.
I am not impacted emotionally by events in the game. (-)
The game was emotionally engaging.
I experience feelings as deeply in the game as I have in real life.
When playing the game I feel as if I was part of the story.
When I accomplish something in the game I feel as if I was part of the story.
I had reactions to events and characters in the game as if they were real.
Intuitive Controls
Learning the game controls was easy.
The game controls are intuitive.
When I wanted to do something in the game, it was easy to remember the corresponding control.
Table K.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Player Experience of Needs Satisfaction
questionnaire. Questionnaire items presented on Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree
to Strongly Agree. Reverse-coded items indicated by (-).
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Appendix L
Player Identification Scale Questionnaire Items
Similarity Identification
My character was like me in many ways.
My character resembled me.
I identified with my character.
My character was an extension of myself.
My character was similar to me.
I resembled my character.
Embodied Presence
When I was playing, it felt as if I was my character.
I felt like I was inside my character when playing.
In the game, it was as if I became one with my character.
When I was playing I was transported into my character.
When playing, it felt as if my character’s body became my own.
In the game, it was as if I acted directly through my character.
Wishful Identification
If I could become my character, I would.
I would like to be more like my character.
My character is an example to me.
My character is a better me.
My character has characteristics that I would like to have.
Table L.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Player Identification questionnaire.




Sense of Agency Questionnaire Items
Sense of Positive Agency
I am in full control of what I do.
I am the author of my actions.
Things I do are subject only to my free will.
The decision whether and when to act is within my hands.
My behaviour is planned by me from the very beginning to the very end.
I am completely responsible for everything that results from my actions.
Sense of Negative Agency
I am just an instrument in the hands of somebody or something else.
My actions just happen without my intention.
The consequences of my actions feel like they don’t logically follow my actions.
My movements are automatic - my body simply makes them.
The outcomes of my actions generally surprise me.
Nothing I do is actually voluntary.
While I am in action, I feel like I am a remote controlled robot.
Table M.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Sense of Agency questionnaire. Ques-





I can easily envision the events in the story.
I find I can easily lose myself in the story.
I find it difficult to tune out activity around me. (-)
I can easily envision myself in the events described in a story.
I get mentally involved in the story.
I can easily put stories out of my mind after I’ve finished reading them. (-)
I sometimes feel as if I am part of the story.
I am often impatient to find out how the story ends.
I find that I can easily take the perspective of the character(s) in the story.
I am often emotionally affected by what I’ve read.
I have vivid images of the characters.
I find myself accepting events that I might have otherwise considered unrealistic.
I find myself thinking what the characters may be thinking.
I find myself thinking of other ways the story could have ended.
My mind often wanders. (-)
I find myself feeling what the characters may feel.
I find that events in the story are relevant to my everyday life.
I often find that reading stories has an impact on the way I see things.
I easily identify with characters in the story.
I have vivid images of the events in the story.
Table N.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Transportability questionnaire.
Questoinnaire items presented on Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Stronglyi





While I was interacting with the system, I could easily picture the events taking place.
While I was interacting with the system, activity going on in the room around me was on my mind. (-)
I could picture myself in the scene of the events described in the narrative.
I was mentally involved in the narrative while playing it.
After finishing the narrative, I found it easy to put it out of my mind. (-)
I wanted to learn how to narrative ended.
The narrative affected me emotionally.
I found myself thinking of ways the narrative could have turned out differently.
I found my mind wandering while reading the narrative. (-)
The events in the narrative are relevant to my everyday life.
The events in the narrative have changed my life.
Table O.1: Individual questionnaire items from the Transportation questionnaire. Ques-
tionnaire items presented on Likert scale rangind from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree.
Reverse-coded items indicated by (-).
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